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ABSTRACT

Cohesive sediment is common within natural environments, such as rivers, estuaries, shallow
seas and deep oceans. High-magnitude, low-frequency events, such as storms, floods, and post-
wildfire erosion, which occur more often due to climate change, can enhance the cohesive sed-
iment supply to rivers. The higher sediment transport rates can have major impacts on water
quality and aquatic ecosystems, including fish habitats, and also on channel morphology. Further,
subaqueous sediment gravity currents are among the volumetrically most important sediment
transport processes on Earth.

In contrast to non-cohesive sediments, suspended cohesive sediment particles may form larger
particles, or flocs, when the distance between the particles is sufficiently small. Networks of flocs
in the flow, i.e., clay gels, enhance viscosity and yield stress, and thus are a key control on flow tur-
bulence. Research into steady, uniform clay flows indicates a close interaction between turbulent
and cohesive forces, controlling the dynamic structure of clay flows.

Subaqueous sediment gravity currents can be classified into different flow types, similar to a
clay flow classification scheme of open-channel flows. On one side of the spectrum, turbidity cur-
rents are relatively dilute flows, in which the particles are supported by the upward component of
fluid turbulence; correlated to turbulent flows with characteristics of a turbulent, wall-bounded
shear flow for open-channel flows. On the other side of the spectrum, debris or mud flows have
limited internal turbulence and cohesive sediment provides grain support through yield strength;
correlated to an almost fully suppressed turbulence in quasi-laminar plug flows for open-channel
flows. Transitional flows bridge the gap between turbidity currents, i.e. turbulent flows, and de-
bris flows, i.e. quasi-laminar plug flow. These transitional flow types contain transient turbulent
behaviour.

The transitional flow properties of clay-laden flow are based on steady, uniform open-channel
flow. However, open-channel flows and gravity currents are naturally non-uniform, i.e. varying
in space, or unsteady, i.e. varying in time. The formation of bonds between cohesive sediment
particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process and, therefore, clay-laden flows need time to
adjust to spatial or temporal variations in flow velocity. Despite clay being the most abundant sed-
iment type on earth, the present knowledge on turbulent dynamics of non-uniform or unsteady
clay-laden flows remains limited, whereas it directly influences the sediment transport capacity.

To research the influence of suspended cohesive clay on changing flow dynamics under non-
uniform flow conditions, new experiments were conducted using decelerating and accelerating
clay suspension open-channel flows in a recirculating flume. The flows transition between clay
flow types, with different degrees of turbulence enhancement and attenuation as the flow adapts
to the change in velocity. The experimental results show that decelerating clay suspension flows
have a longer adaptation time than accelerating clay suspension flows, which is potentially corre-
lated to the formation of clay bonds in decelerating flows requiring more time than the breakage
of clay bonds in accelerating flows. This hysteresis is more pronounced for higher concentration
decelerating flows that pass through a larger variety of flow phases of turbulence enhancement
and attenuation.

To research the adaptation time of clay suspension flows to unsteady flow conditions, new
experiments were conducted using unsteady clay suspension open-channel flows. The flow ve-
locity was adjusted with increments of 0.1 m/s after which the adaptation time to reach the equi-
librium conditions was quantified. The experimental results show that accelerating, strongly tur-
bulence attenuated, clay flows require more time than weakly or non-turbulence attenuated clay

ix



x ABSTRACT

flows due to the time required for turbulence to penetrate the plug flow in order to break the clay
bonds. Relative to turbulent flows, the adaptation time of decelerating flows is reduced as the flow
evolves through clay flow types as the increase in clay concentration allows for a higher frequency
of inter-particle collision. Adaptation time is then increased again with stronger turbulence at-
tenuated flows as the increasingly dominant cohesive forces reduce inter-particle collision and
consequently the formation of clay bonds takes longer.

To research the evolvement of non-uniform clay-laden gravity currents, new experiments with
constant-flux flows in a submerged flume were conducted. Based on velocity measurements three
different flow types are identified with increasing turbulence attenuation: a) turbidity current, b)
turbulent plug flow and c) transitional plug flow. The combination of balance between turbulent
and cohesive forces and the formation of clay bonds determines the evolvement of a gravity cur-
rent. For low clay concentrations, entrainment of ambient water and the additional turbulence
developed at the upper interface penetrates into the gravity current preventing the formation of
clay bonds. Consequently, the gravity current evolves towards a more turbulent flow condition.
For high clay concentrations, entrainment and turbulence generation remains in the outer region
allowing the formation of clay bonds in the inner region. Consequently, the gravity current evolved
towards a less turbulent flow condition as a plug flow develops in the inner region towards the bed.

Turbulent flow dynamics have a direct influence on sediment erosion, transport and deposi-
tion patterns. Research into non-uniform and unsteady clay suspension flows indicates a complex
interplay in cohesive and turbulent forces as the flow adapts to changes in velocity, which likely
affects erosional and depositional processes in a variety of fluvial and submarine settings.



GLOSSARY

A glossary of the main terms is provided for clarification of definitions used within this research.

Cohesive sediment Sediment containing predominantly clay- and silt-sized fractions
of clay-type minerals, containing the electromagnetic properties
of which cause the sediment to bind together.

Debris flow A debris flow is a sediment flow with plastic rheology and laminar
state in which matrix strength predominate over turbulence grain
support.

Gravity current A gravity current is a flow of one fluid within another caused by
the density difference between the fluids. The difference in spe-
cific weight provides the driving force. This research focuses on
subaqueous sedimentary gravity currents where the difference in
specific weight is due to suspended sediment.

Non-uniform flow The flow is non-uniform when the flow velocity changes from
point to point at any given instant of time. In this research
flow non-uniformity is defined as streamwise changes in depth-
averaged velocity in space (along the flume).

Plug flow Plug flow is an idealized flow of fluids in which all particles in a
given cross-section have identical velocity and direction in mo-
tion, and consequently without mixing between different heights
in the flow. Within clay-laden flows, as within this research, a plug
flow refers to a quasi-plug flow. The quasi-plug flow is charac-
terised by a low velocity gradient, which correlates with low tur-
bulence intensity. Note, plug flow is also used within the defi-
nitions of clay flow types of open-channel flows and gravity cur-
rents, where it should read in conjunction of the clay flow type.

Steady flow The flow is steady when the flow velocity at a point does not
change with time. In this research flow steadiness is defined as
constant streamwise depth-averaged velocity in time.

Turbidity current A turbidity current is a sediment flow with Newtonian rheology
and turbulent state in which turbulence provides the main parti-
cle support.

Uniform flow The flow is uniform when the flow velocity at a given instant of
time is the same in both magnitude and direction at all points in
the flow. In this research flow uniformity is defined as constant
streamwise depth-averaged velocity in space (along the flume).

Unsteady flow The flow is unsteady when the flow velocity at a point does change
with time. In this research flow unsteadiness is defined varying
streamwise depth-averaged velocity in time.

xi



xii GLOSSARY

Clay flow types in open-channel flows, with increasing clay concentration:

TF - Turbulent Flow Turbulent flow has a logarithmic vertical velocity profile with an
associated decrease in turbulence intensity away from the bed.

TETF - Turbulence-
Enhanced Transitional
Flow

In turbulence-enhanced transitional flow, velocity decreases and
turbulence intensity increases with increasing clay concentration
across the entire flow depth, while retaining the logarithmic rela-
tionship with flow height.

LTPF - Lower Transi-
tional Plug Flow

Lower transitional plug flow contains decreasing near-bed veloc-
ity, combined with increasing near-bed turbulence and decreas-
ing turbulence in the outer flow with initial plug flow develop-
ment.

UTPF - Upper Transi-
tional Plug Flow

As clay concentration increases within the upper transitional plug
flow, the plug-flow region gradually grows to its maximum thick-
ness, near-bed velocity continues to decrease, and turbulence in-
tensity rapidly decreases.

QLPF - Quasi-Laminar
Plug Flow

The quasi-laminar plug flow is characterized by a laminar plug
flow region moving on a thin shear layer. The shear layer has a
steep velocity gradient and usually possesses some residual tur-
bulence.

Clay flow types in gravity current (identified in experiments of Chapter 4)

Turbidity current A turbidity current is a gravity current, which shows no plug flow
within the downstream velocity profile and is fully turbulent.

Turbulent plug flow A turbulent plug flow is a gravity current, which does contain a
plug flow within the downstream velocity profile, but the mea-
sured velocity fluctuations are fully turbulent.

Transitional plug flow A transitional plug flow is a gravity current, which does contain
a plug flow within the downstream velocity profile and shows at-
tenuation of higher frequency velocity fluctuations.



1
INTRODUCTION

Cohesive sediment occurs commonly in a wide range of natural environments, such as rivers, es-
tuaries, shallow seas and deep oceans (Whitehouse et al., 2000; Flemming, 2002; Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004), and industrial settings (Ackers et al., 2001). Cohesive sediment predominantly
contains clay- and silt-sized fractions of clay-type materials, which contain electromagnetic prop-
erties allowing the sediment to bind together. The majority of flows should contain mud, com-
posed of water, clay minerals, sand, silt and organic matter (Whitehouse et al., 2000; Mehta, 2013),
since mud is one of the most common sediment types within natural environments (Flemming,
2002; Schindler et al., 2015). The supply of cohesive sediment to these environments can be in-
creased by high-magnitude, low-frequency events, such as landslides, floods, hill slope failure,
storms and post-wildfire erosion (Swanson, 1981; Sankey et al., 2017), which occur more often due
to climate change (Geertsema et al., 2006; Reneau et al., 2007; Barbero et al., 2015). Further, cohe-
sive sediment is common in submarine gravity currents, such as turbidity currents, hybrid events,
mass transport events and associated deposits (Talling et al., 2012). Sediment gravity currents are
volumetrically one of the most important sediment transport processes on our planet, frequently
transporting cohesive sediment in high concentrations (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Talling et al.,
2012). The increases in sediment transport due to climate change can have major impacts on
water quality and aquatic ecosystems, including fish habitats (Bilotta and Brazier, 2008; Ji, 2017;
Parsapour-Moghaddam et al., 2019), and also on channel morphology (Smith et al., 2011). The ca-
pability to predict the movement of cohesive sediment is crucial in understanding the distribution
of pollutants, such as heavy metals which can be absorbed onto clay or silt particles (Whitehouse
et al., 2000; Best et al., 2022). High-concentrated clay-laden flows could also transport and bury
macro- or microplastics across environments (Pohl et al., 2020b; Zhong and Peng, 2021).

High suspended cohesive sediment concentrations modify flow dynamics by either enhancing
(Best et al., 1997; Baas and Best, 2002) or dampening turbulence (Bagnold, 1954; Wang and Larsen,
1994), influencing sediment transport rates and erosion and deposition patterns (Partheniades,
1965; Mehta et al., 1989). Cohesive clay particles may form larger particles, or flocs, when the dis-
tance between the particles is sufficiently small (van Olphen, 1977; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren,
2004). Networks of flocs in the flow, i.e., clay gels, enhance viscosity and yield stress, and thus
are a key control on flow turbulence (Baas and Best, 2002). The flow properties due to suspended
sediment have been determined for steady uniform flow conditions. Where uniform flow refers
to a constant streamwise depth-averaged velocity in space and steady flow refers to a constant
streamwise depth-averaged velocity in time. However, flows are naturally non-uniform and/or
unsteady, i.e. varying in space and/or time, due to for example geometry changes (bed slope,
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

river width) (Yang et al., 2006; Emadzadeh et al., 2010), tidal variations (Leeder, 2011; Uncles and
Mitchell, 2017), flood hydrographs (Karimaee Tabarestani and Zarrati, 2015; Fielding et al., 2018;
Mrokowska and Rowiński, 2019) and sediment gravity currents naturally evolve both in space and
time depending on the boundary conditions (Kneller, 1995; Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Felix and
Peakall, 2006; Talling et al., 2007; Kane and Pontén, 2012). Despite the regular occurrence, the dy-
namics of these clay-laden non-uniform and/or unsteady flows are poorly understood, whereas
understanding this is pivotal. Erosion, transport and deposition of sediment, including develop-
ment and stability of bedforms (Baas and Best, 2008; Baas et al., 2016b) and hybrid event beds
(Haughton et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012), depends on the magnitude and distribution of flow tur-
bulence (Dorrell et al., 2018). Variations in turbulence directly affects the transport capacity and
deposition and erosion patterns (Whitehouse et al., 2000; Dorrell and Hogg, 2012; Moody et al.,
2013), but the understanding of turbulent-laminar transitions in non-uniform and unsteady clay-
laden flows remain poorly understood.

The stickiness of muddy sediment classifies cohesive sediment (Whitehouse et al., 2000). The
movement of cohesive sediment is closely related to flow hydrodynamics (Section 1.1) as well as
the material properties (Section 1.2). The combination of flow properties and suspended sediment
concentration has significant influence on the flow type (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004),
with turbulent flow and laminar flow as the two end members. Transitional flows bridge the gap
between laminar and turbulent flow with different degrees in turbulence enhancement and / or at-
tenuation (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). This thesis aims to further develop
the knowledge of non-uniform and unsteady clay-laden flows (Section 1.5) for both open-channel
flows (Chapters 2, 3) and gravity currents (Chapter 4).

1.1. HYDRODYNAMICS
The movement of sediment depends on the hydrodynamic forcing. Hydrodynamic flows are gen-
erally turbulent, characterised by their ability to transport and mix fluid (Pope, 2000). Laminar
flow is used as a term for flow conditions when the fluid flows in parallel layers with no disruption
between them (White, 2016) and energy losses are low due to the absence of flow mixing. Within
turbulent flow, liquid particles move in irregular paths resulting in irreversible mixing of the fluid
(Chaudhry, 2008). The ratio between inertial and viscous forces defines if the flow is laminar or
turbulent, indicated by the Reynolds number (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Viscous forces resist
deformation of a fluid and inertial forces represent resistance of the fluid mass to acceleration
(Leeder, 2011, Section 1.2.5).

Re = U L

ν
(1.1)

where Re is the Reynolds number, U is the characteristic flow scale, velocity, L the characteristic
length scale, commonly hydraulic depth or radius, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid
(Section 1.2.5). The flow is classified as laminar when viscous forces dominate, but no universal
Reynolds number can be defined as it is influenced by individual molecular properties of the fluid
(Chow, 1959; Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Novopashin and Muriel, 2002; Chaudhry, 2008; Massey
and Ward-Smith, 2012).

1.1.1. TURBULENT LENGTH SCALES

In turbulent flow, fluid moves in random patterns referred to as eddies (Tennekes and Lumley,
1972). The largest size range of eddies are in the order of the flow scale, set for example by flow
depth (Section 1.1) and the smallest are referred to as Kolmogorov micro-scales (Tennekes and
Lumley, 1972). Large eddies are unstable and break up, transferring their energy to smaller eddies
by inviscid processes, a process referred to as energy cascade (Pope, 2000). This process continues
until the Kolmogorov scale, where energy is dissipated to thermal energy by viscous effects due
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to molecular viscosity (Andersson et al., 2011). The large eddies, affected by the boundary condi-
tions of the flow, are anisotropic and contain the highest energy content, which contributes most
to the turbulent transport (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Pope, 2000, Figure 1.1). The small-scale
turbulent motions are often assumed to be statistically isotropic and universal, i.e. similar in every
high-Reynolds number turbulent flow (Pope, 2000; Biferale and Procaccia, 2005). These small-
scale, Kolmogorov, motions are determined by the energy-dissipation rate, ϵ, and the viscosity, ν,
(Pope, 2000; Kaneda et al., 2003; Iyer et al., 2020).

Length: η= (ν3/ϵ)1/4

Time: τη = (ν/ϵ)1/2 (1.2)

Velocity: uη = (νϵ)1/4

where ν is the viscosity, ϵ rate of dissipation and η, τη and uη the Kolmogorov scales of length, time
and velocity respectively. By definition Kolmogorov’s length and velocity scale give a Reynolds
number equal to 1 (Pope, 2000). The ratio of the smallest (η) and the largest (L) scale decreases
with the Reynolds number (Re) of the flow according to:

η

L
= Re−3/4 (1.3)

The higher the Reynolds number, the higher the range of turbulent length scales. At the iner-
tial (sub)range, between the large and the small scales, turbulent motion is governed by a high
Reynolds number (advection dominates) and is not directly affected by viscosity. The rate of dissi-
pation is scaled to the energy distribution as (Pope, 2000; Monin and Yaglom, 2013, Figure 1.1):

E(κ) =αϵ2/3κ−5/3 (1.4)

where E(κ) is the energy spectrum, α is a universal constant, ϵ the rate of dissipation and κ the
wave number, which is a reciprocal length scale. Turbulence needs a continuous supply of energy
to make up for the viscous losses (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Davidson, 2015). Shear in the mean
flow is a common source of energy for turbulent velocity fluctuations (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972;
Monin and Yaglom, 2013; Buaria et al., 2019).

Figure 1.1: Energy distribution of turbulent kinetic energy over the range of length scales. A: large energy-containing eddies,
which interact with and extract energy from the mean flow. The energy is transferred to smaller scaled into region B. B: inertial
subrange, where turbulent kinetic energy is neither produced nor dissipated. C: dissipative region of turbulent kinetic energy
into heat. Eddies in this region are isotropic and scales are given by the Kolmogorov scales. Adapted from Andersson et al.
(2011).
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1.1.2. TURBULENT SHEAR STRESS

Characterising turbulence as superimposed on the principal motion, Reynolds decomposition
separates turbulent fluctuations (u′) from the mean flow (u) (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Massey
and Ward-Smith, 2012).

u = u +u′ (1.5)

where u is the velocity signal. The contribution of the turbulent motion to the mean stress (τt ) can
be described as (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Pope, 2000), with v ′ the turbulent fluctuations of the
vertical velocity:

τt =−ρu′v ′ (1.6)

The Reynold stress defines the turbulent shear stresses across a shear plane parallel to the mean
flow direction. The total shear stress (τtot ) is a function of the gradient of the time-averaged stream
wise velocity (τl ) and the random fluctuations of the stream-wise component and vertical compo-
nents of velocity (τt ). These represent two mechanisms of momentum transfer within a moving
fluid: molecular momentum transfer due to viscosity at microscale and momentum transfer due
to turbulent fluctuations at macroscale (Schlichting and Gersten, 2016, Figure 1.2).

τtot = τl +τt =µ
∂u

∂z
−ρu′v ′ (1.7)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, related to the kinematic viscosity with the density of the fluid, i.e.
ν=µ/ρ (Andersson et al., 2011; Davidson, 2015) and z height above the bed.

inertial
sublayer

buffer layer

Figure 1.2: Shear stress distribution correlated to the velocity profile in open-channel flow. Adapted from (Pope, 2000; Schlicht-
ing and Gersten, 2016).

1.1.3. VELOCITY PROFILE

The velocity profile can be divided into two sections, the boundary layer and the outer flow. The
wall region or boundary layer is dominated by the boundary conditions at the wall and the outer
layer is influenced by the whole flow geometry where the effects of friction are negligible (Schlicht-
ing and Gersten, 2016). The wall enforces the no-slip condition; the fluid has zero velocity relative
to the boundary. Above the boundary, the stream-wise velocity gradually increases with height
above the bed and asymptotically approaches the free-stream value at some distance from the
bed. The no-slip condition results in large velocity gradients perpendicular to the wall (Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972). The boundary layer (δ) is defined as the distance from the boundary surface
to the point where u = 0.995ue , with ue the velocity in the outer layer (Schlichting and Gersten,
2016).

The wall region or inner layer is divided into three sublayers: the viscous sublayer (z+ < 5)
where viscous shear stresses dominate, the buffer or transition layer (5 < z+ < 30) where both
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viscous and turbulent shear stresses are important and the inertial sublayer (z+ > 30), which is
dominated by turbulent shear stresses (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972, Figure 1.2). Velocity u and
height y are commonly made dimensionless with the shear velocity (u∗) and viscosity (ν), referred
to as wall coordinates.

u+ = u

u∗
z+ = zu∗

ν
(1.8)

The friction or shear velocity is a fundamental velocity scale widely used to normalize mean
velocity and turbulence for comparison. The direct determination of the friction velocity within
experiments or in the field includes a high degree of difficulty (Chauhan et al., 2007; Hutchins and
Choi, 2002). Various indirect methods exist to determine the friction velocity, among others the
Reynolds shear stress distribution, the log law applied on the mean velocity distribution and the
water level slope (u∗ =√

g hS) (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993; Nezu et al., 1997; Kneller, 2003); where
g is the gravitational acceleration, h flow depth and S is the bed slope.

Within the viscous sublayer (z+ < 5), the velocity profile is linear (Equation 1.9) and within the
inertial sub-layer, the velocity profile is logarithmic (Equation 1.10).

u+ = z+ (1.9)

u+ = 1

κ
ln

(
z

z0

)
(1.10)

where κ is the von Karman constant generally around or equal to 0.41 (Clauser, 1954; Nezu and
Nakagawa, 1993; Pope, 2000; Chauhan et al., 2007; Segalini et al., 2013) and z0 the roughness
length depending on the roughness of the bed. A wall is considered smooth when roughness ele-
ments with height ks , i.e. the Nikuradse roughness (Soulsby, 1997), are submerged in the viscous
sub-layer (Van Rijn, 2011). When the roughness elements are larger and penetrate into the buffer
layer or further, flow separation behind the elements dominates the momentum transfer. Inter-
mediate or transitional roughness is referred to when the momentum transfer is affected by both
the viscosity and by flow separation. For a rough wall (ks = 2.5d50), there are no changes in the
velocity profile at the outer region. In the inner region, turbulent wakes are formed responsible
for inviscid drag on the surface (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). In the velocity profile, the Niku-
radse roughness length, z0, varies from hydrodynamically smooth (z0 = ν/(9u∗)) via transitional
(z0 = ν/(9u∗)+ks /30) to rough (z0 = ks /30) (Schlichting and Gersten, 2016).

The boundary layer inner region is described by a logarithmic profile by von Karman (Law of
the wall). In the outer layer (z+ > 50) the velocity profile can deviate from the log law, also referred
to as defect layer (Pope, 2000). Coles (1956) combined these two analytical descriptions into one
formula known as the law of the wake.

U = u∗
κ

ln

(
z

z0

)
+ 2Πu∗

κ
si n2

(
π

2

z

δ

)
(1.11)

where δ is the thickness of the boundary layer and Π the wake strength parameter. The wake
function, which is the second part of Equation 1.11, describes the velocity profile in the outer
region of turbulent boundary layers (Coles, 1956). The law of the wake is particular useful for the
velocity distribution in transitional flow conditions (Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). Coles (1956)
was the first author to express the boundary layer as wake function added to the description of
the inner layer, several authors followed with adjustments of the wake function (Finley et al., 1966;
Lewkowicz, 1982; Sandham, 1991; Chauhan et al., 2007).
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1.2. SEDIMENT PROPERTIES
Cohesive clay minerals, when suspended in water, have a surface charge that enables electrostatic
forces of attraction between individual particles (Section 1.2.2), leading to the formation of clay
flocs and gels (Yong and Warkentin, 1975; van Olphen, 1977; Whitehouse et al., 2000, Section 1.2.3).
These material properties (Section 1.2.4) influence the turbulence within the flow and the sedi-
ment transport rate of open-channel flows (Wang and Plate, 1996; Partheniades, 2009; Baas et al.,
2009) and gravity currents (Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Talling et al., 2012).

1.2.1. CLAY STRUCTURE

Clay minerals can be grouped according to their crystal structure and stacking sequence of various
layers (van Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b; Adamis et al., 2005; Partheniades, 2009, Sec-
tion 1.2.4). Each layer is a combination of tetrahedrically arranged silica sheets and octahedrically
arranged aluminium or magnesium sheets (Figure 1.3). Numerous layers of stacked units may
form one clay particle (Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b; Wypych, 2015; Shaikh et al., 2017). Tetrahedral
units, four oxygen atoms arranged in tetrahedron shape around a silicon atom, are combined in a
sheet structure referred to as silica or tetrahedral sheet. The second building block consists of six
oxygens having the configuration of an octahedron enclosing an aluminium or magnesium atom
(van Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a). Tetrahedral and octahedral sheets can combine
by sharing oxygen atoms (Partheniades, 2009). The fourth oxygen atom protruding from the silica
sheet is then shared with the octahedral sheet. In 1:1 clay minerals, sharing of oxygen atoms oc-
curs between one silica sheet and one octahedral sheet. 2:1 clay minerals contain one octahedral
sheet with two silica sheets, one on each side (van Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a, Sec-
tion 1.2.4). Cleavage parallel to the layers is relatively easy, which explains the flaky, plate-shaped
shape of clay particles (van Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b).

Oxygen Silicon Aluminium or magnesium

Octahedral sheet Silica tetrahedral sheet

Figure 1.3: Structure of tetrahedrically arranged silica sheets and octahedrically arranged aluminium or magnesium sheets
(Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004).

1.2.2. PARTICLE BONDING

Bonding between clay particles can be separated into two general categories: (1) interatomic or
primary bonds and (2) secondary bonds (van Olphen, 1977; Adamis et al., 2005; Partheniades,
2009; Shaikh et al., 2017). The stronger primary bonds hold the atoms and molecules of any matter
together, which depend on the atomic structure of the matter itself. Two types of primary bonds,
electrovalent or ionic and covalent bonds, influence the formation of flocs (Partheniades, 2009;
Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a). Ionic bonds are developed by the electrostatic attraction of elements
with opposite electric charges. With covalent bonds, one or more bonding electrons are shared
among a number of atoms, which occurs in combining tetrahedral and octahedral sheets (Nasser
and James, 2006; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a, Section 1.2.1).

Weaker secondary bonds act between material particles. The strongest secondary bond is a
hydrogen bond, where a hydrogen atom is attracted to an electronegative atom such as oxygen
(Partheniades, 2009; Delgado et al., 2007), found between attached layers of clay (Section 1.2.1).
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Electric charges are not distributed symmetrically creating dipoles with oppositely charged ends
which may be attracted by other differently oriented molecules. These attractive van der Waal
forces decrease rapidly with distance and are the primary mechanism for flocculation (Coussot,
1997; Partheniades, 2009, Section 1.2.3).

Within the clay layers, some silicon or aluminium atoms are replaced by atoms of lower posi-
tive valence resulting in an excess of a negative charge, which is compensated by the adsorption
of cations to maintain electroneutrality, referred to as isomorphous substitution (Partheniades,
2009). These cations, such as C a++ and K+, are retained in an exchangeable state and can be re-
placed by other cations (Coussot, 1997; van Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b). The quan-
tity of these exchangeable cations is referred to as cation exchange capacity (CEC), measured in
milliequivalents per 100 g of clay mineral [meq/100 g] (Yong and Warkentin, 1975). The cohesion
is greater with higher CEC resulting in higher potential of individual clay particles to form aggre-
gates or flocs in water (Adamis et al., 2005; Wypych, 2015; Shaikh et al., 2017; Section 1.2.3).

The exchangeable cations may slightly diffuse in water, forming an electric double layer
around clay particles (Mitchell et al., 2005; Hunter, 2013, Figure 1.4). The double layer consists
of two layers; the inner Stern layer and a cloud of particles referred to as the outer diffuse layer
(Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a; Shaikh et al., 2017). The Stern layer consists of cations attracted to the
negative surface charge of the particle. Ions in the diffuse layer are sparsely dispersed and their
concentration gradually decreases with increasing distance from the particle (van Olphen, 1977;
Hunter, 2013; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013a). A layer of surrounding fluid remains attached to the
particle. The slipping plane (shear plane) is the interface between this immobile fluid near the par-
ticle surface and the free-flowing ambient fluid (Shaikh et al., 2017). The ζ-potential is a measure
of electric potential at the slipping plane (Kaszuba et al., 2010; Hunter, 2013; Shaikh et al., 2017,
Figure 1.4), depending on pH, cation concentration and valence (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren,
2004). Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) is a measure for the relative concentration of N a+, C a++
and M g++ (Whitehouse et al., 2000) and reflects on the thickness of the double layer (Winterwerp
and Van Kesteren, 2004; Hunter, 2013). Together with the charge density of clay surfaces, which
depends on cation exchange capacity (CEC) and specific surface area (SSA), SAR is a useful param-
eter to quantify the effects of cations in the surrounding water on the mechanical properties of a
sediment, like shear strength, permeability and erodibility (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004;
Mehta and McAnally, 2008).

In the DVLO theory, developed by and named after Derjaguin and Landau (1941) and extended
by Verwey et al. (1948), colloid stability is determined by the potential energy of the particles,
which is a balance between potential energy of attractive van der Waals forces and potential energy
of the repulsive electric double layer (Hunter, 2013; Wypych, 2015; Shaikh et al., 2017, Figure 1.5).
If the net force between two particles is repulsive or attractive depends on cation concentration
and particle distance (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Mehta and McAnally, 2008, Figure 1.5).
If cation concentration is low, the suspension is stable meaning the repulsive forces are sufficient
to maintain particles far from each other (Coussot, 1997; Hunter, 2013). If cation concentration is
high, van der Waals forces dominate and particles aggregate. Particles have to overcome an energy
barrier before flocculation is possible, which is a local minimum in the net force (Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004; Partheniades, 2009), caused by the balance between attractive and repulsive
forces. In high electrolyte concentrations and reduced length of the double layer, two particles
will be subjected to an attractive force as soon as they come sufficiently close to each other, and
flocculation will take place (Partheniades, 2009; Hunter, 2013). Next to van der Waals electrostatic
forces (Syvitski et al., 1995; Mehta and McAnally, 2008), clay particles can also be held together by
organic matter (Furukawa et al., 2014; Asmala et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2020).
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Figure 1.4: Electric double layer (Mitchell et al., 2005).

Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of net and gross attractive repulsive force between clay particles including various potential
energy of particles depending on concentration: (A) Low concentration (C) High concentration. Adapted from Gelardi and
Flatt (2016).

1.2.3. FLOCCULATION

The most characteristic property of cohesive sediment is that it can form flocs when the sediment
is brought in contact with a fluid. Flocs contain an open structure formed by a large number
of clay particles and a high water content (Huang, 1993; Khelifa and Hill, 2006; Xu and Dong,
2017; Spencer et al., 2022). Flocs may join together to form higher order aggregates depending
on suspended sediment concentration (Jiang and Logan, 1991; Barany et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2016;
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Spencer et al., 2021, Figure 1.6). Krone (1963) proposed a conceptual model of floc structure, where
compact flocs of primary grains with strong bonds are referred to as zero order aggregates. With
the increase of order of aggregates, there is a discontinuous increase in the percentage of voids,
fewer contact points and consequently lower aggregate strength (Partheniades, 2009). The effec-
tive density (bulk density minus water density) of flocs generally decreases as the flocs grow in size
(Klimpel and Hogg, 1986), but their settling velocity increases (Dyer and Manning, 1999; Spearman
and Manning, 2017).

Above a critical volume fraction, the gelling point might be reached resulting in the forma-
tion of a space-filling network structure of particle bonds referred to as a gel (van Olphen, 1977;
Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Genovese, 2012). These space-filling networks results in elas-
tic gel-like behaviour influencing the flow properties of clay suspension flows (Baas et al., 2009;
Partheniades, 2009, Section 1.3) and an apparent yield stress (Toorman, 1997, Section 1.2.5). A gel
can already form at low clay concentrations of 2% volume (Coussot, 1997; Whitehouse et al., 2000;
Winterwerp, 2002; McAnally et al., 2007) and at higher concentrations (2% to 11%) it progressively
can support larger grains, such as sand or silt (Hampton, 1975; Torfs et al., 1996; Marr et al., 2001;
Amy et al., 2006; Sumner et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2011). The formation of bonds between cohesive
particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich, 1935; Mitchell, 1960;
Ren et al., 2021, Section 1.2.5). For example, an applied shear stress (i.e. accelerating flow) breaks
the bonds within clay particles (McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Partheniades, 2009; Cuthbertson et al.,
2010). After the increased shear, the flow attempts to adjust itself to the new situation and local
ions in the double layer will redistribute (Zhang et al., 2017). After enough time a new equilib-
rium is formed with a balance between attractive and repulsive forces. Thixotropy is a process of
reorientation and rearrangement of particles, changes of adsorbed water structure and redistribu-
tion of ions, which allows flocculation (Skempton and Northey, 1952; Ren et al., 2021). Thixotropy
has various implications on temporal variations of clay bonds for sediment flows (Manning and
Dyer, 1999; Gratiot and Manning, 2004), but how this affects non-uniform or unsteady clay-laden
open-channel flows or gravity currents remains unknown.

a) Individual clay particle      b) Individual floc        c) Individual Floc Group             d) Bed Deposit 

    
1 m 10 - 20 m 50 - 200 m 

Figure 1.6: Sizes of clay particles, flocs and floc groups (McDowell and O’connor, 1977).

In suspension, particles are subjected to forces due to gravity, inertia, mean flow, turbulence fluc-
tuations, and collisions with other particles in suspension (Mehta and McAnally, 2008) influencing
the flocculation in flowing water (Figure 1.7). The complex interplay of fluid shear and suspended
sediment concentration results in continuous particle aggregation and aggregate breakup (Lick
et al., 1993; Manning and Dyer, 1999; Mietta et al., 2009; Safak et al., 2013; Lamb et al., 2020). Floc-
culation occurs when a collision brings two particles close enough together for attractive forces to
overcome repulsive forces (Mehta and McAnally, 2008). As aggregation occurs, the floc might grow
large enough to settle to become part of the bed. If fluid forces and collisions exceed floc strength
the floc might break into smaller parts and repeat the process.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic drawing showing transport and aggre-
gation of cohesive sediment particles or flocs (Mehta and
McAnally, 2008).

Figure 1.8: Simulated relative contributions to the collision
frequency (βc ) for typical water column conditions between
two particles. First particle diameter is 1 µm (Mehta and
McAnally, 2008).

Three primary processes govern flocculation; Brownian motion, velocity gradients and differential
settling (Krone, 1962, Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004, Partheniades, 2009). Brownian motion,
caused by thermal activity of the water molecules, cause particles to collide, resulting in the for-
mation of aggregates (Levich, 1962). As Brownian motion depends on thermal motion of fluid
molecules, it depends on the temperature. Generally, Brownian motion affects small particles and
in moving water velocity gradient and collision frequency have a larger influence on flocculation
than Brownian motion, i.e. aggregation due to Brownian motion is negligible (McCave, 1984; van
Leussen, 1994; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Partheniades, 2009, Figure 1.8). Differences in settling
velocity cause collision between particles, referred to as differential settling (Soulsby, 1997; Mehta
and McAnally, 2008; Spearman and Manning, 2017). Velocity gradient or shear rate causes parti-
cles to collide and form flocs, but on the other hand, it may disrupt the flocs, causing floc break-up
(Dyer, 1988; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Partheniades, 2009; Cuthbertson et al.,
2010). The resistance to breakup or disaggregation is referred to as floc strength and depends on
cohesion, size, orientation of particles within the floc and to a lesser extent on salinity and pH (van
Olphen, 1977; Adamis et al., 2005; Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Yu et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2021). The
relative importance of these mechanisms depends on the natural situation (Dyer, 1988; Manning
and Dyer, 1999; Mietta et al., 2009) and the location in the flow, e.g near the bed, shear stresses are
stronger increasing the chance of deflocculation (McCave and Hall, 2006; Mehta and McAnally,
2008; Safak et al., 2013; Schlichting and Gersten, 2016).

1.2.4. CLAY TYPE

The most common clay minerals with their characteristic parameters are summarized in Table 1.1.
Kaolinite is a weakly cohesive clay mineral with a low specific surface area (SSA) and low cation ex-
change capacity (CEC) (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004) and classified as a 1:1 layer clay (van
Olphen, 1977; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b). Kaolinite originates from weathering of often feldspar-
rich rocks and is common in humid tropics (Adamis et al., 2005; Shaikh et al., 2017).

Montmorillonite, part of the smectite group (Adamis et al., 2005), on the other hand is a
stronger clay and results from weathering of volcanic rocks (Yong and Warkentin, 1975; Shaikh
et al., 2017). Montmorillonite, a 2:1 layer clay, is a swelling clay because when in contact with
water, water molecules penetrate in between the layers increasing the volume (van Olphen, 1977;
Karimi and Salem, 2011). Cations at the interlayer can be exchanged with cations in the ambient
water, resulting in a larger SSA and CEC than kaolinite and illite (next paragraph). Particles remain
relatively thin due to the low bonding strength between the layers (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren,
2004). Bentonite is composed of a mixture of smectite clay minerals of which montmorillonite is
the most common (Karimi and Salem, 2011; Shaikh et al., 2017).
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Illite is a 2:1 layer clay where the negative charge is counterbalanced by K+-ions between the
layers (Meunier and Velde, 2004; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004) and does not experience
interlayer swelling with water (van Olphen, 1977). As water does not penetrate in between the
layers, only the ions at the external surfaces are exchangeable, decreasing the CEC compared to
montmorillonite but also limiting the number of layers when potassium is not sufficiently avail-
able (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004), resulting in thinner crystalline particles than kaolinite
(Meunier and Velde, 2004; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013b).

Chlorite is structurally related to the 2:1 layer clays (van Olphen, 1977). The clay mineral con-
sists of two tetrahedral sheets with one aluminium octahedral sheet (gibbsite octahedra) bonded
by a magnesium octahedral sheet (brucite interlayer) (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004).

Table 1.1: Properties most common clay minerals (Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Partheniades, 2009; Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004)

Clay mineral General thickness Specific Surface Area Cation Exchange Capacity Structure
[nm] SSA [m2/g ] CEC [meq/100g ] (Section 1.2.1)

Kaolinite 100 10-20 3-15

Montmorillonite
(incl. Bentonite)

2 700-800 80-150

Illite 20 65-100 10-40

Chlorite 30 70-90 24-35

1.2.5. RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

Rheological properties of clay suspensions include two main parameters: viscosity, η and yield
stress, τy (Ghezzehei and Or, 2001; Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2018). Viscosity
is a quantitative measure of a fluid’s resistance to flow (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012) and yield
stress is defined as the minimum shear stress required to initiate a flow, which within clay suspen-
sion flows is a measure of strength of the attractive interparticle forces between clay particles (Au
and Leong, 2013; Lin et al., 2016). The correlation between stress against rate of shear determines
the rheological properties (Takahashi, 2014; Figure 1.9). In shear thickening flow, also referred to
as dilatant, the fluid increases its resistance with increasing strain rate. In shear thinning flow or
pseudo-plastic flow, the dynamic viscosity increases as the rate of shear increases. In a Bingham
plastic a minimum driving shear stress, the yield stress, is required before deformation after which
the shear stress increases linearly with increasing shear rate (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012; Taka-
hashi, 2014; White, 2016). The Herschel-Bulkley model combines a yield stress with shear thinning.
For the nonlinear curves, the slope at any point is called the apparent viscosity (White, 2016).
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Yield stress, 

plastic

Herschel-Bulkley 

Figure 1.9: Rheological behaviour of viscous materials, stress versus strain rate. Modified after (Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012;
White, 2016).

Several aspects influence the yield stress and apparent viscosity of clay-laden flows, including sedi-
ment type (cohesive or non-cohesive) due to particle interaction, clay type (Adamis et al., 2005; Yu
et al., 2013), volumetric concentration (Wan, 1982; Laxton and Berg, 2006), fresh or salt water, flow
velocity and thixotropic behaviour (Einstein, 1906; Richardson and Zaki, 1954; Coussot, 1997). The
influence of clay concentration, for kaolinite clay, can be roughly divided into three sections, low
concentrations where the behaviour is linear (ϕ< 15%), non-linear behaviour at intermediate con-
centrations (15% <ϕ< 42%) and shear-thinning at high concentrations (ϕ> 42%) (Beazley, 1972;
Zhu et al., 2017), where ϕ [−] is the volumetric concentration. Nguyen et al. (2018) suggest that the
Bingham model is suitable for when the clay to water content ratio is <1 and Hershel-Bulkley for
when the clay to water content ratio is ≥ 1.

Einstein (1906) proposed a correlation between viscosity of turbid water and clear water based
on the suspended concentration.

µe =µ(1+2.5ϕ) (1.12)

where µe is the effective viscosity and µ the viscosity of clear water. The correlation of Einstein
(1906) is valid for dilute suspensions (ϕ < 2%) of non-interacting spheres or ellipsoids, i.e. non-
cohesive sediment. The rate of influence of particles on neighbouring particles increases as the
sediment concentration increases and therefore often a multinomial correlation is used, of which
higher orders can be neglected (Russel et al., 1989; Wan and Wang, 1994).

µe =µ(1+k1ϕ+k2ϕ
2 +O(ϕ3)) (1.13)

Values for k1 have been found to be around 2.5, but literature suggest a large range for k2 values,
varying from 7.6 (Batchelor, 1972) to 14.1 (Pabst, 2004; Mueller et al., 2010), depending on flow
conditions. The effective viscosity exhibits a steeper increase with concentration with a high de-
gree of anisometry (e.g. plate shape clay particles, Section 1.2.4) than suspensions with isometric
or spherical particles (Gregorova et al., 2009). Due to large amount of factors influencing the yield
stress and effective viscosity, numerous empirical models exist in literature (Wan, 1982; Krieger,
1972; Adamis et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2013; Spearman, 2017).

Thixotropy, described as a phenomenon of reversible changes of colloidal solutions from fluid
conditions to an elastic solid-like gel (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich, 1935; Mitchell, 1960; Ren et al.,
2021, Section 1.2.3), and shear-thinning behaviour of mud (Barnes, 1997; Sun and Huang, 2015)
influences the kinematics of flow behaviour in clay-laden flows (Skempton and Northey, 1952;
Evans and Ryan, 2005; Hu et al., 2017). Shear thinning behaviour enables the viscosity to increase
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with a reduction in flow velocity, i.e. shear rate, while maintaining the clay concentration, which
enables the development of a network of cohesive bonds between clay particles (Coussot, 1997;
Baas et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2013, Section 1.3). The reduction in velocity and the increased
viscosity both results in a reduction of Reynolds number (Equation 1.1), in a transient mode due
to the thixotropic processes (Skempton and Northey, 1952). However, the rate at which the clay-
laden flows adjust to the changes in velocity remains unknown.

1.3. TRANSITIONAL FLOWS
With increasing clay concentration flow properties change from Newtonian to non-Newtonian
(Wang and Plate, 1996, Section 1.2.5). Relatively small percentages of clay can enhance or dampen
fluid turbulence and result in transitional flow conditions. Baas et al. (2009) defined a clay flow
classification scheme, consisting of five different flow types in order of increasing clay concentra-
tion: turbulent flow (TF), turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (TETF), lower transitional plug
flow (LTPF), upper transitional plug flow (UTPF), and quasi-laminar plug flow (QLPF) (Figure 1.10).
The dynamic properties of clay-laden flows are strongly dependent on the clay concentration and
turbulence properties (Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.1.2).

Subaqueous sediment gravity currents vary in their sediment concentration that correlates
with their particle support mechanism (Haughton et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012; Pickering and
Hiscott, 2015). On one side of the spectrum, turbidity currents are relatively dilute flows, in which
the particles are supported by the upward component of fluid turbulence (Mulder and Alexander,
2001; Leeder, 2011); correlated to TF flows based on the classification of Baas et al. (2009). On the
other side of the spectrum, debris or mud flows have limited internal turbulence and cohesive sed-
iment provides the grain support through yield strength (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Mulder
and Alexander, 2001). The cohesive strength resists the admixture of water into the flow, maintain-
ing the coherence of the body (Mulder and Alexander, 2001); equivalent to QLPF flows based on
the classification of Baas et al. (2009). Transitional flows bridge the gap between turbidity currents,
i.e. turbulent flows, and debris flows, i.e. quasi-laminar plug flow. These transitional flows con-
tain various degrees of turbulence enhancement or attenuation (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas et al.,
2009; Sumner et al., 2009).

For non-cohesive sediment gravity currents, turbidity currents can be subdivided into low-
density turbidity currents and high-density turbidity currents. The point of transition between low
and high density is a contentious issue (Kuenen, 1950; Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950; Kuenen, 1951;
Lowe, 1982; Talling et al., 2012). Fluid turbulence is the main particle support in low-density turbid-
ity currents, whereas other processes, such as grain-to-grain interactions, development of excess
pore pressure and hindered settling, play a role in supporting sediment within high-density tur-
bidity currents (Lowe, 1982; Talling et al., 2012). This division into low- and high-density turbidity
currents is complex to apply to clay-laden gravity currents as the behaviour of cohesive sediment
is fundamentally different from that of non-cohesive sediment (Whitehouse et al., 2000; Winterw-
erp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Talling et al., 2012). This thesis focuses on clay-laden open-channel
flows and gravity current, in which the used terminology follows the interpretation of transitional,
turbulence-modulated flow behaviour.
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a) Turbulent flow (TF)    b) Turbulence-enhanced    c) Lower transitional       d) Upper transitional         e) Quasi-laminar 
                                    transitional flow (TETF)         plug flow (LTPF)              plug flow (UTPF)            plug flow (QLPF) 

Increasing flow clay concentration                                                                     Increasing flow velocity  

Cohesive forces
Turbulent forces

Figure 1.10: Schematic model of the balance between cohesive and turbulent forces that determines the behaviour of turbu-
lent, transitional and laminar clay-laden flows, divided into five different types after the classification scheme of Baas et al.
(2009). Modified after Baas and Best (2002).

In open-channel flows, TF has a logarithmic vertical velocity profile (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993,
Section 1.1.3, Figure 1.10a) with an associated decrease in turbulence intensity away from the bed.
In this flow type, turbulent fluctuations are strong enough to prevent the clay from forming cohe-
sive bonds (Baas et al., 2011).

The velocity of turbulence-enhanced transitional flows progressively diminishes, in particular
close to the base of the flow, which is caused by a drag reduction in the boundary layer. Over
the full flow depth, TETF exhibits a progressive increase in turbulence intensity over the full flow
depth, whilst the logarithmic velocity profile is maintained (Figure 1.10b).

With increasing clay concentration, cohesive forces outbalance turbulent forces near the flow
surface where the shear stress is lowest and clay particles establish a network of electrostatic bonds.
Baas and Best (2002) suggested that the formation of cohesive electrostatic bonds between clay
particles prevent the upward dispersion of turbulent eddies. This results in a plug flow region,
which is virtually free of turbulence. A large gradient of turbulent intensity is noticeable between
the base of the flow, a basal layer of high velocity gradient, and the top of the flow, a plug flow
region which has low, or no, vertical gradients in downstream velocity (Figure 1.10c, Baas and Best,
2002; Baas et al., 2011). Vorticity, in the form of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, penetrates upwards
into the flow from the shear layer, whilst gradually dissipating (Baas et al., 2011), resulting in a
saw-tooth signal in the downstream velocity (Baas and Best, 2002).

The plug flow region expands downwards as clay concentration increases, changing flow con-
ditions from LTPF to UTPF (Figure 1.10d). The maximum turbulence moves away from the bed,
showing similar reduction in near-wall velocity gradient and growth of viscous sublayer as found
in drag-reducing flows (Best and Leeder, 1993; Li and Gust, 2000), where a decrease in shear stress
in the viscous sublayer is found (Toms, 1949; Virk, 1975; Gust, 1976; Best and Leeder, 1993; Li and
Gust, 2000). UTPF flows comprise decreased near bed velocities and reduced turbulence intensity.
The velocity profile for LTPF and UTPF is best described by Coles wake function (Baas et al., 2009,
Section 1.1.3).

If the clay concentration increases further, clay particles form a gel, increasing the effective
viscosity of the flow and suppressing most of the turbulence (Baas et al., 2011, Section 1.2.5). The
yield stress within most of the flow is high enough to prevent any turbulence from breaking up
the electrostatic bonds between clay particles (Baas et al., 2009). In quasi-laminar plug flows the
turbulence is fully suppressed apart from minor residual turbulence near the base of the flow
within a thin shear layer (Figure 1.10e).

Research has focussed frequently on the two end members of the flow spectrum, turbidity current
and debris flow (Lowe, 1982), but the dynamic structure of transitional clay flows is more complex
than the existing conceptual models portray (Baas et al., 2009; Haughton et al., 2009; Hermidas
et al., 2018). The transitional flow types that bridge the gap between turbidity current and debris
flow are currently poorly understood. Gravity currents are difficult to observe and measure in
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nature (Xu et al., 2004; Talling et al., 2015; Heijnen et al., 2020) and the behaviour of cohesive gravity
currents is critically influenced by suspended clay (Baas et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2017; Hermidas
et al., 2018). Based on flow visualisation in experiments, a turbidity current, generally with a low
density, is fully turbulent, whereas a debris flow, generally with a high density, moves as a coherent
mass without significant deformation (Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Felix and Peakall, 2006; Baker et al.,
2017). The key distinction is the mode of transport, turbulence within a turbidity current and
matrix strength or grain-to-grain interaction (cohesion), in debris flows (Mulder and Alexander,
2001; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Haughton et al., 2009). Hermidas et al. (2018) defined transitional
flow properties for gravity currents based on the division of three layers: free shear layer, boundary
layer and plug flow layer. However, insufficient turbulence data were presented to ascribe the flows
to a specific transitional flow category of Baas et al. (2009).

It should be noted that due to the complex interplay of cohesive and turbulent forces, no sin-
gle concentration value should be used as a general discriminator of clay flow types for either
open-channel flows or gravity currents, although previously suggested for distinguishing turbid-
ity currents from debris flows (Middleton, 1993; Shanmugam, 2000; Mulder and Alexander, 2001;
Pickering and Hiscott, 2015).

Figure 1.11: Phase diagram as a function of depth-averaged flow velocity, U , and depth-averaged clay concentration, C , for
kaolinite flows moving over a flat, smooth, fixed boundary (Baas et al., 2009).

Flow velocity and clay concentration are the principal physical parameters that control the dynam-
ics of clay flows (Figure 1.11). In general, at higher velocities, the turbulence intensity is higher
and flows are more able to prevent flocculation and gelling. However, turbulence modulation
depends on multiple factors in natural flows, including fluid shear, bed surface roughness (Sec-
tion 1.1.3), flow velocity, mixture with non-cohesive sediment and characteristics of the clay such
as clay type (Section 1.2.4) and concentration (Baas and Best, 2002, Section 1.2.5). A hydraulically
rough boundary instead of a smooth boundary results in a comparable correlation between tur-
bulent and cohesive forces, but excludes TETF-type flows (Baas and Best, 2009). Bentonite is a
clay mineral that attains higher viscosities at lower volumetric concentrations within a flow than
kaolinite and therefore lower concentrations are needed to form transitional flow conditions (Baas
et al., 2016a, Section 1.2.4). Natural flows typically transport mixtures of cohesive, non-cohesive
and organic material, for which the relative fraction of clay or biological cohesion can significantly
influence the flow behaviour (Paterson et al., 1990; Malarkey et al., 2015; Takahashi, 2014; Parsons
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et al., 2016; Shakeel et al., 2019). In addition, salinity enhances cohesion by aiding flocculation
compared to fresh water (Di Maio, 1996; Li and Gust, 2000; Laxton and Berg, 2006; Rinaldi and
Clariá Jr, 2016). Baas et al. (2009) defined transitional flow properties for open-channel flows, but
transitional flows occur frequently in subaqueous gravity currents as well. The stability regimes are
expected to vary for gravity currents from those of open-channel flows (Baas et al., 2009), because
turbulence at the upper flow boundary in gravity currents is stronger than near the free surface of
hydrodynamically equivalent open-channel flows (Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Leeder, 2011; Her-
midas et al., 2018; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). However, to date the balance between turbulent and
cohesive forces identified for open-channel flows are used to understand turbulent-laminar tran-
sitions in gravity currents and related deposits (Sumner et al., 2009; Baker and Baas, 2020; Peakall
et al., 2020; Baas et al., 2021).

The flow dynamics for clay-laden flow have been determined for uniform, steady flow condi-
tions, i.e flows that do not change in time nor in space. The phase diagram (Figure 1.11) suggests
that if a flow is non-uniform or unsteady there are regions within the clay concentrations versus
velocity space where transitions within flow types occur. Despite flows being non-uniform or un-
steady in nature, these transitions within clay flow types are poorly understood. It is expected that
the thixotropic process influences the varying flow conditions, but the exact influence remains
unknown (Section 1.2.3) for both open-channel flows and gravity currents.

1.4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Predicting the nature of sediment transport and deposition from open-channel flows or gravity
currents relies on a detailed understanding of fluid dynamics (Soulsby, 1997; Whitehouse et al.,
2000). However, research on the internal structure of clay-laden flows is limited due to the chal-
lenges of data acquisition in opaque, high-concentrated flows. Especially for gravity currents,
there is an added challenge due to the difficulty of observing these flow types in nature, due to their
relatively inaccessible location, often unpredictable occurrence and ability of the flow to severely
damage instruments in place (Talling et al., 2013; Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017). For physical exper-
iments, the only technique currently available for velocity measurements in high-concentrated
flows is Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP) (Best et al., 2001; Baas and Best, 2002). Other frequently
used measurement equipment, for example, acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV) or particle image
velocimetry (PIV) measurements, are unable to measure in clay-laden flows (Poelma et al., 2006;
Tropea et al., 2007; Linne et al., 2009; Aberle et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2017) and consequently,
previous research has focused on conceptual models based on visualisation with a lack of quanti-
tative support (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Nogueira et al., 2013; Baker et al.,
2017) or relied on the use of a saline solution to generate density excess (Simpson, 1997; Kneller
and Buckee, 2000).

The development of Ultrasonic Velocity Profilers (UVPs) allows the collection of velocity mea-
surements within opaque sediment-laden suspensions, which can enhance the understanding
of fluid turbulence within these high-concentrated flows (Takeda, 1991; Best et al., 2001). Albeit,
UVPs are designed to work along a single beam (Met-Flow, 2002) and consequently, the clay flow
classification scheme defined by Baas et al. (2009) is based upon streamwise velocity measure-
ments. In physical experiments, the profiler can be installed facing upstream in the flow direction
to measure the horizontal component of flow velocity (Chapter 2). This allows accurate measure-
ments of the horizontal flow component, but only at 1 measurement height in the flow, i.e. at
the height of the installation of the profiler. To collect velocity measurements at multiple heights
within the flow, the UVP can be placed under an angle of 30 up to 45◦ relative to the vertical (Tro-
pea, 1983; Lhermitte and Lemmin, 1994; Pedocchi and García, 2012, Chapter 3). In this method,
the vertical velocity is assumed to be zero in order to convert the measurements to a streamwise
velocity profile.
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To measure the flow velocity, UVPs uses the doppler shift which relies on use of pulsed
echosound echography wherein an ultrasound pulse is emitted along a measuring line from pro-
files, and the same profiler receives the echo reflected from the surface of small particles supended
within the flow (Takeda, 1991; Best et al., 2001). A short emission of ultrasound is transmitted after
which an UVP switches to receiving mode. Part of the ultrasound energy scatters if it hits a small
particle, which the UVP is able to detect in the receiving mode (Met-Flow, 2002). These small
particles can be suspended sediment (e.g. clay particles) within the flow or additional seeding if
the concentration of suspended sediment is low. The Doppler shift frequency is determined from
several repeated ultrasound pulses, which is used to determine the flow velocity (Met-Flow, 2002):

U = fd c

2 f0
(1.14)

where U is the flow velocity, fd the Doppler shift, c the sound velocity in liquid (1480 m/s) and f0
the transmitting frequency.

1.5. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND THESIS OUTLINE
In a flow, cohesive clay particles may form larger particles, or flocs, when the distance between the
particles is sufficiently small (van Olphen, 1977; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004, Section 1.2).
Networks of flocs in the flow, i.e., clay gels, enhance viscosity and yield stress, and thus are a key
control on flow turbulence (Baas and Best, 2002, Section 1.2.5). Research into steady, uniform clay
flows indicates a close interaction between turbulent and cohesive forces, controlling the dynamic
structure of clay flows (Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). As the clay concentration
increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to break the cohesive bonds between particles, result-
ing in the formation of a pervasive network of permanently interlinked clay particles; turbulent
energy is dissipated by the high effective viscosity, and the flow becomes laminar. Conversely, the
electrostatic bonds between the clay particles can be broken in regions of high shear (Section 1.2.3).
Thus, an increase in turbulence generation in the flows by, for example, an increasing flow velocity
has the potential to break bonds between the clay particles and reduce the flow viscosity (Parthe-
niades, 2009). This shifting balance between turbulent and cohesive forces regulates the dynamic
structure of cohesive flows (Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3).

Natural flows commonly transport high concentrations of cohesive sediment. Transient tur-
bulent behaviour has been recognized in a wide range of environmental flow. For example: at
the Dutch shoreface and shelf in the North Sea, near Noordwijk, reductions in bed load trans-
port are found at locations with high mud contents. These high mud concentrations might have
damped the turbulence and therefore decreased the bed load transport rate (Kleinhans and Gras-
meijer, 2006). Mud-rich sandstone deposits that are likely deposited by flow that became transi-
tional between turbidity currents and debris flows, for example in the Oligocene flysch of the East
Carpathians, Romania (Sylvester and Lowe, 2004) or in the Lower Cretaceous Britannia Formation,
UK North Sea (Lowe and Guy, 2000; R. Lowe et al., 2003). Diffusely laminated silt and muds in fjord-
marine deposits in Trondheimsfjorden near the outlet of the Nidelva River were possible formed
by fluctuating transitional flows (Hansen et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the likelihood of occurrence of
transitional flow conditions in natural environments, transitional flow properties to date have not
been measured within field campaigns. Natural clay flows are opaque and consequently difficult
to study or image. Additionally, gravity currents are unpredictable, difficult to observe and mea-
sure in nature as these flows are strong enough to damage the measurement equipment (Xu et al.,
2004; Talling et al., 2015; Heijnen et al., 2020). The lack of field flow measurements means that a
lot of aspects of transitional flow conditions remain unknown, whereas the have large implications
on the sediment transport rates in rivers, estuaries, oceans and location and type of sedimentary
deposits. Only with the development of Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP), it became possible to
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reveal the complex internal dynamics of clay-laden flows with high concentrations in laboratory
experiments (Best et al., 2001; Baas and Best, 2002).

The transitional clay flow properties are based on flume experiments of steady, uniform
clay flows (Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). However, flows are naturally non-uniform (varying
in space) or unsteady (varying in time). The effect of clay on non-uniform or unsteady flow is
essential for understanding sediment-laden flow dynamics. The formation of bonds between
cohesive sediment particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process (Section 1.2.3) and, there-
fore, cohesive sediment-laden flows need time to adjust to spatial variations in flow velocity.
However, the changing balance between turbulent and cohesive forces in clay-laden flows under
non-uniform or unsteady conditions is poorly understood. Understanding this balance is pivotal,
as erosion, transport, and deposition of sediment depend on the magnitude and distribution
of flow turbulence (Dorrell et al., 2018), especially as high-concentration clay-laden flows occur
more frequently due to climate change (Barbero et al., 2015). Spatio-temporal increases and
decreases in turbulence directly affect the transport capacity and deposition and erosion patterns
(Dorrell and Hogg, 2012; Moody et al., 2013). Therefore, the main objective of the research is to:

Understand turbulence modulation in non-uniform and unsteady clay suspension flows.

To achieve the overall objective, the following research questions will be answered in the chapters
of this thesis.

1. How are non-uniform, i.e. spatially accelerating and decelerating, flows influenced by sus-
pended cohesive sediment?

The transitional flow properties that are based on the shifting balance between turbulent and
cohesive forces have been identified for uniform open-channel flows (Section 1.3). However,
flows are naturally non-uniform. For example, the geometry of channels and bedform properties
contain variations in flow depth, width or bed slopes enforcing changes in velocity. The dynamics
of these non-uniform open-channel clay suspension flows are poorly understood. However,
magnitude and distribution of flow turbulence directly influence sediment transport capacity.
Therefore, an increased understanding of the influence of cohesive sediment on non-uniform flow
conditions is needed. Chapter 2 details experimental results on the flow structure of clay-laden
flows, isolating spatial deceleration and acceleration in open-channel flows.

2. What is the adaptation time of transitional flows to velocity changes?

The formation or breakage of bonds between cohesive sediment particles contains time-
dependent processes (Section 1.2.5) influencing the adaptation of turbulent, transitional and
laminar flows to non-uniform open-channel flows (Chapter 2). However, flows are naturally
unsteady, with tides or floods as classical examples. Changes in velocity, e.g. non-uniform or
unsteady flow, are expected to influence the adaptation of clay-laden flows, but the adaptation
time of clay-laden flows to temporal varying flow velocities remains unknown. Currently, it is
unknown if the adaptation to velocity changes due to geometry (non-uniform, spatial variations,
Chapter 2) or time (unsteady, temporal variations, Chapter 3) have similar or different time and
length scales. The temporal scales of turbulent-laminar transitions in naturally unsteady flows
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remain unknown, but are key for understanding sediment-laden flow dynamics and directly
affects sediment transport capacity. An increased understanding of the influence of cohesive sed-
iment on unsteady flow conditions is needed. Chapter 3 details experimental results on the flow
structure of clay-laden flows, isolating temporal deceleration and acceleration in open-channel
flows.

3. How do the flow dynamics of non-uniform clay-laden gravity currents evolve?

Gravity currents are naturally non-uniform and continuously evolve as they move downstream.
To date, the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces identified for open-channel flows is
used to understand turbulent-laminar transitions in gravity currents. However, gravity currents
are fundamentally different from open-channel flows as gravity currents are driven by the action
of gravity on the density difference between the particle-fluid mixture and the ambient fluid.
Consequently, the stability regime of Baas et al. (2009) might not be suitable for gravity currents
and the adaptation to non-uniform conditions might be different than in open-channel flows
(Chapter 2). Gravity currents are major agents of sediment transport in seas and oceans and the
turbulence dynamics modified by suspended clay have direct influence on the sediment transport
and deposits. Consequently, an increased understanding of the influence of cohesive sediment
on non-uniform gravity currents is needed. Chapter 4 details experimental results on the flow
structure of clay-laden gravity currents.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings of this thesis and discusses their broader im-
plications.





2
TURBULENCE MODULATION IN NON-UNIFORM

OPEN-CHANNEL CLAY SUSPENSION FLOWS

Cohesive properties of clay promote the formation of clay flocs and gels and relatively small sus-
pended clay concentrations can enhance or suppress turbulence in a flow. Flows are naturally non-
uniform, varying in space and time, yet the dynamics of non-uniform open-channel clay suspension
flows are poorly understood. To research the influence of suspended cohesive clay on changing flow
dynamics under non-uniform flow conditions, new experiments were conducted using decelerating
and accelerating clay suspension open-channel flows in a recirculating flume. The flows transition
between clay flow types, with different degrees of turbulence enhancement and attenuation as the
flow adapts to the change in velocity. The experimental results show that decelerating clay suspen-
sion flows have a longer adaptation time than accelerating clay suspension flows. The formation of
bonds between cohesive sediment particles is a time-dependent process and establishing clay bonds,
as in the decelerating flows, requires more time than breaking them, as in the accelerating flows.
These different adaptation time scales and associated clay flow type transitions are likely to affect
erosional and depositional processes in a variety of fluvial and submarine settings.

Based on: de Vet, M.G.W., Fernández, R., Baas, J.H., McCaffrey, W.D., and Dorrell, R.M., ‘Turbulence modulation in non-
uniform open-channel clay suspension flows’, submitted to: Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface.

Data Availability Statement: The data collected during the physical experiments in preparation for this chapter is avail-
able at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6642324 (de Vet et al., 2022).
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Cohesive sediment-laden flows are important in a wide range of natural environments, such
as rivers, estuaries, shallow seas and deep oceans (Whitehouse et al., 2000; Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004), and in industrial settings (Ackers et al., 2001). For example, cohesive sedi-
ment supply to rivers can be increased by high-magnitude, low-frequency events, such as storms,
floods and post-wildfire erosion (Swanson, 1981; Sankey et al., 2017), which occur more often be-
cause of climate change (Geertsema et al., 2006; Reneau et al., 2007; Barbero et al., 2015). Further,
cohesive sediment is common in submarine gravity currents, such as turbidity currents and mass
transport events and associated deposits, such as hybrid event beds (Talling et al., 2012). The in-
creases in sediment transport can have major impacts on water quality and aquatic ecosystems,
including fish habitats, and also on channel morphology (Smith et al., 2011). High suspended
sediment concentrations modify flow dynamics by either enhancing (Best et al., 1997) or damp-
ening turbulence (Bagnold, 1954; Wang and Larsen, 1994), influencing sediment transport rates
and erosion and deposition patterns (Mehta et al., 1989; Partheniades, 1965). These processes can
be enhanced by the presence of cohesive sediment in suspension due to the cohesive properties
promoting flocculation (Baas and Best, 2002; Section 1.2). Baas et al. (2009) defined a clay flow
classification scheme, consisting of five different flow types in order of increasing clay concentra-
tion: turbulent flow (TF), turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (TETF), lower transitional plug
flow (LTPF), upper transitional plug flow (UTPF), and quasi-laminar plug flow (QLPF) (Figure 1.10,
Section 1.3).

Flows are naturally non-uniform. The geometry of channels and bedform properties result
in variations in flow depth and width or bed slopes, which can enforce changes in velocity. Non-
uniform flow within experimental settings can be achieved by different methods including con-
verging or diverging the flume width or using positive or negative longitudinal bed slopes. Previ-
ous research often uses a sloping bed where the spatial variation in the flow depth forces the flow
to accelerate or decelerate (Cardoso et al., 1991; Kironoto and Graf, 1995; Nezu et al., 1997). The
inner region of non-uniform flow can be described by the law of the wall (Section 1.1.3), but within
the outer region, systematic deviations occur. The velocity profile of decelerating flow gets more
slender and falls above the log-law (Kironoto and Graf, 1995; Nezu et al., 1997). Accelerating flows
tend to have a fuller velocity profile and fall below the log law (Cardoso et al., 1991). In the near-bed
region accelerating flows contain larger velocity gradients than decelerating flows (Figure 2.1a,b,
Song and Chiew, 2001).
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Figure 2.1: a) Vertical profiles of time-averaged velocity (U ) normalised by depth-averaged velocity (U ); b) Normalised velocity
profiles on a logarithmic scale; c) Vertical profile of turbulence intensity (u′/u∗) for uniform and non-uniform flow. Modified
after Kironoto and Graf (1995).
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Based on flume experiments, non-uniform flow forced by a change in width or change in
bed slope contain comparable velocity and turbulence intensity profiles (Kironoto and Graf, 1995;
Yang et al., 2006; Emadzadeh et al., 2010). Explanation of these profiles is based on a change in bed
slope, which is a more common method in previous research. Changing the bed slope produces a
spatial variation in flow depth in the flow direction, forcing the flow to accelerate or decelerate. In
a gradually varied flow, the pressure distribution follows the hydrostatic distribution (Chaudhry,
2008). A positive pressure gradient (decelerating flow), results in an increasing shear near the bed
and a negative pressure gradient (accelerating flow) results in a decreasing shear compared to uni-
form flow (Kironoto and Graf, 1995; Emadzadeh et al., 2010). Correlated to an increase in the pres-
sure gradient, increasing the slope to force changes in velocity results in an increase in Reynolds
stresses for decelerating flow and a decrease for accelerating flow (Emadzadeh et al., 2010). In uni-
form flows, the vertical velocity is zero. However, in decelerating flow, the vertical velocity can be
positive or upwards as the water depth increases and negative in accelerating flow with decreas-
ing water level (Yang et al., 2006). Due to the presence of a vertical velocity, the Reynolds shear
stresses deviate from the standard linear distribution (1-y/h) (Yang et al., 2006, Section 1.1.2). The
Reynolds shear stresses in decelerating flow are amplified compared to uniform flow and the max-
imum is found at a certain distance above the bed; the profiles are convex (Cardoso et al., 1991;
Song and Chiew, 2001). Whereas in accelerating flow the Reynolds shear stresses are damped and
the maximum can be found near the bed; the profiles are concave (Figure 2.1c, Kironoto and Graf,
1995; Song and Graf, 1996). Yang et al. (2006) suggest that a linear correlation can be found if an
additional momentum term (−uv) is included. Additionally, Nezu et al. (1997) suggest that the
Coles’ wake parameter is influenced by a vertical velocity, thus resulting in a higher positive value
for decelerating flow and a reduced potentially negative value for accelerating flow.

In this chapter, flow non-uniformity is taken to refer to streamwise changes in depth-averaged
velocity in space (along the flume). Predicted sediment transport rates, assuming uniform flow,
may differ from real-world rates (Wan and Wang, 1994). The effect of clay on streamwise deceler-
ating and accelerating flow is essential for understanding sediment-laden flow dynamics. The for-
mation of bonds between cohesive sediment particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process
and, therefore, cohesive sediment-laden flows need time to adjust to spatial variations in flow ve-
locity. However, the changing balance between turbulent and cohesive forces in clay-laden flows
under non-uniform conditions is poorly understood. Understanding this balance is pivotal, as
erosion, transport, and deposition of sediment depend on the magnitude and distribution of flow
turbulence (Dorrell et al., 2018). Spatio-temporal increases and decreases in turbulence directly
affect the transport capacity and deposition and erosion patterns (Dorrell and Hogg, 2012; Moody
et al., 2013).

An increased understanding of the influence of cohesive sediment on non-uniform flow condi-
tions is needed. This chapter details experimental results on the flow structure of clay-laden flows,
for the first time isolating the effect of non-uniformity on spatial deceleration and acceleration in
open-channel flows. The following research questions are addressed: (1) What are the mean flow
and turbulence characteristics of horizontally decelerating and accelerating clay-laden flows? (2)
How do non-uniform flows with different suspended clay concentration compare to each other
and to uniform clay-laden flows? (3) How much time do decelerating and accelerating flows need
to adapt to the changing flow conditions?
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2.2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology section is divided into four sections. The experimental setup, involving the de-
scription of the flume, equipment location and preparation of the runs is described in Section 2.2.1.
The experimental conditions are described in Section 2.2.2. The measurement techniques and in-
struments used are described in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4 describes the methods used for the
data processing and analysis.

2.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Mixtures of pure kaolinite (Imerys Polwhite-E, d50 = 9 µm,ρs = 2600 kg /m3, Figure 2.2, Sec-
tion 1.2.4) and fresh water were circulated through a hydraulic flume by means of a variable-
discharge slurry pump (Figure 2.3a). Usage of kaolinite, similar to the material used in the defi-
nition of clay flow types (Baas et al., 2009), allows for a more direct comparison between uniform
and non-uniform clay-laden open-channel flows. The flume was 10 m long and 0.5 m wide, with
a standing water depth, h0, of 0.15 m.
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locations, c) velocity (U) and sediment concentration (C) measurement positions above the channel bed; relative depth =
height / depth, d) photo of the flume setup. All dimensions in meters.

At the upstream end, the flume contained a turbulence-damping grid to straighten the flow.
The flow moved over a flat, smooth floor downstream of the turbulence-damping grid. The
turbulence-damping grid was made of stacked pipes with the length of the pipes determined by
the entrance length, which is the length between the start of the pipe and the point where fully
developed flow begins. Within a flow, the shear layer grows in thickness in the flow direction and
remains laminar until the Reynolds number exceeds a threshold. The actual value of the critical
Reynolds number is strongly dependent on how free from perturbation the outer flow is (Schlicht-
ing and Gersten, 2016). Moving downstream in a pipe the thickness of the viscous boundary layer
increases until the velocity profiles is parabolic and the flow is fully developed (Figure 2.4). For
turbulent flow the entrance length for pipe flows can be defined as (White, 2016):

Le = 4.4Re1/6d (2.1)

where Le is the entrance length, Re the Reynolds number of the flow and d the diameter of the
pipes.

Figure 2.4: Developing velocity profile at entrance of pipe flow (White, 2016).
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An inset channel was placed in the flume. It had a 0.2 m wide narrow section and a 2.4 m long ta-
pering section. The inset forced the flow through a narrow to wide transition (decelerating flows)
or through a wide to narrow transition (accelerating flows) depending on the flow direction (Fig-
ure 2.3b). Thus, in contrast to earlier work in non-tapering flumes (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas
and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009), this channel design enabled controlled spatial changes in the
flow velocity and turbulence to be measured. Change in width allows the focus on addressing
streamwise adaptation of non-uniform clay-laden flow conditions after acceleration or deceler-
ation of the flows. To cover various transitional flow types in the experiments (Section 1.3), the
flow velocity needs to be reduced significantly. However, the amount of reduction or accretion is
limited by the dimensions of the flume. Reducing the width of the narrow section further than
0.2 m would increase the risk of flow obstruction by the measurement equipment. Based upon
the results of Baas et al. (2009), a flow reduction of 2.5 times provided the opportunity to cover a
maximum of four flow types depending on the clay concentration.

The flume expansion had a ratio of 1 to 16 to avoid flow separation and recirculation cells.
The aspect ratio is based upon the reattachment length occurring at a backward-facing step. The
length of the recirculation zone, separated shear layer, depends on the ratio between the boundary
layer and the thickness of the step height, parameters of the inflow and channel geometry (Tihon
et al., 2012). Previous research suggested different values, but a ratio between reattachment length
and step height of 6-8 seemed acceptable (Spazzini et al., 2001; Tihon et al., 2012; Chovet et al.,
2017). This ratio is based on turbulent flow and due to the increased viscosity of clay flows and
reduced turbulence of transitional flow conditions, a smaller reattachment length is expected for
transitional flows containing a plug flow.

Depending on the flow velocity in the flume, the change in flow magnitude can cause a hy-
draulic jump, which is a natural phenomenon in which supercritical flow is rapidly transformed in
subcritical flow with an increased depth (White, 2016). Initial clear water experiments indicated
that the highest velocity without a hydraulic jump in the flume is around 0.7 m/s in the narrow
section (Figure 2.3b).

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To assess the influence of flow velocity and clay concentration on turbulent-laminar transitions,
experiments were conducted with varying flow velocity and clay concentration for both flow
direction, resulting in a total of nine experiments (Table 2.1); control experiments were conducted
with clear water. The experimental conditions had been selected based upon the phase diagram
of Baas et al. (2009) to cover a range of flow types (Figure 2.5). Clay was soaked in water for a
minimum of one day before adding it to the flume, to guarantee that no dry clumps remained.
The flume ran for 16 to 20 hours to allow the clay-laden flows to reach equilibrium conditions and
allow for any deposition of clay before measurements were taken.

Table 2.1: Overview of experimental runs performed in this study. The labelling of experimental runs is defined using D for
decelerating and A for accelerating flows and the depth-averaged clay concentration (C); The variables in the table respond to:
C = depth-averaged volumetric concentration; Cm = depth-averaged mass concentration; h0 = standing water depth; T = water

temperature; νe = effective kinematic viscosity; Measuring point along the flume (Figure 2.3b); U = depth-averaged velocity;
Re = Reynolds number; Fr = Froude number. * deposition was observed at this location.

Experimental C Cm h0 T νe Measuring U Re Fr
run [vol %] [g /L] [m] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] point [m/s] [- ·104] [-]

Decelerating flow

D1-C0.0 0.0 0.0 0.150 16.0 1.00 P1 0.65 9.7 0.54
P2 0.69 10.3 0.57
P3 0.71 10.6 0.58
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Experimental C Cm h0 T νe Measuring U Re Fr
run [vol %] [g /L] [m] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] point [m/s] [- ·104] [-]

P4 0.59 8.9 0.49
P5 0.52 7.8 0.43
P6 0.42 6.2 0.34
P7 0.34 5.1 0.28
P8 0.33 4.9 0.27
P9 0.29 4.3 0.24

D2-C0.0 0.0 0.0 0.158 17.6 1.00 P1 0.46 7.3 0.37
P2 0.49 7.8 0.40
P3 0.50 7.9 0.40
P4 0.44 7.0 0.36
P5 0.38 5.9 0.30
P6 0.34 5.4 0.27
P7 0.30 4.7 0.24
P8 0.28 4.5 0.23
P9 0.22 3.5 0.18

D3-C0.9 0.92 63 0.150 18.7 1.06 P1 0.45 6.3 0.37
P2 0.48 6.7 0.39
P3 0.46 6.5 0.38
P4 0.39 5.6 0.32
P5 0.35 4.9 0.29
P6 0.33 4.6 0.27
P7 0.30 4.3 0.25
P8 0.28 4.0 0.24
P9* 0.26 3.7 0.21

D4-C1.5 1.47 101 0.150 18.0 1.15 P1 0.60 7.8 0.49
P2 0.64 8.3 0.52
P3 0.65 8.5 0.54
P4 0.56 7.3 0.46
P5 0.45 6.0 0.37
P6 0.34 4.5 0.28
P7 0.34 4.4 0.28
P8 0.33 4.3 0.27
P9 0.30 3.9 0.25

D5-C2.7 2.67 180 0.150 18.0 1.41 P1 0.50 5.4 0.42
P2 0.54 5.8 0.45
P3 0.55 5.8 0.45
P4 0.49 5.2 0.40
P5 0.42 4.5 0.35
P6 0.32 3.4 0.26
P7 0.26 2.8 0.22
P8 0.27 2.9 0.22
P9 0.28 2.9 0.23

Accelerating flow

A1-C0.0 0.0 0.0 0.170 17.6 1.00 P1 0.45 7.7 0.35
P2 0.45 7.6 0.35
P3 0.44 7.4 0.34
P4 0.34 5.9 0.27
P5 0.26 4.4 0.20
P7 0.16 2.8 0.13
P8 0.16 2.7 0.12
P9 0.16 2.8 0.13

A2-C1.4 1.39 94 0.170 18.0 1.13 P1 0.41 6.2 0.32
P2 0.41 6.2 0.32
P3 0.41 6.1 0.31
P5 0.26 3.9 0.20
P6 0.21 3.2 0.16
P7* 0.18 2.7 0.14
P9 0.20 3.0 0.15

A3-C1.5 1.54 105 0.185 18.7 1.16 P1 0.43 6.8 0.32
P2 0.43 6.9 0.32
P3 0.42 6.7 0.31
P4 0.33 5.3 0.25
P5 0.27 4.3 0.20
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Experimental C Cm h0 T νe Measuring U Re Fr
run [vol %] [g /L] [m] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] point [m/s] [- ·104] [-]

P6 0.23 3.7 0.17
P7* 0.17 2.7 0.13
P8 0.20 3.2 0.15
P9 0.15 2.3 0.11

A4-C2.8 2.77 182 0.180 18.2 1.43 P1 0.41 5.2 0.31
P2 0.41 5.1 0.31
P3 0.40 5.0 0.30
P4 0.33 4.1 0.25
P5 0.31 3.8 0.23
P6 0.21 2.6 0.16
P7* 0.18 2.3 0.14
P8 0.20 2.5 0.15
P9 0.19 2.3 0.14

Figure 2.5: Experimental runs over conducted experiments overlaid on results of (Baas et al., 2009).
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2.2.3. DATA ACQUISITION

Velocity and clay concentration measurements were collected during the experiments. Velocity
measurements were collected at nine locations along the flume to assess the rate of change in flow
conditions (Figure 2.3b). The clay concentration was expected to be uniform in the flume during
the experiments and therefore only at three locations siphon samples were collected.

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

A vertical rack of siphon tubes was used to collect samples at five different heights in the water
column and at three locations for the decelerating (P3, P5, P9) and accelerating (P1, P5, P7) flows
(Figure 2.3b, c). To minimize flow disruption a siphon with narrow steel tubing was used (diameter
of 2 mm). The steel tubes protruded 65 mm from the front of the rack into the flow and flexible
plastic tubing was used to connect the siphon to a peristaltic pump outside the flume. Samples
were collected for 2 minutes at five different heights in the flume (Table 2.2) to assess the variations
in concentration over the depth (Figure 2.3c). The samples were collected in 60 mL sample pots
and were weighed after collection, dried at a temperature of 40◦C until all water had evaporated,
and then weighed again to determine their volumetric clay concentration.

Table 2.2: Measurement height (centrepoint) above the bed (z) of siphon samples to measure the clay concentration

Measurement z [m]

A 0.01
B 0.03
C 0.06
D 0.09
E 0.12

FLOW VELOCITY

At nine locations along the flume the horizontal component of flow velocity was measured with
UVPs (Ultrasonic Velocity Profile) facing upstream (Figure 2.3b) (Takeda, 1991; Best et al., 2001). Six
4 MHz probes were stacked on top of each other with a distance of 14 mm in between their centres.
Each UVP had an overall diameter of 13 mm and active diameter of 10 mm, able to measure one
projection of a complete flow field (Met-Flow, 2002). The UVPs were directed against the flow
direction to measure the streamwise velocity and to reduce the impact of flow obstruction on the
measurements. Seeding was added to the flow to increase the amount of suspended material for
the ultrasound echo to originate from. Talisman 10 (specific gravity 0.99), pre-sieved to retain the
particle size distribution between 20 µm and 100 µm, was used as seeding material (Thomas et al.,
2017).

The probe array had been shifted vertically to three different heights to cover the flow depth,
resulting in a total of 18 measurement elevations per location (Figure 2.3c). The probes collected
velocity data for 500 cycles with a 50 ms delay between probes to avoid measurement interference.
The velocity range had been adjusted to the velocity at the different measurement locations to in-
crease the accuracy. Depending on the experimental conditions, these settings result in measure-
ment durations of 174 to 330 s at a temporal resolution of 1.5 to 2.9 Hz. Velocity data was collected
between 0.010 m and 0.0559 to 0.0836 m upstream of the probe, at a resolution of 0.00074 m with
50% overlap (Table 2.3). The measurement time is sufficient for statistically significant turbulence
characteristics and for determining the mean flow field by averaging out turbulence.
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Table 2.3: Settings UVP measurements. TR = Temporal resolution; Dupstr eam = measurement distance upstream from the
probe; ∆D = distance resolution; Vr ang e = velocity range; ∆V = velocity resolution; Xd at a = distance to the probe head of the
data used in the analysis.

Experimental Measuring Duration TR Dupstr eam ∆D Vr ang e ∆V Xd at a
run point [s] [H z] [m] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [m]

Decelerating flow

D1-C0.0 P1 180 2.78 0.0766 0.00074 1.754 0.0068 0.047
P2 180 2.78 0.0766 0.00074 1.754 0.0068 0.047
P3 180 2.78 0.0766 0.00074 1.754 0.0068 0.047
P4 210 2.38 0.0766 0.00074 1.602 0.0063 0.050
P5 210 2.38 0.0766 0.00074 1.548 0.0060 0.050
P6 210 2.38 0.0766 0.00074 1.402 0.0055 0.047
P7 210 2.38 0.0766 0.00074 1.298 0.0051 0.047
P8 212 2.38 0.0766 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.048
P9 240 2.08 0.0766 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.048

D2-C0.0 P1 212 2.38 0.0836 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.047
P2 213 2.38 0.0836 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.048
P3 212 2.38 0.0836 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.048
P4 240 2.08 0.0836 0.00074 1.149 0.0045 0.047
P5 240 2.08 0.0836 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.047
P6 270 1.85 0.0836 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.048
P7 270 1.85 0.0836 0.00074 0.900 0.0035 0.048
P8 270 1.85 0.0836 0.00074 0.900 0.0035 0.047
P9 273 1.81 0.0836 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.043

D3-C0.9 P1 207 2.49 0.0570 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.036
P2 207 2.43 0.0570 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.036
P3 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.201 0.0047 0.034
P4 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.034
P5 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.051 0.0041 0.032
P6 240 2.08 0.0570 0.00074 0.951 0.0037 0.039
P7 241 2.08 0.0570 0.00074 0.900 0.0035 0.037
P8 270 1.85 0.0570 0.00074 0.900 0.0035 0.043
P9 270 1.85 0.0570 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.047

D4-C1.5 P1 177 2.87 0.0570 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.032
P2 177 2.83 0.0570 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.034
P3 174 2.87 0.0570 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.036
P4 180 2.77 0.0570 0.00074 1.498 0.0059 0.036
P5 180 2.78 0.0570 0.00074 1.402 0.0055 0.036
P6 207 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.032
P7 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.149 0.0045 0.034
P8 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.036
P9 210 2.38 0.0570 0.00074 1.051 0.0041 0.034

D5-C2.7 P1 174 2.87 0.0559 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.028
P2 177 2.87 0.0559 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.028
P3 174 2.87 0.0559 0.00074 1.652 0.0065 0.028
P4 180 2.78 0.0559 0.00074 1.498 0.0059 0.030
P5 180 2.78 0.0559 0.00074 1.402 0.0055 0.032
P6 180 2.78 0.0559 0.00074 1.298 0.0051 0.030
P7 183 2.78 0.0559 0.00074 1.250 0.0049 0.023
P8 210 2.38 0.0559 0.00074 1.201 0.0047 0.026
P9 210 2.38 0.0559 0.00074 1.201 0.0047 0.029

Accelerating flow

A1-C0.0 P1 240 2.08 0.0836 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.048
P2 240 2.08 0.0836 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.050
P3 240 2.08 0.0836 0.00074 1.101 0.0043 0.047
P4 273 1.85 0.0836 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.041
P5 300 1.67 0.0836 0.00074 0.751 0.0029 0.047
P6 330 1.51 0.0836 0.00074 0.650 0.0025 0.047
P7 330 1.51 0.0836 0.00074 0.650 0.0025 0.048
P8 330 1.51 0.0836 0.00074 0.650 0.0025 0.048
P9 330 1.51 0.0836 0.00074 0.650 0.0025 0.048

A2-C1.4 P1 240 2.08 0.0651 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.037
P2 240 2.08 0.0651 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.037
P3 240 2.08 0.0651 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.037
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Experimental Measuring Duration TR Dupstr eam ∆D Vr ang e ∆V Xd at a
run point [s] [H z] [m] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [m]

P4 270 1.85 0.0651 0.00074 0.799 0.0031 0.041
P5 300 1.66 0.0651 0.00074 0.751 0.0029 0.036
P6 300 1.67 0.0651 0.00074 0.751 0.0029 0.041
P7 330 1.51 0.0651 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.043
P8 330 1.51 0.0651 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.047
P9 330 1.51 0.0651 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.047

A3-C1.5 P1 240 2.08 0.0570 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.032
P2 240 2.08 0.0570 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.034
P3 240 2.08 0.0570 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.032
P4 270 1.89 0.0570 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.034
P5 270 1.85 0.0570 0.00074 0.751 0.0029 0.034
P6 300 1.67 0.0570 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.034
P7 300 1.67 0.0570 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.030
P8 300 1.67 0.0570 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.034
P9 300 1.67 0.0570 0.00074 0.699 0.0027 0.036

A4-C2.8 P1 210 2.38 0.0559 0.00074 1.051 0.0041 0.029
P2 210 2.38 0.0559 0.00074 1.051 0.0041 0.026
P3 210 2.38 0.0559 0.00074 1.051 0.0041 0.030
P4 240 2.08 0.0559 0.00074 1.000 0.0039 0.028
P5 240 2.08 0.0559 0.00074 0.951 0.0037 0.026
P6 245 2.08 0.0559 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.026
P7 245 2.08 0.0559 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.024
P8 245 2.08 0.0559 0.00074 0.851 0.0033 0.028
P9 270 1.85 0.0559 0.00074 0.799 0.0031 0.030

2.2.4. DATA PROCESSING

The UVP data was collected over 128 bins over a set distance away from the probe (Table 2.3). A
typical shape of the velocity profile is shown in Figure 2.6a, where the x-axis indicates the distance
from the probes in upstream direction. Close to the probe head, the velocity magnitude is reduced
due to flow obstruction of the probe array, whilst the accuracy of the velocity data reduces fur-
ther away from the probes due to a weaker echo signal, resulting in the typical bow-shaped graph.
The accuracy of the data depends on the settings of the UVP, velocity and clay concentration in
the flume. Therefore, it is not suitable to select a fixed distance from the probe as it will vary per
condition, but also per location in the flume. The channels included in the analysis can vary per
condition or location but were kept equal at each location to have a constant measurement area
over the depth. The area, 11 channels, with the smallest variation in sampled flow velocity was
used in the analysis, defined by a relative change in velocity over the distance smaller than 0.01%
(Figure 2.6b). The velocity measurements are comparable for the 11 selected channels, but the tur-
bulence intensity can contain larger variations due to the randomness of the measurements. To
avoid selecting a channel with relatively high or low turbulence intensity values, out of the 11 se-
lected channels, the channel with turbulence intensity closest to the median of the 11 turbulence
intensities was selected. The selected channels used in further analysis were at a distance of 0.03
- 0.05 m, depending on the flow conditions (Table 2.3). The measurements of probe 4, within the
stacked UVP array were consistently lower than the measurements of the other probes and there-
fore the measurements collected by probe 4 are deemed invalid and were excluded from further
analysis (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.6: a) Time-averaged velocity profile over the distance measured by the UVP probes; b) Relative change of velocity over
the distance measured by the UVP probes, for clay-laden accelerating flow A2-C1.4 within the narrow section, P3. For this
condition the measurements at a distance of 0.037 m away from the UVP probe is used in the analysis.
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Figure 2.7: Velocity fluctuations over the selected 11 channels of different probes at location P3 for flow A2-C1.4.

Outliers were removed from the velocity signal by eliminating values three standard deviations
away from the temporal moving mean over 31 datapoints. Datapoints were excluded where de-
position occurs. The temporal mean flow velocity, U , and its standard deviation, RMS(u′), were
calculated from the time series of instantaneous velocity data at each measurement height.

U = 1

n

n∑
i

ui (2.2)

RMS(u′) =
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i

(ui −U )2 (2.3)
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where n is the number of velocity measurements. A dimensionless measure for turbulence inten-
sity was defined as follows (Baas and Best, 2002):

RMS(u′)0 = RMS(u′)
U

·100 (2.4)

Depth-averaged velocity was calculated by integrating the time-averaged velocities over the depth.
The integral was numerically evaluated; velocities were set to zero at the bed and velocities at the
water surface were assumed to have the same value as the first measurement position below that
level.

U = 1

h0

∫ h0

0
U d z (2.5)

where h0 is flow depth and z height above the bed. Depth-averaged turbulence intensity was
calculated by integrating the turbulence intensity values over the depth.

RMS(u′)0 = 1

h0

∫ h0

0
RMS(u′)0d z (2.6)

Outliers within the processed dataset were excluded as follows. Data was identified as an outlier
when either the flow velocity, U , or its standard deviation, RMS(u′), was 40% higher or lower than
the median value of the six immediately surrounding measurement points from the nearest up-
stream and downstream locations. Here, the median was used to avoid weighting from outliers.
At the outer locations, P1 and P9, the points within the narrow (P2 and P3) or wide (P7 and P8)
section were used to include a sufficient number of measurement points in the determination of
the median. Near the bed, larger changes in U and RMS(u′) are likely. Therefore, the lowest mea-
surement elevation was excluded from the outlier analysis. The full measurement location (P1-P9)
was deemed invalid if >50% of the data was classified as outliers over the full flow depth. The
bed height, zb , was defined as the height of flume bed, unless potential deposition is observed.
Then, the bed height, zb , was defined as the lowest valid UVP measurement elevation. When the
UVP measurements were zero or invalid, there is no flow velocity and consequently at this mea-
surement height it is assumed that deposition occurred. These invalid UVP measurement heights
correlated with a measured increase in clay concentration by the siphon samples (Section 2.3.1).
To compare the same elevation within different flows, the flows are plotted against normalized
height adjusted to the deposit level.

z̃ = z − zb

h0
(2.7)

Following Wan (1982), the dynamic viscosity, η, of the suspensions were approximated from the
measured suspended sediment concentration.

η= 0.001+0.206
( C

100

)1.68
(2.8)

The effective viscosity of the suspensions has been calculated through the ratio of dynamic viscos-
ity over the density of the clay suspension.

νe = η/ρm (2.9)

Where ρm is the calculated density of the clay suspension with the density of water adjusted to the
temperature according to Huber et al. (2009).
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2.3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

2.3.1. SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

The suspended sediment concentrations for the decelerating flows were nearly uniform over the
flow depth (Figure 2.8), apart from run D3-C0.9, which contained a higher clay concentration at
the lowest sampling point within the wide section of the flume. The suspended sediment con-
centrations for the accelerating flows were non-uniform along the flume, with higher near-bed
sediment concentrations, particularly in the wide section of the flume (Table 2.1). These higher
concentrations are within the deposit level of the flows (z̃ < 0).

Figure 2.8: Vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration against normalised bed height adjusted to deposition (Equa-
tion 2.7) for the a) decelerating and b) accelerating clay-laden flows. N, T and W denote narrow, tapering, and wide sections,
respectively.

2.3.2. DECELERATING FLOWS

CLEAR WATER FLOWS

Figure 2.9a shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) and the depth-averaged ve-
locity magnitudes (U ) along the flume for the decelerating clear-water flow D1-C0.0. Upstream, in
the narrow section of the flume (P1 to P3; Figure 2.3), the depth-averaged velocity shows that the
flow is nearly uniform. The velocity decreases progressively as the width of the flume increases (P4
to P6) and continues to decrease more gradually within the wide section of the flume (P7 to P9).
At the end of the flume (P9), uniform conditions are established in the lower half of the flow, but
they are not fully established in the upper half. Figure 2.9b shows the velocities along the flume
for the lower-discharge decelerating flow D2-C0.0 (Table 2.1). The depth-averaged velocities show
a comparable pattern to flow D1-C0.0 (Figure 2.9a,b).

Figures 2.9c and 2.9d show the time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profiles

(RMS(u′)0) and the depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for D1-
C0.0 and D2-C0.0, respectively. The depth-averaged turbulence intensity values of both flows are
nearly uniform in the narrow section (P1 to P3). The turbulence intensities decrease away from
the bed in the narrow section (Figure 2.9c,d). As the velocity decreases in the widening section (P4
to P6), turbulence intensity increases near the bed, while also progressively increasing upwards in
the flow downstream. In both flows, this results in an increase in vertical gradient of turbulence
intensity within the widening section followed by a decrease in the vertical gradient in the wide
section. The depth-averaged turbulence intensity at P9 is 4.0 times higher than at P2 for D1-C0.0
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(Figure 2.9c) and 3.7 times higher for D2-C0.0 (Figure 2.9d), despite the decrease in velocity. Similar
increases in turbulence intensity have been observed before (Kironoto and Graf, 1995; Qingyang,
2009). Towards the end of the wide section, at P9, the turbulence intensities remain non-uniform,
suggesting that the length of the flume is insufficient to establish equilibrium after the widening
section.
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a)                                  D1-C0.0                                    c)                                D1-C0.0  

b)                                  D2-C0.0                                    d)                                D2-C0.0  

Figure 2.9: Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) and time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) along the flume for

the decelerating clear water flows a) D1-C0.0 and b) D2-C0.0. Depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0) and time-
averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for flows c) D1-C0.0 and d) D2-C0.0.

CLAY-LADEN FLOWS

Figures 2.10a, 2.10b and 2.10c show the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) and the
depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) along the flume for the clay-laden decelerating flows D3-
C0.9, D4-C1.5 and D5-C2.7, respectively. Figures 2.10d, 2.10e and 2.10f show the time-averaged
streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) and the depth-averaged turbulence intensi-

ties (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for the same flows. In the narrow section (P1 to P3), the depth-
averaged velocities are nearly uniform for each decelerating clay-laden flow. The depth-averaged
velocities for each flow decrease along the widening section similarly, albeit with a slightly higher
rate of decrease for flow D4-C1.5. Within the wide section (P7 to P9), the depth-averaged velocities
are lowest and nearly uniform. At the downstream end of the flume (P9), near uniform conditions
are established in the lower half of the flume, but these are not fully established in the upper half.

The depth-averaged turbulence intensity values are nearly uniform in the narrow section (P1
to P3) (Figure 2.10 d, e and f); the turbulence intensities decrease away from the bed. As the veloc-
ity decreases in the widening section (P4 to P6), the turbulence intensity increases, initially near
the bed, and then progressively higher in the flow downstream. This results in an increase in ver-
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tical gradient of turbulence intensity in the widening section followed by a decrease in vertical
gradient into the wide section. Towards the end of the wide section, at P9, the turbulence intensity
shows a steep vertical gradient for flows D3-C0.9 and D4-C1.5. The turbulence intensity for flow
D5-C2.7 remains high between P7 and P9. Despite the decrease in velocity, the depth-averaged
turbulence intensity at P9 is 3.6 times higher than at P2 for D3-C0.9, 4.3 times higher for D4-C1.5
and 1.8 times higher for D5-C2.7. Towards the end of the wide section, at P9, the turbulence in-
tensities remain non-uniform, suggesting that the length of the flume is insufficient to establish
equilibrium after the widening section.
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a)                                 D3-C0.9                                    d)                                D3-C0.9  

b)                                  D4-C1.5                                   e)                                D4-C1.5  

c)                                  D5-C2.7                                    f)                                D5-C2.7

Figure 2.10: Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) and time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) along the flume for

the decelerating clay-laden flows a) D3-C0.9, b) D4-C1.5 and c) D5-C2.7. Depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0)
and time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for flows d) D3-C0.9, e) D4-C1.5 and
f) D5-C2.7.
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2.3.3. ACCELERATING FLOWS

The flow direction was reversed to achieve accelerating conditions, so the flow direction was from
left to right, i.e. from P9 to P1 (cf. Figure 2.3a and b).

CLEAR WATER FLOWS

Figure 2.11a shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity profile (U ) and the depth-averaged ve-
locity magnitude (U ) along the flume for the accelerating clear-water flow A1-C0.0. Upstream, in
the wide section of the flume (P9 to P7; Figure 2.3b), the depth-averaged velocity shows that the
flow is nearly uniform. The flow accelerates progressively as the width of the flume decreases (P6
to P4) and nearly uniform flow re-establishes within the narrow section (P3 to P1).

Figure 2.11b shows the time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profile (RMS(u′)0) and

the depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for flow A1-C0.0. The
depth-averaged turbulence intensity values are nearly uniform in the wide section (P9 to P7). The
turbulence intensity values decrease as the velocity increases in the narrowing section (P6 to P4)
and remain nearly uniform in the narrow section (P3 to P1). The depth-averaged turbulence inten-
sity at P1 is lower by a factor of 0.3 than at P8, despite the increase in velocity. Similar decreases in
turbulence intensity have been observed before (Cardoso et al., 1991).
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a)                                  A1-C0.0                                    b)                                A1-C0.0  

Figure 2.11: Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) and time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) along the flume for

the accelerating clear water flow a) A1-C0.0. Depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0) and time-averaged streamwise
turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for flow b) A1-C0.0.

CLAY-LADEN FLOWS

Figures 2.12a, 2.12b and 2.12c show the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) and the
depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) along the flume for the clay-laden accelerating flows A2-
C1.4, A3-C1.5 and A4-C2.8, respectively. Figures 2.12d, 2.12e and 2.12f show the time-averaged
streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) and the depth-averaged turbulence intensi-

ties (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for the same flows. Upstream in the wide section (P9 to P7; Fig-
ure 2.3b), the depth-averaged velocity shows that the flow is nearly uniform. The flow accelerates
progressively as the width of the flume decreases (P6 to P4) and nearly uniform flow re-establishes
within the narrow section (P3 to P1).

In the wide section (P9 to P7), where the velocity is low, the depth-averaged turbulence in-
tensities of all three clay flows are higher than in the narrowing and narrow sections, where the
velocities are higher (Figure 2.12d, e and f). Towards the base of the flow, the turbulence intensity
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shows a steep vertical gradient in the wide section, with especially high turbulence intensity to-
wards the base of flows A2-C1.4 and A3-C1.5. Notably, the turbulence intensity in the bottom half
of the flow at P9 and P8 in the wide section of the flume is lower for flow A4-C2.8 (Figure 2.12f)
than for flows A2-C1.4 (Figure 2.12d) and A3-C1.5 (Figure 2.12e). The turbulence intensity values
are high around P7 for flow A4-C2.8. The depth-averaged turbulence intensity values for all three
flows decrease as the velocity increases in the narrowing section (P6 to P4) and remain nearly uni-
form in the narrow section (P3 to P1). The depth-averaged turbulence intensity at P1 is 0.4 times
the intensity at P8 for A2-C1.4, 0.4 times for A3-C1.5 and 0.8 times for A4-C2.8, despite the increase
in velocity.
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a)                                 A2-C1.4                                    d)                                A2-C1.4  

b)                                  A3-C1.5                                    e)                                A3-C1.5  

c)                                  A4-C2.8                                    f)                                A4-C2.8

Figure 2.12: Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (U ) and time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) along the flume for

the accelerating clay-laden flows a) A2-C1.4, b) A3-C1.5 and c) A4-C2.8. Depth-averaged turbulence intensities (RMS(u′)0)
and time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) along the flume for flows d) A2-C1.4, e) A3-C1.5 and
f) A4-C2.8.
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2.4. DISCUSSION

2.4.1. CLAY FLOW TYPES

DECELERATING FLOWS

Figures 2.13a and 2.13b show the difference in time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity pro-

files (∆RMS(u′)0) and in depth-averaged turbulence intensities (∆RMS(u′)0) along the flume for
decelerating flows D3-C0.9 and D5-C2.7 versus flow D2-C0.0. Upstream, in the narrow section (P1
to P3; Figure 2.3b), the turbulence intensity values of flow D3-C0.9 are comparable with the clear-
water flow D2-C0.0, i.e., the ∆RMS(u′)0 values are relatively close to zero. This suggests turbulent
flow, unaffected by the presence of the suspended clay. As the flow decelerates in the widening sec-
tion (P4 to P6), the ∆RMS(u′)0 values increase to 10 in the lower half of the flow and to 2.5 in the
upper half of the flow. This is typical of turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (Baas et al., 2009);
under these conditions the presence of the clay is inferred to cause a thickening of the viscous sub-
layer and the development of an internal shear layer with associated enhancement of turbulence
(Best and Leeder, 1993; Li and Gust, 2000; Baas and Best, 2002). In the wide section (P7 to P9),
the ∆RMS(u′)0 values remain above zero in the bottom half of flow D3-C0.9 and they are zero or
below zero in the top half of the flow. These negative ∆RMS(u′)0 values suggest the onset of plug
development in flow D3-C0.9, i.e., lower transitional plug flow (Baas et al., 2009). Flows D3-C0.9
and D4-C1.4 show comparable ∆RMS(u′)0 patterns (Figures 2.10d and 2.10e), such that the same
flow types can be identified.

In the narrow section (P1 to P3), the increased clay concentration in flow D5-C2.7 is inferred
to cause the observed positive ∆RMS(u′)0 values. This suggests that flow D5-C2.7 begins as a
turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (Figure 2.13b; Baas and Best, 2002). The ∆RMS(u′)0 val-
ues progressively increase through the widening section and beyond, suggesting the development
of stronger turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (Baas et al., 2009). While the mean velocity
profile of flow D5-C2.7 appears reliable, the heterogeneous vertical pattern of ∆RMS(u′)0 above a
relative depth of 0.4 at position P9 (Figure 2.13b) may arise from artefacts in the RMS(u′) measure-
ments of this flow. This hinders a reliable inference of flow type at this location, but the decrease
in ∆RMS(u′)0 below the relative depth of 0.4 between P8 and P9 combined with a decrease in
∆RMS(u′)0 near the top of the flow between P8 and P7 may indicate a change from turbulence-
enhanced transitional flow via lower transitional plug flow to upper-transitional plug flow in the
wide section (P7 to P9).
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a) D3-C0.9 - D2-C0.0

Figure 2.13: Difference in depth-averaged turbulence intensities (∆RMS(u′)0) and time-averaged streamwise turbulence in-
tensity profiles (∆RMS(u′)0) along the flume for decelerating flows a) D3-C0.9 minus D2-C0.0 and b) D5-C2.7 minus D2-C0.0.

ACCELERATING FLOWS

Figures 2.14a and 2.14b show the difference in time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity pro-

files (∆RMS(u′)0) and in depth-averaged turbulence intensities (∆RMS(u′)0) along the flume for
accelerating flows A2-C1.4 and A4-C2.8 versus flow A1-C0.0. Upstream, in the wide section and at
the start of the narrowing section (P9 to P6), ∆RMS(u′)0 values are relatively close to zero in the
upper half of the flow and increase downwards to 15 in the lower half of flow A2-C1.4. The high
near-bed ∆RMS(u′)0 values, in combination with the low values in the upper half of the flow, are
typical of lower transitional plug flow (Baas et al., 2009). As the flow accelerates through the nar-
rowing section (P6 to P4), the near bed ∆RMS(u′)0 values progressively decrease from 10 to c. 2.5.
In the narrow section (P3 to P1), the absolute turbulence intensity values of flow A2-C1.4 are low
(Figure 2.12d), but the ∆RMS(u′)0 values are increased to around 2.5. This enhanced turbulence
intensity suggests weakly turbulence-enhanced or turbulent flow. Flow A3-C1.5 shows compara-
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ble turbulence intensity patterns and values (Figures 2.12d and 2.12e) and similar flow types can
be identified.

Upstream, in the wide section (P9 to P8), ∆RMS(u′)0 values are up to 2.5 in the lower half of
the flow and down to -2.5 in the upper half for flow A4-C2.8 (Figure 2.14b). This profile suggests
upper transitional plug flow, where turbulence enhancement near the bed is lower than for lower
transitional plug flows (cf., flow A2-C1.4 in Figure 2.14a). Similar to flow A2-C1.4, ∆RMS(u′)0 val-
ues of flow A4-C2.8 between P7 and P6 are relatively close to or below zero in the upper half of
the flow and are as high as 15 in the lower half of the flow, suggesting lower transitional plug flow
(Figure 2.14b). Between P4 and P1, the depth-averaged ∆RMS(u′)0 values are between 2.5 and 5
and vertical ∆RMS(u′)0 profiles are strictly positive, suggesting turbulence-enhanced transitional
flow.

a)                       A2-C1.4 - A1-C0.0

b)                       A4-C2.8 - A1-C0.0

Turbulent flow

Turbulence-enhanced transitional flow

Lower transitional plug flow 

Upper transitional plug flow
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Figure 2.14: Difference in depth-averaged turbulence intensities (∆RMS(u′)0) and time-averaged streamwise turbulence in-
tensity profiles (∆RMS(u′)0) along the flume for decelerating flows a) A2-C1.4 minus A1-C0.0 and b) A4-C2.8 minus A1-C0.0.
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2.4.2. ADAPTATION LENGTH SCALES

The length scales needed by clay flows to adapt to non-uniform conditions can be estimated using
the data presented in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. The length scales are based on the identified clay-flow
types and the distance between the measurement points at locations where change in velocity is
experienced, i.e. these estimations involve length scales downstream of the start of the widening
section for the decelerating flows and the narrowing section of the accelerating flows, as well as
in the wide section for the decelerating flows and in the narrow section for the accelerating flows.
The adaptation length scale in the wide (decelerating flow) or narrow section (accelerating flow) is
determined by the distance required to develop (nearly) uniform conditions.

For decelerating flows, the adaptation length scales are determined at the widening section
and within the wide section as the flow adapts to the change in velocity. As the flow decelerated
at the start of the widening section (P3), flow D3-C0.9 changed from turbulent flow to turbulence-
enhanced transitional flow, without a significant adaptation length at this position (Figure 2.13a),
i.e. the flow adapted to TETF flow at the next measurement location P4. At a mean depth-averaged
flow velocity of 0.43 m/s in between P3 and P4, this results in an adaptation length of 0.7 m (dis-
tance between P3 and P4, Figure 2.3b) and adaptation time of 1.6 s (Table 2.4). Throughout the
wide section (P7 to P9), the flow adjusted from turbulence-enhanced transitional flow to lower
transitional plug flow. Towards the end of the wide section, at P9, ∆RMS(u′)0 remained non-
uniform, suggesting that the length of the flume is insufficient to establish uniform conditions af-
ter the widening section (Figure 2.13a). Hence, the minimum adaptation length needed to change
from turbulence-enhanced flow to lower transitional plug flow was 1.4 m, the full distance be-
tween P7 and P9. At the depth-averaged velocity of 0.28 m/s in the wide section, this adaptation
length corresponds to a minimum adaptation time of 5.0 s.

Flow D5-C2.7 started to change from a relatively weak to a stronger turbulence-enhanced tran-

sitional flow at position P4, i.e., 0.7 m into the widening section (Figure 2.13b), whereas∆RMS(u′)0
started to increase at P3 in flow D2-C0.0, i.e., at the start of the widening section (Figure 2.13a). The
maximum adaptation length this high-concentration clay flow needed after starting to experienc-
ing flow widening was therefore 0.7 m (distance between P3 and P4, Figure 2.3b). This is equivalent
to an adaptation time of 1.4 s at a mean depth-averaged flow velocity of 0.52 m/s between P3 and
P4 (Table 2.1). Flow D5-C2.7 changed from turbulence-enhanced transitional flow via lower tran-
sitional plug flow to upper transitional plug flow in the wide section (P7 to P9), without apparently
reaching uniform flow conditions (Figure 2.13b). This is equivalent to a minimum adaptation time
of 5.2 s at a depth-averaged flow velocity of 0.27 m/s through the 1.4-m long wide section.

Table 2.4: Adaptation time, T, and length, L, scales.

Experimental run Location Points Flow regimes U L T
[m/s] [m] [s]

Decelerating flow

D3-C0.9 Widening section P3 to P4 TF to TETF 0.43 0.7 1.6
Wide section P7 to P9 TETF to LTPF 0.28 ≥1.4 ≥5.0

D5-C2.7 Widening section P3 to P4 weak to strong TETF 0.52 0.7 1.3
Wide section P7 to P9 TETF to UTPF 0.27 ≥1.4 ≥5.2

Accelerating flow

A2-C1.4 Narrowing section P6 to P5 LTPF to TETF 0.24 0.6 2.3
Narrow section P3 Maintained TETF NA 0 0

A4-C2.8 Wide section P8 to P7 UTPF to LTPF 0.19 0.4 2.1
Narrowing section P5 to P4 LTPF to TETF 0.32 0.6 1.9

Narrow section P3 Maintained TETF NA 0 0
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For accelerating flows, the adaptation length scales are determined at start of the narrowing
section and within the narrow section as the flow adapts to the change in velocity. Flow A2-
C1.4 changed from lower-transitional plug flow at P6 to turbulence-enhanced transitional flow
at P5 within the narrowing section. The distance between P6 and P5 is 0.6 m and with a mean
depth-averaged velocity of 0.24 m/s, this results in an adaptation time of 2.3 s. At the start of
the narrow section, P3, flow A2-C1.4 established uniform turbulence-enhanced transitional flow
(Figure 2.14a) and show no adaptation within the narrow section itself. Hence, within the spatial
resolution of the experiments, the adaptation length within the narrow section was at or close to
zero.

Flow A4-C2.8 started to change from upper transitional plug flow to lower transitional plug
flow just before the narrowing section, from P8 to P7 (distance 0.4 m, Figure 2.3b). This is
equivalent to an adaptation time of 2.1 s at a mean depth-averaged flow velocity of 0.19 m/s
between P8 and P7 (wide section). Within the narrowing section, P5 to P4, flow A4-C2.8 changed
from lower transitional plug flow to turbulence-enhanced transitional flow. Based on the distance
between the measurement points P5 and P4 (0.6 m, Figure 2.3b) and the mean depth-averaged
flow velocity of 0.32 m/s, this results in an adaptation time of 1.9 s. Flow A4-C2.8 established
uniform turbulence-enhanced transitional flow within the narrowing section without additional
adaptation within the narrow section. Hence, the change in clay flow type also lacked a significant
delay at this location, P3, in the narrow section.

The estimations of adaptation length and time scales show that the decelerating flows generally
needed longer to adapt to the imposed non-uniform conditions than the accelerating flows (Ta-
ble 2.4). The changes within the widening or narrowing section are comparable for decelerating
and accelerating flows, albeit some differences also influenced by the distance between the mea-
surement points and flow velocity. The largest adaptation lengths and times were at the end of the
widening section in the decelerating flows, where the flows changed from turbulence-enhanced
transitional flow to more cohesive lower and upper transitional plug flows. Whereas, the acceler-
ating flows changed from the more cohesive lower transitional plug flow to turbulence-enhanced
flow already within the narrowing section. In the narrow section itself, the accelerating flows main-
tained TETF flow properties with close to zero adaptation time. Flocculation can occur when two
clay particles are close enough to each other for attractive forces to overcome repulsive forces
(Mehta and McAnally, 2008). Velocity gradients or shear rates can allow clay particles to collide
and form flocs, but on the other hand it may disrupt the flocs, causing floc break-up (Dyer, 1988;
McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Partheniades, 2009; Cuthbertson et al., 2010). The
complex interplay of fluid shear and suspended sediment concentration results in continuous par-
ticle aggregation and aggregate breakup (Lick et al., 1993; Manning and Dyer, 1999; Mietta et al.,
2009; Safak et al., 2013; Lamb et al., 2020). Within these experiments differences are found within
adaptation length between decelerating and accelerating flows. These can be explained by the
fact that establishing cohesive bonds between clay particles, as in the decelerating flows, poten-
tially requires more time than breaking up these bonds, as in the accelerating flows. Furthermore,
it appears to take longer to establish a pervasive network of clay bonds, as in the change from
turbulence-enhanced transitional flows to lower and upper transitional plug flow at the end of the
widening section in the decelerating flows, than to establish a turbulence-enhanced transitional
flow from a turbulent flow by reducing the flow velocity in low-concentration clay flows (e.g., Fig-
ure 2.13a). As the flow decelerates, collision between clay particles reduces and it becomes increas-
ingly difficult to form clay bonds. This effect is enhanced when transitional clay flow types with
turbulence attenuation start to develop in the wide section of the decelerating flows. Turbulence
attenuation further reduces the chances that clay particles become in proximity of each other in
order to form clay bonds, which elongates the adaptation length and time scales of decelerating
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clay-laden flows. On the other hand, in the accelerating flows, the increase in flow velocity allows
break up of clay bonds. Likely, this process is already effective within the narrowing section, allow-
ing for limited or no further adaptation of clay flow types within the narrow section.

2.4.3. WIDER IMPLICATIONS

This research focused on the adaptation of flow dynamics of non-uniform clay-laden flows, but
length and time scales of flow adaptation to changing environments are reflected in the deposi-
tional product (Dorrell and Hogg, 2012). This study isolates the effect of non-uniformity on spatial
deceleration and acceleration in clay-laden open-channel flows and demonstrates that for mud-
rich flows such scales differ between decelerating and accelerating regimes, due to the time re-
quired to form and break down the cohesive bonds between particles, whose presence affects the
flow dynamics. Herein, the formation or breakage of clay bonds are influenced by the shear veloc-
ity within a flow, which is controlled by channel hydraulic geometry (e.g. water depth, width or
channel slope) (Lamb et al., 2020; Nghiem et al., 2022). Depending on the boundary conditions,
this difference in adaptation time likely impacts sedimentation patterns within muddy rivers. For
example, after a sediment supply increase following wild-fire related erosion (Reneau et al., 2007;
Sankey et al., 2017; Nyman et al., 2020), flow deceleration can occur following for example, a re-
duction in bed slope or widening of the river channel. The flow deceleration reduces the turbulent
forces in the flow and allows the establishment of cohesive bonds between clay particles. The
adaptation to stronger turbulence attenuated clay flow types requires time due to the formation of
clay bonds and consequently, the deposits associated with the clay flow type form over the adapta-
tion length scale downstream of the location of flow deceleration. In an industrial setting such as
downstream of dam flushing or venting events flow acceleration can occur (Antoine et al., 2020),
increasing the turbulent forces within the flow, which has the potential to break up bonds between
clay particles. This study shows that the adaptation of the clay flow type to a stronger turbulent
flow occurs more rapidly and consequently the associated deposits with clay flow type occur near
the location of acceleration. Additionally, the different adaptation length and time scales are of
particular relevance in interpreting the shape of submarine deposits, such as unconfined subma-
rine lobes (Spychala et al., 2017) and hybrid event beds (Davis et al., 2009; Patacci et al., 2014). It
is anticipated that the depositional record of decelerating flows reflects the time scales required
to form interparticle bonds, delaying the depositional response to the associated changes in flow
conditions. For accelerating flows it is anticipated that changes in deposit properties associated
with bond breakage occur more rapidly, such that they are more closely associated with the areas
where acceleration occurs.

2.5. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the influence of suspended cohesive clay on changing flow dynamics
under non-uniform flow conditions, using decelerating and accelerating open-channel flows in a
recirculating flume. These flows may evolve through different clay flow types with different asso-
ciated degrees of turbulence enhancement and attenuation depending on the clay concentration
and whether the flows decelerate or accelerate. Decelerating flows have a longer adaptation time
than accelerating flows, as establishing cohesive bonds between clay particles requires more time
than breaking the clay bonds. Differences in adaptation time likely influence the distribution and
character of deposit within sedimentary environments. The associated deposits with clay flow
type of decelerating flows are likely spread over a larger distance than of accelerating flow due to
the elongated adaptation time of decelerating flows.
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FLOW ADAPTATION TO VELOCITY CHANGES IN

TRANSITIONAL CLAY SUSPENSION FLOWS

Compared to non-cohesive sediment, small concentrations of cohesive sediment can enhance or sup-
press turbulence in a flow due to the cohesive properties promoting flocculation. However, these
processes take time to fully develop, yet flows naturally vary in time. The dynamics of unsteady
open-channel clay suspension flows are poorly understood. To research the adaptation time of clay
suspension flows to unsteady flow conditions, new experiments were conducted using unsteady (ac-
celerating and decelerating) clay suspension open-channel flows. The flow velocity was adjusted
with increments of 0.1 m/s after which the adaptation time to reach the equilibrium conditions was
quantified. The flows transition between clay flow types as the flow adapts to the change in ve-
locity. The experimental results show that accelerating, strongly turbulence attenuated, clay flows
require more time than weakly or non turbulence attenuated clay flows due to the time required
for turbulence to penetrate the plug flow in order to break the clay bonds. The adaptation time of
decelerating clay flows depends on the levels of turbulence attenuation in the flow, correlated to the
inter-particle collision between clay particles. Relative to turbulent flows, the adaptation time of
decelerating flows is reduced as the flow evolves through clay flow types as the increase in clay con-
centration allows for a higher frequency of inter-particle collision. Adaptation time is then increased
again with stronger turbulence attenuated flows as the increasingly dominant cohesive forces reduce
inter-particle collision and consequently the formation of clay bonds takes longer. Depending on the
boundary conditions within unsteady flows, these variations in adaptation time can result in hys-
teresis effects in cohesive strength within flows.

Data Availability Statement: The data collected during the physical experiments in preparation for this chapter is available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7469846 (de Vet et al., 2022).
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

High concentrations of suspended sediment in fluvial and submarine environments are common
due to landslides, floods, hillslope failures, and more recently post-wildfire erosion (Swanson,
1981; Sankey et al., 2017), phenomena that are likely to occur more frequently due to climate
change (Geertsema et al., 2006; Reneau et al., 2007; Barbero et al., 2015). Further, cohesive sed-
iment is common in submarine gravity currents, such as turbidity currents and mass transport
events and associated deposits, such as hybrid event beds (Talling et al., 2012). Small concen-
trations of cohesive sediment can enhance or suppress turbulence in a flow due to the cohesive
properties promoting flocculation (Baas and Best, 2002, Section 1.2). Baas et al. (2009) developed
a phase diagram for quasi-steady cohesive sediment-laden open-channel flow, based on the bal-
ance between turbulent and cohesive forces (Figure 1.10, Section 1.3).

The formation or breakage of bonds between cohesive sediment particles is a time-dependent
behaviour influencing the adaptation of transitional flows to velocity changes (Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004). Gradually decelerating flows have a longer adaptation time than gradually
accelerating flows, as establishing cohesive bonds between clay particles requires more time than
breaking the clay bonds. This hysteresis is more pronounced for higher-concentration deceler-
ating flows that change from turbulence-enhanced transitional flow to lower and upper transi-
tional plug flow than for lower-concentration decelerating flows that change from turbulent flow
to turbulence-enhanced transitional flow. These results are based on non-uniform flow within ex-
perimental settings of converging or diverging the flume width (Chapter 2). However, flows are
naturally unsteady. For example, floods in rivers are a classical example of unsteady flows. A typ-
ical hydrograph due to flood, snowmelt or rainfall-runoff contains an initial increase in discharge
and flow depth followed by a drop in discharge and flow depth (Karimaee Tabarestani and Zarrati,
2015; Fielding et al., 2018; Mrokowska and Rowiński, 2019). Tidal currents within estuaries result
in periodic acceleration and deceleration depending on the tidal cycle (Leeder, 2011; Uncles and
Mitchell, 2017). Further, gravity currents exhibit unsteady and non-uniform behaviour and may
comprise several different flow types and transformations (Talling et al., 2012). Entrainment of wa-
ter can transform the gravity current from dense to more dilute flow and also from dilute to dense
flow as the flow decelerates or by detrainment of water (Meiburg and Kneller, 2010). On the con-
trary, gravity currents can self-accelerate due to entrainment of sediment from the bed resulting
in an increase of velocity and suspended concentration (Sequeiros et al., 2018).

Changes in velocity, e.g. non-uniform or unsteady flow, are expected to influence the adapta-
tion of clay-laden flows, but the adaptation of transitional flows to temporal varying flow velocities
remains unknown. Currently it is unknown if the adaptation to velocity changes due to geometry
(non-uniform, spatial variations, Chapter 2) or time (unsteady, temporal variations, Chapter 3)
have similar or different time and length scales. In this chapter, flow unsteadiness is defined as
streamwise changes in depth-averaged velocity in time. The temporal scales of turbulent-laminar
transitions in naturally unsteady flows are key for understanding sediment-laden flow dynamics.
Understanding the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces in clay-laden flows is pivotal, as
erosion, transport, and deposition of sediment depend on the magnitude and distribution of flow
turbulence (Dorrell et al., 2018). Spatio-temporal increases and decreases in turbulence directly
affect the transport capacity and deposition and erosion patterns (Dorrell and Hogg, 2012; Moody
et al., 2013).

An increased understanding of the influence of cohesive sediment on unsteady flow condi-
tions is needed. This chapter details experimental results on the flow structure of clay-laden flows,
isolating temporal deceleration and acceleration in open-channel flows. The following research
questions are addressed: (1) What are the mean flow and turbulence characteristics of temporal
decelerating and accelerating clay-laden flows? (2) How fast do clay-laden flows adapt to temporal
velocity changes?
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3.2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology section is divided into four sections. The experimental setup, involving the de-
scription of the flume, equipment location and preparation of the runs is described in Section 3.2.1.
The experimental conditions are described in Section 3.2.2. The measurement techniques and in-
struments used are described in Section 3.2.3 and Section 3.2.4 describes the methods used for the
data processing and analysis.

3.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Mixtures of pure kaolinite (Imerys Polwhite-E, d50 = 9 µm,ρs = 2600 kg /m3, Section 2.2.1) and
fresh water were circulated through a hydraulic flume by means of a variable-discharge slurry
pump (Figure 3.1a). The flume has a flat, smooth floor and was 10 m long, 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m
deep in which the standing water depth was kept constant at 0.15 m. For comparison reasons, in
these experiments the same clay material and flow depth is used as in Chapter 2. The flow velocity
was adjusted with increments of 0.1 m/s, after which the adaptation time to reach the equilibrium
conditions was quantified.
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Figure 3.1: a) Side view of experimental setup, b) detailed schematic diagram of installation of equipment. All dimensions in
meters.

Kaolinite was soaked in water for minimum a day before adding to the flume to guarantee
that no dry clumps would remain. Initially, to stir up all the sediment within the flume, the flume
ran for 20 minutes at full speed. Then, to allow the clay-laden flows to reach equilibrium condi-
tions, the flume ran for 1 hour at the required settings for the experiments before conducting the
measurements. Once the measurements were started, the flume was left running for 5 minutes
at a constant velocity after which a change in velocity was imposed by increasing or decreasing
the pump’s rotational speed. The measurements were continued for another 20 to 30 minutes to
allow the flow to adjust to the new flow condition and reach a constant velocity. Therefore, the
total length of the experimental runs was 25 to 35 minutes. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the
depth-averaged velocity of an experimental run.
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Within the data analysis, the experimental runs were separated into before and after the veloc-
ity change. For determination of the velocity before the velocity change, the 5 minutes of measure-
ments before the change of velocity were used within the data analysis. To include only uniform
conditions within the determination of the flow conditions, the final 5 minutes of the measure-
ments were used for the determination of the velocity after the velocity change (Figure 3.2).

Before After

Sediment samples collection 

Start At velocity change End

Figure 3.2: Time series of depth-averaged velocity (u) of an experimental run, A-C8.7-U67, indicating moment of velocity
change; Horizontal double-head arrows indicate the ‘Before’ and ‘After’ times associated with the flow velocity data used in
the analysis; vertical arrows indicate the three times (‘Start’, ‘At velocity change’, and ‘End’) when suspended sediment concen-
tration measurements were collected.

3.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To incorporate the influence of sediment concentration on unsteady flow, different clay concen-
trations were used (Tables 3.1, 3.2); control experiments were conducted with clear water. The
experimental runs were divided into five groups based on the suspended clay concentration; ex-
perimental condition CW for clear water, and C1 to C4 for increasing clay concentration.

Table 3.1: Overview of accelerating experimental runs performed in this study. The labelling of experimental runs is defined by
the flow rate change (Accelerating (A)) - the depth-averaged clay concentration before velocity change (C) - and an indication
of the mean velocity values before and after the imposed velocity change (e.g. U23 = 0.2 m/s to 0.3 m/s); The variables in the
table respond to: C = depth-averaged volumetric concentration; Cm = depth-averaged mass concentration; T = fluid temper-

ature; νe = effective kinematic viscosity; U = depth-averaged velocity; Re = Reynolds number; Fr = Froude number; h = water
depth; Slope = slope of the flume

Experimental Moment C Cm T νe U Re Fr h Slope
run in flow [vol %] [g /L] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] [m/s] [- ·104] [-] [m] [·10−3]

Experimental condition CW

A-C0.0-U23 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.24 3.6 0.20 0.148 0.10
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.32 4.7 0.26 0.148 0.31

A-C0.0-U34 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.34 5.0 0.28 0.148 0.31
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.45 6.6 0.38 0.147 0.45

A-C0.0-U45 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.35 5.2 0.29 0.147 0.45
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.48 7.1 0.40 0.148 0.74

A-C0.0-U56 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.48 7.2 0.40 0.148 0.74
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.61 8.9 0.51 0.145 0.95

A-C0.0-U67 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.60 8.8 0.50 0.145 0.95
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.74 11.0 0.61 0.146 1.38

A-C0.0-U78 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.72 10.4 0.60 0.146 1.38
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.83 12.1 0.69 0.149 1.80
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Experimental Moment C Cm T νe U Re Fr h Slope
run in flow [vol %] [g /L] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] [m/s] [- ·104] [-] [m] [·10−3]

Experimental condition C1
A-C5.0-U23 Before 5.0 123 17.4 2.18 0.21 1.4 0.17 0.149 0.08

After 5.0 122 17.4 2.16 0.32 2.2 0.27 0.149 0.30
A-C5.0-U34 Before 5.0 122 17.4 2.16 0.32 2.2 0.27 0.149 0.30

After 5.4 131 17.4 2.31 0.44 2.8 0.36 0.149 0.37
A-C5.4-U45 Before 5.4 131 17.4 2.31 0.43 2.8 0.36 0.148 0.37

After 5.5 134 17.4 2.37 0.55 3.4 0.45 0.149 0.72
A-C5.5-U56 Before 5.5 134 17.4 2.37 0.56 3.5 0.46 0.148 0.72

After 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.67 4.1 0.56 0.148 1.00
A-C5.6-U67 Before 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.63 3.9 0.52 0.148 1.00

After 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.73 4.5 0.61 0.147 1.35
A-C5.6-U78 Before 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.73 4.5 0.61 0.147 1.35

After 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.82 5.0 0.69 0.145 1.85

Experimental condition C2
A-C8.4-U23 Before 8.4 196 16.9 3.70 0.22 0.9 0.18 0.148 0.16

After 8.3 194 16.9 3.68 0.32 1.3 0.26 0.148 0.30
A-C8.3-U34 Before 8.3 194 16.9 3.68 0.32 1.3 0.27 0.149 0.30

After 8.6 199 16.9 3.79 0.43 1.7 0.35 0.149 0.51
A-C8.6-U45 Before 8.6 199 16.9 3.79 0.42 1.6 0.35 0.149 0.51

After 8.7 201 16.9 3.84 0.52 2.0 0.43 0.148 0.79
A-C8.7-U56 Before 8.7 201 16.9 3.84 0.51 2.0 0.42 0.148 0.79

After 8.7 202 16.9 3.88 0.61 2.3 0.51 0.147 1.07
A-C8.7-U67 Before 8.7 202 16.9 3.86 0.64 2.4 0.53 0.147 1.07

After 8.8 203 16.9 3.42 0.74 3.2 0.62 0.147 1.50
A-C8.8-U78 Before 8.8 203 16.9 3.42 0.73 3.1 0.61 0.147 1.50

After 8.8 203 16.9 3.89 0.84 3.1 0.70 0.145 1.99

Experimental condition C3
A-C10.7-U23 Before 10.7 241 17.8 4.97 0.25 0.7 0.20 0.149 0.16

After 11.0 246 17.8 5.10 0.37 1.1 0.31 0.148 0.30
A-C11.0-U34 Before 11.0 246 17.8 5.10 0.37 1.1 0.31 0.148 0.30

After 11.4 253 17.8 5.33 0.45 1.3 0.38 0.148 0.51
A-C11.4-U45 Before 11.4 253 17.8 5.33 0.45 1.3 0.38 0.148 0.51

After 11.6 257 17.8 5.45 0.59 1.6 0.49 0.147 0.79
A-C11.6-U56 Before 11.6 257 17.8 5.45 0.59 1.6 0.49 0.147 0.79

After 11.7 259 17.8 5.52 0.72 1.9 0.60 0.146 1.14
A-C11.7-U67 Before 11.7 259 17.8 5.52 0.71 1.9 0.59 0.146 1.14

After 11.7 259 17.8 5.53 0.83 2.2 0.70 0.144 1.57
A-C11.7-U78 Before 11.7 259 17.8 5.53 0.83 2.2 0.70 0.144 1.57

After 11.7 260 17.8 5.53 0.87 2.3 0.72 0.149 1.99

Experimental condition C4
A-C13.1-U23 Before 13.1 285 17.8 6.37 0.20 0.5 0.17 0.148 0.58

After 13.5 293 17.8 6.68 0.35 0.8 0.29 0.148 0.79
A-C13.5-U34 Before 13.5 293 17.8 6.68 0.36 0.8 0.30 0.149 0.79

After 13.6 294 17.8 6.71 0.51 1.1 0.42 0.147 0.86
A-C13.6-U45 Before 13.6 294 17.8 6.71 0.52 1.1 0.43 0.147 0.86

After 14.0 301 17.8 6.96 0.59 1.2 0.49 0.146 1.00
A-C14.0-U56 Before 14.0 301 17.8 6.96 0.59 1.2 0.50 0.146 1.00

After 14.5 309 17.8 7.27 0.68 1.4 0.57 0.145 1.07
A-C14.5-U67 Before 14.5 309 17.8 7.27 0.68 1.4 0.57 0.146 1.07

After 14.7 313 17.8 7.40 0.78 1.5 0.65 0.147 1.50
A-C14.7-U78 Before 14.7 313 17.8 7.40 0.78 1.5 0.65 0.145 1.50

After 14.7 314 17.8 7.46 0.90 1.8 0.75 0.146 1.99
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Table 3.2: Overview of decelerating experimental runs performed in this study. The labelling of experimental runs is defined
by the flow rate change (Decelerating (D)) - the depth-averaged clay concentration before velocity change (C) - and an indica-
tion of the mean velocity values before and after the imposed velocity change (e.g. U32 = 0.3 m/s to 0.2 m/s); The variables
in the table respond to: C = depth-averaged volumetric concentration; Cm = depth-averaged mass concentration; T = fluid

temperature; νe = effective kinematic viscosity; U = depth-averaged velocity; Re = Reynolds number; Fr = Froude number; h =
water depth; Slope = slope of the flume

Experimental Moment C Cm T νe U Re Fr h Slope
run in flow [vol %] [g /L] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] [m/s] [- ·104] [-] [m] [·10−3]

Experimental condition CW

D-C0.0-U32 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.23 3.4 0.19 0.148 0.31
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.15 2.2 0.12 0.148 0.26

D-C0.0-U43 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.36 5.2 0.30 0.146 0.45
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.23 3.5 0.19 0.148 0.31

D-C0.0-U54 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.42 6.2 0.35 0.148 0.74
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.29 4.2 0.24 0.147 0.45

D-C0.0-U65 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.57 8.2 0.48 0.144 0.95
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.43 6.4 0.36 0.148 0.74

D-C0.0-U76 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.72 10.4 0.60 0.146 1.31
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.58 8.3 0.48 0.144 0.95

D-C0.0-U87 Before 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.82 12.2 0.68 0.149 1.80
After 0.0 0.0 17.5 1.00 0.73 10.6 0.61 0.146 1.31

Experimental condition C1
D-C5.3-U32 Before 5.3 129 17.4 2.27 0.32 2.1 0.27 0.148 0.30

After 5.0 122 17.4 2.16 0.20 1.4 0.17 0.148 0.08
D-C5.5-U43 Before 5.5 133 17.4 2.36 0.43 2.7 0.36 0.148 0.51

After 5.3 129 17.4 2.27 0.32 2.1 0.26 0.148 0.30
D-C5.4-U54 Before 5.4 135 17.4 2.39 0.55 3.4 0.45 0.147 0.72

After 5.6 133 17.4 2.36 0.43 2.7 0.36 0.148 0.51
D-C5.5-U65 Before 5.5 135 17.4 2.38 0.65 4.0 0.55 0.147 1.00

After 5.5 135 17.4 2.39 0.55 3.4 0.45 0.147 0.72
D-C5.6-U76 Before 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.75 4.6 0.62 0.147 1.35

After 5.6 135 17.4 2.38 0.64 4.0 0.54 0.147 1.00
D-C5.6-U87 Before 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.82 4.9 0.68 0.145 1.85

After 5.6 135 17.4 2.39 0.73 4.5 0.60 0.147 1.35

Experimental condition C2
D-C8.5-U32 Before 8.5 197 16.9 3.30 0.31 1.4 0.26 0.148 0.30

After 8.3 194 16.9 3.66 0.22 0.9 0.18 0.148 0.08
D-C8.7-U43 Before 8.7 201 16.9 3.84 0.42 1.6 0.35 0.148 0.51

After 8.5 197 16.9 3.30 0.31 1.4 0.26 0.148 0.30
D-C8.8-U54 Before 8.8 203 16.9 3.89 0.52 2.0 0.44 0.148 0.79

After 8.7 201 16.9 3.84 0.42 1.6 0.35 0.148 0.51
D-C8.8-U65 Before 8.8 203 16.9 3.88 0.63 2.4 0.53 0.147 1.14

After 8.8 202 16.9 3.89 0.53 2.0 0.44 0.148 0.79
D-C8.8-U76 Before 8.8 203 16.9 3.89 0.74 2.8 0.62 0.146 1.50

After 8.8 203 16.9 3.88 0.53 2.4 0.53 0.147 1.14
D-C8.8-U87 Before 8.8 203 16.9 3.89 0.84 3.1 0.70 0.145 1.99

After 8.8 203 16.9 3.88 0.73 2.8 0.61 0.146 1.50

Experimental condition C3
D-C11.5-U32 Before 11.5 256 17.8 5.40 0.36 1.0 0.30 0.148 0.30

After 11.4 253 17.8 5.33 0.23 0.6 0.19 0.148 0.16
D-C11.6-U43 Before 11.6 258 17.8 5.49 0.48 1.3 0.40 0.148 0.51

After 11.5 256 17.8 5.40 0.37 1.0 0.31 0.148 0.30
D-C11.7-U54 Before 11.7 259 17.8 5.52 0.59 1.6 0.49 0.147 0.79

After 11.6 258 17.8 5.49 0.47 1.3 0.39 0.147 0.51
D-C11.7-U65 Before 11.7 260 17.8 5.54 0.73 1.9 0.61 0.145 1.07

After 11.7 259 17.8 5.52 0.59 1.6 0.49 0.147 0.79
D-C11.7-U76 Before 11.7 260 17.8 5.53 0.83 2.2 0.70 0.144 1.64

After 11.7 260 17.8 5.54 0.71 1.9 0.59 0.146 1.07
D-C11.7-U87 Before 11.7 260 17.8 5.53 0.87 2.3 0.72 0.149 1.99

After 11.7 260 17.8 5.53 0.82 2.1 0.69 0.144 1.64
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Experimental Moment C Cm T νe U Re Fr h Slope
run in flow [vol %] [g /L] [◦C ] [m2/s ·10−6] [m/s] [- ·104] [-] [m] [·10−3]

Experimental condition C4
D-C14.2-U32 Before 14.2 304 17.8 7.08 0.20 0.7 0.27 0.148 0.79

After 13.9 300 17.8 6.91 0.32 0.4 0.17 0.149 0.58
D-C14.4-U43 Before 14.4 308 17.8 7.20 0.33 0.9 0.37 0.148 0.86

After 14.2 304 17.8 7.08 0.44 0.7 0.27 0.148 0.79
D-C14.6-U54 Before 14.6 311 17.8 7.34 0.44 1.1 0.45 0.147 0.93

After 14.4 308 17.8 7.20 0.55 0.9 0.36 0.148 0.86
D-C14.7-U65 Before 14.7 314 17.8 7.44 0.54 1.3 0.55 0.146 1.07

After 14.6 311 17.8 7.34 0.65 1.1 0.45 0.148 0.93
D-C14.8-U76 Before 14.8 315 17.8 7.50 0.65 1.5 0.62 0.148 1.50

After 14.7 314 17.8 7.44 0.75 1.3 0.54 0.146 1.07
D-C14.7-U87 Before 14.7 314 17.8 7.46 0.75 1.8 0.74 0.148 1.99

After 14.8 315 17.8 7.50 0.89 1.5 0.62 0.148 1.50

3.2.3. DATA ACQUISITION

WATER LEVEL

The water level was measured with two Ultralab ULS Advanced sensors (Figure 3.1A). The water
level measurements were collected with a sample rate of 50 Hz. These data were used to com-
pute the water surface slope and verify that flows were parallel to the flume bed, i.e. that flows
were uniform. The measurements were also used to determine the temporal mean water depth, h
(Equation 3.2).

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

A vertical rack of six 6 mm diameter siphon tubes was used to collect suspension samples through
the water column (Table 3.3) downstream of the velocity measurements (Figure 3.1b). The sed-
iment samples were collected at the start time of the velocity measurements, at the moment of
the velocity change and at the end of the velocity measurements (Figure 3.2). The sediment sam-
ples were weighed with an analytical laboratory scale with a resolution of 0.0001 g and dried to
determine their volumetric clay concentration.

Table 3.3: Measurement height (centrepoint) above the bed (z) of siphon samples to measure the clay concentration

Measurement z [m]

A 0.005
B 0.020
C 0.051
D 0.083
E 0.114
F 0.145

FLOW VELOCITY

The streamwise component of the flow velocity was measured with UVPs (Ultrasonic Velocity Pro-
filer, Section 1.4) facing upstream under an angle of 30◦ relative to the vertical (Figure 3.1b). Four
1 MHz probes were stacked with a distance of 30 mm between the probes’ centres.

The UVPs were installed under an angle of 30◦ to measure the full velocity profile over the
depth. To convert the measurements to a streamwise velocity profile the vertical velocity was as-
sumed to be zero. This assumption was tested by a comparison between velocity measurements
of a UVP probe installed under an angle of 30◦ and a UVP probe installed horizontally facing up-
stream in streamwise direction at z = 0.05m. The combined velocity measurements for two differ-
ent flow velocities (Test01 and Test02) are shown in Figure 3.3a and b. The time-averaged velocity
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(U ) and standard deviation (RMS(u′)) of both the vertical UVP and the angled UVP are comparable
(Table 3.4) and therefore the assumption of a zero vertical velocity is valid for these experiments.
The selected angle (30◦) is acceptable in terms of introduced uncertainty on Reynolds stressed
(Tropea, 1983).

Table 3.4: Overview of experimental test runs to compare UVPs installed under an angle and horizontally installed UVPs. U
= time-averaged velocity at z = 0.05m; RMS(u′) = standard deviation of velocity measurements at z = 0.05m; Error between
measurements = absolute difference between measurements of angled and horizontal UVP / UVP installed under an angle ·
100%

Experimental UVP installed under an angle UVP installed horizontal Error between measurements
test run U [m/s] RMS(u′) [m/s] U [m/s] RMS(u′) [m/s] U [%] RMS(u′) [%]

Test01 0.46 0.017 0.46 0.017 1.1 0.6
Test02 0.80 0.049 0.78 0.049 3.1 0.7

Figure 3.3: Experimental test runs comparing velocity measurements from a UVP probe installed under an angle of 30◦ against
the vertical and a UVP probe installed facing upstream in streamwise direction at z = 0.05m. a) Test01; b) Test02.

3.2.4. DATA PROCESSING

DATA CLEANING

Velocity data collected by UVPs and water level measurements collected by Ultralab ULS advanced
sensors can contain spurious amplitude spikes that are not part of the genuine signal (Met-Flow,
2002; Goring and Nikora, 2002; Wright and Baas, 2013; Dilling and MacVicar, 2017). To clean the
UVP and water level data the following steps were followed:

• Encounter for data wrapping - The velocity range of the UVP settings, displaying the maxi-
mum measurable velocity, needed to be selected ahead of the measurements. The velocity
step, i.e. the velocity resolution, correlates to the velocity range. Therefore, it is important
to select a velocity range that is able to capture the maximum velocity expected in the flow,
but not too large to achieve increased detail on the velocity data. If the measured velocity
goes up to the upper limit, and further increase of velocity happens, the velocity ‘jumps’ to
the bottom of the graph. The velocity measurements were checked for this potential data
wrapping and if it occurred, the data was adjusted accordingly.

The maximum range of the Ultralab ULS advanced sensors is larger (1.2 m) than the vari-
ation in the experiments (0.1 m) and no data wrapping occurs in the water level measure-
ments.

• Delete zero values - For various reasons, UVPs are sometimes unable to measure the veloc-
ity properly and when the measurement is ‘empty’, it is replaced by ‘zero’ value of velocity.
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Generally this occurs when there is a lack of reflecting particles, too weak signal or reflec-
tions.

Ultralab ULS advanced sensors always output a measurement value.

• Removal of outliers - Outliers were removed from the velocity signal by eliminating values
three standard deviations away from the temporal moving mean over 31 data points.

Outliers within the water level measurement were deleted by eliminating values two and
half standard deviations away from the temporal moving mean over 201 data points. The
accuracy of the water level measurements (1 mm) is high and allows a reduction of standard
deviations (2.5) compared to UVP measurements (3). The amount of data points included
for cleaning the ULS measurements is higher to incorporate a large enough time span, due
to the significantly higher measurement frequency of the ULS sensors than the UVP mea-
surements.

• Delete negative values - Within the UVP and water level measurements only positive values
are expected and a negative value therefore indicates a bad data point.

• Delete measurement bin with 30% or more bad data points - To enhance the accuracy on
determination of the mean flow velocity and turbulence intensity, only measurement bins
with enough valid data points are included in further data analysis. The full time series at
a measurement bin is excluded from the data analysis if more than 30% of the data points
within the time series were excluded by previous steps of cleaning the data.

The water level measurements only included one measurement bin, for which after process-
ing the data never included more then 30% of invalid data points.

DETERMINATION OF FLOW PARAMETERS

The measured depth-averaged clay concentration was calculated by integrating the suspended
sediment samples (c) over the depth, from the lowest measurement at zA = 0.05 m to zF = 0.145 m:

C = 1

zF − zA

∫ zF

zA

cd z (3.1)

where z is height above the bed. Without deposition in the experiments, the flume bed is defined
as z=0. If potential deposition occurs (Section 3.3.1) z=0 at the height where the velocity measure-
ments reaches zero. The temporal mean water depth, h, was calculated from the time series of
instantaneous water level data (wl ).

h = 1

k

k∑
i

wli (3.2)

where k is the number of water level measurements. The temporal mean flow velocity, U , and its
standard deviation, RMS(u′), were calculated from the time series of instantaneous velocity data
at each measurement height (ui ).

U = 1

n

n∑
i

ui (3.3)

RMS(u′) =
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i

(ui −U )2 (3.4)

where n is the number of velocity measurements. A dimensionless measure for turbulence inten-
sity proposed by Baas and Best (2002) is used herein:

RMS(u′)0 = RMS(u′)
U

·100 (3.5)
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The depth-averaged velocity was calculated by curve fitting the Coles wake law (Section 1.1.3) on
the time-averaged velocities over the depth using the method of least squares when fitting the
data.

U = 1

h − z0

∫ h

z0

(
u∗
κ

ln

(
z

z0

)
+ 2Πu∗

κ
si n2

(
π

2

z

δ

))
d z (3.6)

where κ = 0.41 is the von Karman constant. Depth-averaged turbulence intensity was calculated
by integrating the turbulence intensity values over the depth.

RMS(u′)0 = 1

h

∫ h

0
RMS(u′)0d z (3.7)

The time series of depth-averaged velocity (u) was calculated using a curve fitting procedure based
on Coles wake law on the time series of instantaneous velocity data.

u = 1

h − z0

∫ h

z0

(
u∗
κ

ln

(
z

z0

)
+ 2Πu∗

κ
si n2

(
π

2

z

δ

))
d z (3.8)

Froude number was calculated as:

F r = U√
g h

(3.9)

Reynolds number was calculated as:

Re = U h

νe
(3.10)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and νe is the effective viscosity with the influence of clay
suspension approximated based upon Wan (1982) (Equation 2.8).

FLUME SETTINGS

The hydraulic flume used the pump rotation to adjust the velocity in the flume. For each differ-
ent clay concentration within these experiments a flow rating curve has been developed. The
flow rating curve relates the pump rotation (rpm) to the measured flow velocity within the flume.
Both the percentage of pump rotation with respect to the maximum rpm (Figure 3.4a) and slope
of the flume (Figure 3.4b) were correlated to the velocity measurements, after which this correla-
tion was used to determine the flume settings for the experimental conditions. Based on Chezy’s
equation (Equation 3.11), the drag coefficient was calculated for the highest velocity (Cd = 0.0027),
which was then used to fit through the other measurements to find the correlation between depth-
averaged velocity U and slope of the flume (S). This correlation was used to ensure uniform flow
conditions with constant water depth throughout the flume.

U =
√

g Rh S

CD
(3.11)

where Rh is the hydraulic radius and S the slope of the bed.
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Figure 3.4: a) Correlation between depth-averaged velocity of experimental condition C3 and percentage of pump rotation; b)
Correlation between depth-averaged velocity of experimental condition C3 and slope of the flume.

SELECTION OF PROFILES

Distant particles give weaker echo than particles close to the transducer and depending on the
concentration within the flow, the signal can be attenuated, reducing the measurement window.
To measure the full velocity profile, four 1 MHz probes were installed in a staggered array (Fig-
ure 3.1b). 1 MHz probes are used to allow measurements in the high clay concentrations up to
14.7%. The UVPs were directed against the flow direction to measure the streamwise velocity and
to reduce the impact of flow obstruction on the measurements. The settings of the UVPs were
adjusted to the experimental conditions to increase the data quality. For data analysis, one pro-
file was selected from the four staggered UVP probes. Data attenuation of UVP measurements is
indicated by a decrease in velocity correlated with an increase in velocity fluctuations, occurring
relatively high up in the flow. Figure 3.5 indicates which profile is selected for further data analysis,
based upon the decrease in U and correlating increase in RMS. The data within the selected profile
is a combination of the four UVP probes. Both clay concentration and flow velocity influence the
height at which data attenuation occurs and for every condition the heights with valid data points
are selected. The time series of every data point within a profile were checked to verify the data
quality. To calculate the depth-averaged velocity, Coles wake law was curve fitted over the valid
data over the the depth (Equation 3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Selection of vertical profiles included within data analysis from the four staggered UVP probes for a) velocity and
b) velocity fluctuations. Example of flow A-C8.7-U67.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

3.3.1. SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

For most experimental runs the suspended sediment was distributed uniformly through the water
column (Figures 3.6 to 3.9). Mostly at lower velocities, some increase in clay concentration near
the bed can be identified, indicating potential deposition. The concentration measurements dur-
ing the change of velocity for accelerating flows, show an increase in concentration near the bed,
but the concentration is evenly spread over the flow height after the change in velocity. This effect
is specifically clear within Condition 03, accelerating flow, experimental run U34 (Figure 3.7a,b,c).
Before the velocity change, the clay concentration is uniformly distributed around 8.35%. When
the flow increases, an increase in clay concentration is noticeable at the bed and it moves upwards
to the surface until afterwards it is equally distributed around 8.6%. The two different velocities
within the experiments, before and after the imposed velocity change, have different capacities of
keeping sediment in suspension. This redistribution of sediment of the flow depth might influence
the adaptation time of the flows. The experimental runs at which this redistribution of sediment
might occur are identified by a criteria based upon the relative increase in sediment near the bed:
a relative increase in clay concentration of more than 1% in the bottom siphon sample, C A com-
pared to the median of the 5 other measurement samples, CB−F :

cA −CB−F

CB−F
·100% > 1% (3.12)

The relative increase in clay concentration correlates with zero velocity measurements and conse-
quently it is identified as potential deposition (Tables 3.9 and 3.10).
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Figure 3.6: Vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration of experimental condition C1 (5.0<C<5.6 %) for accelerating
flow a) before, b) during, and c) after velocity change and decelerating flows d) before, e) during, and f) after velocity change.
Note that U23 indicates a mean flow acceleration from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s and U32 indicates a mean flow deceleration, see Tables
3.1, 3.2 for more details.
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Figure 3.7: Vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration of experimental condition C2 (8.3<C<8.8 %) for accelerating
flow a) before, b) during, and c) after velocity change and decelerating flows d) before, e) during, and f) after velocity change.
Note that U23 indicates a mean flow acceleration from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s and U32 indicates a mean flow deceleration, see Tables
3.1, 3.2 for more details.
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Figure 3.8: Vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration of experimental condition C3 (10.7<C<11.7 %) accelerating
flow a) before, b) during, and c) after velocity change and decelerating flows d) before, e) during, and f) after velocity change.
Note that U23 indicates a mean flow acceleration from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s and U32 indicates a mean flow deceleration, see Tables
3.1, 3.2 for more details.
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Figure 3.9: Vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration of experimental condition C4 (13.1<C<14.8 %) accelerating
flow a) before, b) during, and c) after velocity change and decelerating flows d) before, e) during, and f) after velocity change.
Note that U23 indicates a mean flow acceleration from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s and U32 indicates a mean flow deceleration, see Tables
3.1, 3.2 for more details.
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In Figure 3.10 the depth-averaged clay concentration is plotted on top of the results of (Baas
et al., 2009). For all conditions there is a hysteresis effect between the decelerating and accelerating
flows. For the same depth-averaged velocity, decelerating flows are able to keep a higher clay con-
centration within suspension than accelerating flows. This difference in suspended concentration
is reduced for higher depth-averaged velocities.

Figure 3.10: Experimental runs overlaid on experimental results from Baas et al. (2009). The different colours indicate different
experimental with the symbol ’>’ denoting accelerating flow and ’<’ denoting decelerating flow. Note that U23 indicates a mean
flow acceleration from 0.2 to 0.3 m/s and U32 indicates a mean flow deceleration, see Tables 3.1, 3.2 for more details.

3.3.2. CLAY FLOW TYPES

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the normalised time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U /U ) and
time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) for both accelerating and de-
celerating experimental runs. Rows are associated with clay content (high at the top (C4), low
at the bottom (C1)) and columns correspond to depth-averaged flow velocity (slowest at the left

(U = 0.2 m/s) and fastest at the right (U = 0.8 m/s)). Specific clay concentration values for each
row are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. For each experimental run, the flow type is interpreted for
the constant time series before and after the imposed velocity change based on the five flow types
identified by Baas et al. (2009) (Section 1.3). The controlled velocity changes of 0.1 m/s results
in minor variations between clay flow type within an experimental run; i.e. the clay flow type ei-
ther stays the same before and after the imposed velocity change or the flow passes through one
additional adjacent clay flow type (Tables 3.9 and 3.10).
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Figure 3.11: Vertical profiles of time-averaged streamwise velocity normalised by depth-averaged velocity (U /U ) separated into
depth-averaged flow velocity and clay concentration (experimental condition C1 to C4, Tables 3.1 and 3.2) for accelerating and
decelerating flows.
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Figure 3.12: Vertical profiles of time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity (RMS(u′)0) separated into depth-averaged flow
velocity and clay concentration (experimental condition C1 to C4, Tables 3.1 and 3.2) for accelerating and decelerating flows.
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Baas et al. (2009) identified the flow types based on 15 measurement points over the depth,
whereas the angled UVPs in these experiments provide an increased amount of points over the
depth. To identify the flow types of these experimental runs, additional statistical measurements
were identified based upon the five flow types identified by Baas et al. (2009). No single threshold
concentration exists for the formation of transitional flows (Section 1.3). However, the different
clay flow types contain distinct velocity and turbulence intensity profiles, which can be used
for a set of criteria to distinguish between the five flow types. The identification follows several
criteria that will be introduced in the following paragraphs. The bottom half of the time-averaged
streamwise turbulence intensity profiles (RMS(u′)0) were used for the different criteria. The tur-
bulence intensities are normalised values and therefore comparable for different depth-averaged
velocities plus it includes both velocity and RMS(u′) values. The largest differences within the
turbulence intensity profiles is found in the bottom half of the flow and therefore that area was
included in the criteria.

Criteria 1 - Differentiation TF & TETF from LTPF, UTPF & QLPF
When a plug flow develops within a clay flow, the near-bed velocity decreases and the turbulence
intensity decreases within the plug. This results in a larger variation within the measurements
of the turbulence intensity, i.e. the variance of RMS(u′)0 across the bottom half of the depth in-
creases. Therefore, the variance of RMS(u′)0 is an effective measure to initially distinguish be-
tween turbulent flows (TF and TETF) and flows with plug flow development (LTPF, UTPF and
QTPF) (Table 3.5; Figure 3.13).

Table 3.5: Criteria 1 - Differentiation between TF & TETF from LTPF, UTPF & QLPF

Criteria Flow type

var (RMS(u′)0) < 4 TF or TETF
var (RMS(u′)0) > 4 LTPF, UTPF or QLPF

Criteria 2 - Differentiation TF from TETF
Both turbulent flow (TF) and turbulence-enhanced flow (TETF) exhibit a logarithmic velocity pro-
file. The velocity of turbulence-enhanced transitional flows progressively diminishes, particularly
close to the base of the flow, caused by a drag reduction in the boundary layer. This decrease in
velocity results in an increase in turbulence intensity near the bed, which can be identified by an
increased variance and kurtosis (α4) of RMS(u′)0 across the bottom half of the depth (Table 3.6;
Figure 3.13).

Table 3.6: Criteria 2 - Differentiation TF from TETF

Criteria Flow type

var (RMS(u′)0) < 1 & α4,RMS(u′)0
< 10 TF

var (RMS(u′)0) < 4 & α4,RMS(u′)0
> 10 TETF

1 < var (RMS(u′)0) < 4 TETF
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Figure 3.13: Determination of flow types based on the criteria to separate TF and TETF flows.

Criteria 3 - Differentiation LTPF from UTPF & QLPF
The reduced turbulence intensity due to the development of a plug flow is noticeable in the bottom
half of UTPF and QLPF flows as the plug flow development reached this height within the flow.
The plug flow within LTPF flows only occurs in the top half of the flow and therefore the reduction
in RMS(u′)0 is not noticeable. Therefore, the following criteria is used for flows that are not yet
defined as TF or TETF, i.e. var (RMS(u′)0) > 4 (Table 3.7; Figures 3.14a,b):

Table 3.7: Criteria 3 - Differentiation LTPF from UTPF & QLPF

Criteria Flow type

mi n(RMS(u′)0) > 5 LTPF
mi n(RMS(u′)0) < 5 UTPF or QLPF
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Figure 3.14: Determination of flow types based on the criteria to separate LTPF flows from UTPF and QLPF.
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Criteria 4 - Differentiation UTPF from QLPF
The increased height of a plug flow within QLPF flows compared to UTPF flows results in an in-
creased correlation between the maximum velocity and depth-averaged velocity (Table 3.8; Fig-
ures 3.15a,b).

Table 3.8: Criteria 4 -Differentiation UTPF from QLPF

Criteria Flow type

max(U )/U < 1.1 UTPF

max(U )/U > 1.1 QLPF
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Figure 3.15: Determination of flow types based on the criteria to separate UTPF and QLPF flows.

To objectively identify the five different flow types within these experiments, a set of statistical
criteria are used to separate different flow types based upon the flow types identified by Baas et al.
(2009). Initially, the turbulent flows (TF and TETF) are distinguished from flows with plug flow
development (LTPF, UTPF and QLPF) by the variance of RMS(u′)0 across the bottom half of the
depth. Together with the kurtosis, a differentiation can be made between turbulent flows (TF) and
turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (TETF). As the plug flow develops further downwards from
the surface towards the bed, RMS(u′)0 reduces in the bottom half of the flow, separating UTPF
and QLPF from LTPF flows. Finally, UTPF and QLPF can be separated by the correlation between
the maximum velocity and depth-averaged velocity. Based on these criteria, tables 3.9 and 3.10
show the identified flow types for the experimental runs of the experiments of this research study.
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Table 3.9: Overview of flow types defined for the accel-
erating experimental runs performed in this study. Flow
regime refers to TF = Turbulent flow, TETF= turbulence-
enhanced transitional flow, LTPF = lower transitional
plug flow, UTPF = upper transitional plug flow, QLPF =
quasi-laminar plug flow; (d)=depositional flow.

Experimental Flow regime
run before after

Experimental condition C1
A-C5.0-U23 LTPF(d) LTPF(d)
A-C5.0-U34 LTPF(d) TETF
A-C5.4-U45 TETF TF
A-C5.5-U56 TF TF
A-C5.6-U67 TF TF
A-C5.6-U78 TF TF

Experimental condition C2
A-C8.4-U23 NA(d) LTPF
A-C8.3-U34 LTPF LTPF
A-C8.6-U45 LTPF LTPF
A-C8.7-U56 LTPF TETF
A-C8.7-U67 TETF TETF
A-C8.8-U78 TETF TETF

Experimental condition C3
A-C10.7-U23 QLPF(d) QLPF(d)
A-C11.0-U34 QLPF(d) LTPF
A-C11.4-U45 LTPF LTPF
A-C11.6-U56 LTPF LTPF
A-C11.7-U67 LTPF TETF
A-C11.7-U78 TETF TETF

Experimental condition C4
A-C13.1-U23 QLPF(d) QLPF(d)
A-C13.5-U34 QLPF(d) QLPF(d)
A-C13.6-U45 QLPF(d) QLPF
A-C14.0-U56 QLPF UTPF
A-C14.5-U67 UTPF UTPF
A-C14.7-U78 UTPF UTPF

Table 3.10: Overview of flow types defined for the decel-
erating experimental runs performed in this study. Flow
regime refers to TF = Turbulent flow, TETF= turbulence-
enhanced transitional flow, LTPF = lower transitional
plug flow, UTPF = upper transitional plug flow, QLPF =
quasi-laminar plug flow; (d)=depositional flow.

Experimental Flow regime
run before after

Experimental condition C1
D-C5.3-U32 LTPF LTPF
D-C5.5-U43 TETF LTPF
D-C5.4-U54 TF TETF
D-C5.5-U65 TF TF
D-C5.6-U76 TF TF
D-C5.6-U87 TF TF

Experimental condition C2
D-C8.5-U32 LTPF NA
D-C8.7-U43 LTPF(d) LTPF
D-C8.8-U54 LTPF(d) LTPF(d)
D-C8.8-U65 TETF LTPF(d)
D-C8.8-U76 TETF TETF
D-C8.8-U87 TETF TETF

Experimental condition C3
D-C11.5-U32 QLPF QLPF
D-C11.6-U43 UTPF QLPF
D-C11.7-U54 LTPF UTPF
D-C11.7-U65 LTPF LTPF
D-C11.7-U76 TETF TETF
D-C11.7-U87 TETF TETF

Experimental condition C4
D-C14.2-U32 QLPF(d) QLPF(d)
D-C14.4-U43 QLPF(d) QLPF(d)
D-C14.6-U54 QLPF QLPF(d)
D-C14.7-U65 UTPF QLPF
D-C14.8-U76 UTPF UTPF
D-C14.7-U87 UTPF UTPF
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3.3.3. FLOW ADAPTATION

DETERMINATION OF ADAPTATION OF VELOCITY

To understand the adaptation of different flow types to changes in velocity and the correlation
between initial velocity and clay concentration, the adaptation time ∆T

U
is extracted from the

velocity data. As no variations in adaptation over the depth are found (Figure 3.16), the depth-
averaged velocity is used to identify the adaptation time. The adaptation time is defined as follows:

∆T
U

= Tad apted veloci t y −Tmoment o f i mposed vel oci t y chang e = TA −TM (3.13)

The time of adapted velocity is determined by the time the flow is adjusted to change in
velocity, i.e. when the velocity reaches U a f ter . It is important to differentiate between the overall
signal change and local variations due to velocity fluctuations. Figure 3.17 shows a time series of
the depth-averaged velocity of experimental run A-C0.0-U67, which indicates that due to the high
frequency velocity fluctuations it is challenging to accurately determine TA . In this section, four
methods are compared to select the most suitable method for the dataset.

Figure 3.16: Normalised instantaneous velocity (u/U ) of experimental run A-C0.0-U67, where a red dashed line indicates the
imposed velocity change and a dashed black line the time of adapted velocity, TA .

To exclude high frequency variations, the first method uses a moving mean (um ) through the
time series to smooth out the signal (Figure 3.18). The time of adapted velocity, TA , is determined
by the first point when the moving mean is equal to U a f ter . A moving mean smooths out the
signal, but the amount of smoothing is dependent on the amount of data points (m) included.
Figure 3.18 shows three examples of a moving mean through the time series for different values of
m and highlights that ∆T

U
is dependent on the value of m.
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Figure 3.17: a) Full time series of depth-averaged velocity of A-C0.0-U67 overlaid with the moment of imposed velocity change
and the depth-averaged velocity before and after the velocity change; b) time series around the velocity change.
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Figure 3.18: Moving mean imposed over the time series with different amount of data points included; a) 11 data points; b) 31
data points; c) 101 data points.

A different method is to use the variations in slope within the velocity signal (dU /d t ) to deter-
mine the time of adapted velocity. TA is determined by the first time the slope reaches zero after
the maximum slope. To smooth out the high frequency variations within the slope, the slope is
determined over a moving mean of the signal. Two examples of determining TA based upon the
slope are shown in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, for each example a different amount of data points
m is included in the calculation of the moving mean. Determining TA based upon a slope gives
the same challenges as using the original signal, as ∆T

U
depends on the amount of data points m

used within determining the slope.
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Figure 3.19: a) slope of the depth-averaged velocity time series of experimental run A-C0.0-U67 using 11 data points within
the moving mean; b) time series with imposed moving mean and ∆T

U
.
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Figure 3.20: a) slope of the depth-averaged velocity time series of experimental run A-C0.0-U67 using 31 data points within
the moving mean; b) time series with imposed moving mean and ∆T

U
.

To avoid the selection of amount of data points (m) in determination of TA , the third method
calculates the residual error based upon both the mean and the slope of the signal. The time series
after the imposed velocity change is divided into two sections, one section where the velocity is still
adapting and one section where the velocity is constant. The moment of the division is determined
by minimizing the sum of the residual (squared) error of each region from its local mean. Both the
mean and slope are included in the calculation of the residual error and for experimental run A-
C0.0-U67 the result of this method is shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21: Time series of depth-averaged velocity of A-C0.0-U67 overlaid with the moment of imposed velocity change and
the depth-averaged velocity before and after the velocity change. TA is determined by the residual error of both the mean and
slope of the signal.
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A different method that avoids the selection of m in determination of TA is fitting a Gaussian
function to the time series after the imposed velocity change. The adaptation time is defined as
two times the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit (Figure 3.22).

Figure 3.22: Time series of depth-averaged velocity of A-C0.0-U67 overlaid with the moment of imposed velocity change and
the depth-averaged velocity before and after the velocity change. TA is determined by a Gaussian fit to the time series.

The first two methods use a moving mean and highlight that the adaptation time is influenced
by the amount of data points included in the moving mean. For experimental run A-C0.0-U67,
the correlation between ∆T

U
and amount of data points m is shown in Figure 3.23. The other

two methods, residual error and Gaussian fit, are plotted on top of the results and contain a com-
parable adaptation time for this experimental run. The adaptation time can be different for the
various methods, but the patterns between the experimental runs are comparable. To avoid the
influence of a moving mean, the Gaussian fit is selected as the most consistent method within the
data analysis of this chapter.

Figure 3.23: Correlation between ∆T
U

of different methods and amount of data points (m) included in determining the moving
mean.

DETERMINATION OF ADAPTATION OF TURBULENCE INTENSITY

To understand the adaptation of different flow types to changes in turbulence intensity and the
correlation between initial velocity and clay concentration, the adaptation time ∆T

RMS(u′)0
is ex-

tracted from the UVP data. As no variations in adaptation over the depth are found, the depth-
averaged turbulence intensity is used to identify the adaptation time. The adaptation time is de-
fined as follows:

∆T
RMS(u′)0

= Tad apted tur bul ence i ntensi t y −Tmoment o f i mposed vel oci t y chang e = TR −TM

(3.14)
The time of adapted turbulence intensity is determined by the difference between the imposed

velocity change and when the turbulence intensity reaches RMS(u′)0a f ter . For the determina-

tion of RMS(u′), n data points are needed (Equation 3.4) and therefore there is an unavoidable
influence of the selection of n in determining ∆T

RMS(u′)0
(Figure 3.24). To include flow charac-

teristics, the minimum amount of data points should be at least ten times the turbulence kinetic
energy time scale, estimated by h/U (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Pope, 2000), which correlates
to 2 to 3 datapoints depending on the experimental run. The adaptation time is lengthened with
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an increase in data points and therefore higher values of n have a larger influence on the results.
Figure 3.25 shows the correlation between the adaptation time minus 0.5 times the time window
included in the determination of RMS(u′) and amount of points, n, used in the calculation of
RMS(u′). When the value is below zero, the results are biased by n and when the value is above
zero, the values are unbiased. The minimum amount of data points that meet these requirements
is n=13, which is chosen for the data analysis.

Figure 3.24: Correlation between the adaptation time, ∆T
RMS(u′)0

and amount of points, n, used in the calculation of RMS(u′).

Figure 3.25: Correlation between the adaptation time minus 0.5 times the time window included in the determination of
RMS(u′) and amount of points, n, used in the calculation of RMS(u′).

Similar to the adaptation time of the velocity and for consistency, the adaptation time of the
turbulence intensity is determined by a Gaussian fit. The adaptation time is defined as two times
the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit (Figure 3.26).
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Figure 3.26: Time series of depth-averaged turbulence intensity of D-C11.7-U76 overlaid with the moment of imposed velocity
change and the depth-averaged turbulence intensity before and after the velocity change. TR is determined by a Gaussian fit
to the time series.
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ADAPTATION TIME

Several aspects can influence the adaptation time of the clay-laden non-uniform flow of these
experiments. These include: acceleration or deceleration, clay concentration, deposition, flow
velocity before and after, velocity change and clay flow type. To compare different experimental
conditions on similar terms, the results are normalised by the velocity step and clay concentration.
A larger velocity step results in a longer adaptation time for both accelerating and decelerating
flows. The change within the flow is larger and consequently, the flow needs a longer time to ad-
just to the change. Throughout the experiments, the velocity change is kept as close as possible to
0.1 m/s, but small variations occur due to flume settings, clay concentrations and UVP measure-
ments. To eliminate this effect in the interpretation, the adaptation times are plotted against the
normalised velocity, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow ). Additionally, the results are normalised with the clay
concentration to incorporate the balance between turbulent (velocity) and cohesive (clay concen-
tration) forces, which are the main factors determining the flow type (Baas et al., 2009).

Figures 3.27a and 3.27b show the correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity
change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C , and adaptation time of depth-averaged
velocity, ∆T

U
, for accelerating and decelerating flows, respectively. The colour scheme denotes

the identified clay flow types. The accelerating turbulent flows (TF) show comparable adaptation
times between 13 and 14 s (Figure 3.27a). Transitional flow types TETF and LTPF show larger vari-
ations in adaptation time then TF flows, with adaptation times between 13 and 20 seconds. Over-
all, the adaptation time of accelerating flows increases as the flow types pass through the tran-
sitional flow conditions, with 29 s recorded for the stronger turbulence attenuation flows, UTPF
and QLPF. The decelerating flows show a larger range in adaptation time than the accelerating
flows (Figure 3.27b). There is no apparent difference in adaptation time between accelerating and
decelerating flows. The spread in adaptation time for decelerating flows is particularly large be-
tween 0.5<Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C <1. Stronger turbulence attenuated flows, UTPF and QLPF, i.e.
Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C <0.5, show limited scatter in adaptation time.

a)                                                                           b)

Figure 3.27: Correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C
and the adaptation time of depth-averaged velocity, ∆T

U
, for a) accelerating flow conditions and b) decelerating flow condi-

tions. The colour indicates the clay flow type. A circle denotes the same clay flow type before and after the imposed velocity
change and a triangle denotes a transition between clay flow types as the flow accelerates or decelerates.
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Figures 3.28a and 3.28b show the correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity
change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C , and adaptation time of the depth-
averaged turbulence intensity, ∆T

RMS(u′)0
, for accelerating and decelerating flows, respectively.

The accelerating flows show varying adaptation times of turbulence intensity between 9 and 77
s (Figure 3.28a). For each clay flow type there is a range of adaptation times, with a suggested
increase for adaptation time of the stronger turbulence attenuated flows, QLPF. The decelerating
flows indicate an adaptation time dependent on clay flow type. The decelerating turbulent flows
(TF) show comparable adaptation times around 30 s (Figure 3.27b). Omitting the two large values
(∆T

RMS(u′)0
> 60 s), the overall trend suggests that TF flows adapt in 30 s and this time decreases

for TETF and LTPF flows. However, it increases again for UTPF and QLPF.

a) b)

Figure 3.28: Correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C
and the adaptation time of depth-averaged turbulence intensity, ∆T

RMS(u′)0
, for a) accelerating flow conditions and b) decel-

erating flow conditions. The colour indicates the clay flow type. A circle denotes the same clay flow type before and after the
imposed velocity change and a triangle denotes a transition between clay flow types as the flow accelerates or decelerates.

3.4. DISCUSSION

3.4.1. CLAY CONCENTRATION

The variations in clay concentrations before, during and after the velocity change for low velocity
(U23, U34) accelerating flows, suggests that sediment gets eroded from the bed and afterwards it
gets distributed over the full depth (Figures 3.6 to 3.9a,b,c). The distribution of sediment over the
full depth after erosion does not occur instantaneously. At the time of the velocity change, sedi-
ment gets eroded from the bed and it takes time to distribute this sediment over the full depth. Sed-
iment samples were collected at the same time of the imposed velocity change and consequently
at this measurement moment increase in clay concentration is measured (for the experiments ex-
periencing deposition, Table 3.9). After the velocity change, there was sufficient time for the flow
to distribute the clay over the depth and the measurements show a constant clay concentration
over the depth.

The measured clay concentrations show a hysteresis between the decelerating and accelerat-
ing flow conditions, most apparent for the low velocity, high concentration runs A-C10.7-U32 and
D-11.5-U32, A-C13.1-U23 and D-C14.2-U32. Decelerating flows were able to keep more sediment
in suspension than accelerating flows (Figure 3.10).

A potential reason is the formation of flocs. As flocs grow, their settling velocity might increase
(Winterwerp, 2002; Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Spearman and Manning, 2017) and potentially
material will deposit, reducing the clay concentration. It is possible that flocs are only able to
form or larger flocs can be established at lower flow velocities (Milligan and Hill, 1998; Dyer, 1988;
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McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002), resulting in a larger percentage of flocs within ac-
celerating flows as the initial velocity is lower. Potentially the clay flocs might settle and the de-
posited larger floc size reduces the erosion rate, maintaining a lower clay concentration in the
flow until the velocity accelerated enough to erode the larger flocs (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren,
2004; Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Van Maren et al., 2009). The initial velocity in decelerating flows
is higher and therefore they might contain a reduced size of flocs in the flow, reducing the settling
rate and maintaining a higher concentration. However, this pattern is not observed within the clay
suspension measurements. Additionally, a majority of the flows within these experiments contain
plug flows with a pervasive network of permanently interlinked clay particles and the influence of
floc size would only be noticeable within non-turbulence attenuated flows.

A different potential reason is a difference in the capacity of the flow between eroding sediment
and keeping sediment in suspension. The flow at a certain velocity will be able to keep sediment
in suspension, but it won’t be able to erode sediment (Dyer, 1988; Kostaschuk et al., 1989; Song
and Graf, 1996; Schieber et al., 2022). The increase in velocity during acceleration is insufficient
to erode sediment from the bed to increase the concentration. If the same velocity is reached by
deceleration, the sediment was already in suspension before the flow decelerates and the flow is
capable of keeping the sediment in suspension, resulting in a higher concentration for the same
flow velocity if the flow decelerates compared to accelerating flows. This hysteresis occurs up until
the flow velocity is sufficient to erode sediment from the bed (Kuijper et al., 1990; Portela and Reis,
2005). The hysteresis is found for both cohesive and non-cohesive sediment (Portela and Reis,
2005; Zhang et al., 2009), but the formation of flocs within cohesive sediment might enhance this
effect.

One last potential, but unlikely reason, is the total time between the imposed velocity change
and the measurement. Breaking flocs with increased turbulence might be easier than forming
them within a clay-laden flow. Moreover, establishing a network of flocs and at higher concentra-
tions, a gel, might take even longer. However, the measurements made at the end of the run period
of 25 minutes, do not show a reduced clay concentration or further adaptations within the velocity
measurements. Consequently, insufficient runtime is an unlikely explanation for the difference in
clay concentration between accelerating and decelerating flows.

3.4.2. CLAY FLOW TYPES

The original work on clay-laden flow types by Baas et al. (2009) was conducted under uniform
and steady flow conditions, i.e flows that do not change in time nor in space. The phase dia-
gram (Figure 1.11) suggests that there are regions within the clay concentrations versus velocity
space where transitions within flow types occur, even though they did not focus on them. In this
chapter, the work focused on understanding how flows transition between clay flow types in time.
Selected experimental conditions forced changes in velocity while maintaining the clay concen-
tration. Measurements taken, before, during and after the imposed flow velocity changes allowed
identification of the different clay flow types. Baas et al. (2009) did not offer quantitative criteria
to distinguish between flow types and focused on the near bed measurements and turbulence in-
tensity as well as flow velocity signals. Building upon their framework, this chapter proposed a set
of criteria to distinguish between flow types, using statistical measures associated with the flow
velocity profiles. The measurements conducted here allowed quantifying flow and turbulence for
the full profile, giving a better view of the flow behaviour at each flow type than Baas et al. (2009)
who measured at discrete locations within the flow (and like it was done in Chapter 2).

The selected criteria to distinguish between flow types follow the expected pattern between
the correlation of turbulent and cohesive forces (Figure 3.29). An increase in depth-averaged ve-
locity results in a shift in boundaries between turbulent, transitional and laminar flow types to
higher clay concentrations. Turbulence generated by boundary shear at these higher velocities
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becomes greater and the flow is able to prevent flocculation and gelling (McAnally and Mehta,
2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Cuthbertson et al., 2010). The pattern between the different flow types
is shifted to higher clay concentrations compared with the data from Baas et al. (2009). This shift
can be caused by experimental differences such as flume dimensions, clay material (Section 1.2.4),
equipment settings and setup. As clay material is a natural product, differences in chemistry can
be identified within various kaolinite samples influencing the clay rheology (Teh et al., 2009; Au
and Leong, 2013; Schieber et al., 2022). The methods proposed here include identification of sta-
tistical measurements based upon the five flow types identified by Baas et al. (2009) to distinguish
between the clay flow types (Section 3.3.2). These methods are more robust than the qualitative in-
terpretation originally proposed by Baas et al. (2009) and they can be adapted to other conditions
by following the proposed steps and being flexible with the thresholds recommended.

The balance between turbulent and cohesive forces determines the clay flow type and similar
clay flow types are identified depending on flow velocity and clay concentration. Consequently,
the identified flow types for the uniform conditions before and after the imposed velocity change
are independent of the history of the flow. At the combination of U = 0.4 m/s and C = 11%, two
different flow types are identified (Figure 3.29), namely LTPF in accelerating flow A-C11.0-U34 and
UTPF in decelerating flow D-C11.7-U43 (Figures 3.11C2, 3.12C2). Due to the hysteresis in clay
concentration (Section 3.4.1), the accelerating flow has a slightly lower clay concentration than
the decelerating flow and this might cause the difference between UTPF in flow D-C11.7-U43 and
LTPF in flow A-C11.0-U34. Lower transitional plug flows are stable across a wider range of concen-
trations than the upper transitional flows (Baas et al., 2009) and consequently, a small variation in
clay concentration or flow velocity can already result in a transition from UTPF to QLPF or LTPF.

Figure 3.29: Identified flow types overlaid on results from Baas et al. (2009).
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The development of a plug flow results in large gradients in downstream velocity and turbu-
lence intensity near the bed and a plug with low or no vertical gradients near the surface (Wang
and Plate, 1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009). The gradient within the top half of the flow
is unable to distinguish between a plug flow and turbulent flow conditions and therefore other
criteria are used to differentiate between clay flow types (Section 3.3.2). The average gradient over
the top half of the flow might be skewed due to the height of a plug flow or the variations between
adjacent measurement points. The criteria selected to distinguish between different uniform flow
types are based on the flow properties and therefore the method is suitable to be used in differ-
ent environments including other flume experiments or field measurements (Baas and Best, 2002;
Baas et al., 2009). However, the actual values used to distinguish between flow types could vary
between experiments or field data due to various reasons. The statistical values are influenced by
the bed location and distance between the bed and the first couple of measurements. Ideally, an
exact location of the bed height is known, which is challenging within cohesive sediment flows
(Whitehouse et al., 2000; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004). Additionally, the statistical values
are influenced by the amount of measurement points over the depth and correlated with the instal-
lation method of the measurement equipment. Moreover, the method is developed for uniform
flow conditions as non-uniform flow can influence the turbulence variations within the flow (Car-
doso et al., 1991; Kironoto and Graf, 1995; Song and Graf, 1996; Yang et al., 2006; Emadzadeh et al.,
2010). To improve the criteria to identify the different flow types, the method should be tested
on additional datasets, including but not limited to larger variations in unsteadiness, variations
in clay type and combinations of different clay types, i.e. providing an excellent opportunity for
future research in non-uniform clay transitional flows (Section 5.3).

3.4.3. FLOW ADAPTATION

The accelerating turbulent flows have comparable adaptation times and the adaptation time grad-
ually increases as the clay flow type passes through the transitional flows (Figure 3.27a). This elon-
gated adaptation time correlates with the generation of additional turbulence within TETF flows
and the breaking up of clay bonds within a plug flow (LTPF, UTPF and QLPF). Breaking clay bonds
between cohesive particles is a time-dependent process (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich, 1935; Mitchell,
1960; Ren et al., 2021) and, therefore, the turbulence attenuated flows need more time to adjust
to the temporal velocity change. In order to break the clay bonds within a plug flow, turbulence
needs to penetrate the pervasive, volume filling network of particle bonds (Dyer, 1988; McAnally
and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Cuthbertson et al., 2010), which is increasingly difficult with
stronger turbulence attenuated flows. Yield stress of clay suspensions increases exponential with
clay concentrations and hence breakage of clay bonds become increasingly difficult (Wan, 1982;
Au and Leong, 2013; Yu et al., 2013). Additionally, at the lower velocities, deposition occurs (Sec-
tion 3.3.1) and when the flow accelerates it picks up sediment from the bed elongating the adap-
tation time. Erosion from the bed is not an instantaneous response, due to inertia effects, it takes
time for the sediment concentration profile to adjust to a new velocity (Dyer, 1988; Whitehouse
et al., 2000; Portela and Reis, 2005; Son and Hsu, 2011).

The decelerating flows show a large scatter in adaptation time of turbulent flows (Figure 3.27b).
The transitional flow conditions show a comparable trend to the accelerating flows, where stronger
turbulence attenuated decelerating flows have a longer adaptation time, due to the formation of
clay bonds. The formation of clay bonds is a thixotropic process that is influenced by the balance
between inter-particle collision and turbulence (Lick et al., 1993; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Mc-
Cave and Hall, 2006; Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Goh et al., 2011; Son and Hsu, 2011). High clay
concentrations results in additional inter-particle collision due to increase in clay particles, but re-
sults in a reduction due to the turbulence attenuation. The adapation time of the depth-averaged
velocity is comparable for the accelerating and decelerating flows apart from the few higher times
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of decelerating flows. Especially the stronger turbulence attenuated flows (QLPF) have compara-
ble adaptation times, which suggest there is no apparent difference in time required to establish
clay bonds, as in the decelerating flows, compared with breaking clay bonds, as in accelerating
flows. Rheology provides insight into the interactions between the particles in a clay suspension
(Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2018, Section 1.2.5). Yield stress increases exponen-
tial with clay concentration (Wan, 1982; Au and Leong, 2013; Yu et al., 2013) and flocculation and
the formation of gels is influenced by the thixotropic processes within the kaolinite suspension
(Lick et al., 1993; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; McCave and Hall, 2006; Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Goh
et al., 2011; Son and Hsu, 2011). To date, there is no suitable scaling available to correlate the yield
stress with the development of different clay flow types and the adaptation to velocity changes.

Overall the adaptation time of the depth-averaged turbulence intensity is higher than the adap-
tation time of the depth-averaged flow velocity (Figure 3.30). The adaptation time of the turbu-
lence intensity will be slightly increased due to the method of calculating RMS(u′). However,
the difference in adaptation time between the depth-averaged velocity and depth-averaged turbu-
lence intensity is larger than the timespan of the datapoints included in the calculation of RMS(u′).
Hence, the velocity adapts faster than the turbulence within the clay-laden flows, partly due to the
random motion of turbulence (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Anderson, 2011; Takeda, 2012). Con-
sequently, reaching a constant velocity might mean that although the velocity has adjusted to the
change in velocity, the flow type might not be fully established and clay bonds might still form or
break after ∆T

U
.

a) b)

Figure 3.30: Ratio between adaptation time of depth-averaged turbulence intensity, ∆T
RMS(u′)0

, and adaptation time of depth-

averaged velocity, ∆T
U

against velocity normalised by the velocity change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C

for a) accelerating flow conditions and b) decelerating flow conditions. The colour indicates the clay flow type. A circle denotes
the same clay flow type before and after the imposed velocity change and a triangle denotes an altering clay flow type as the
flow accelerates or decelerates.

The adaptation of the depth-averaged turbulence intensity indicates a similar pattern to the
adaptation of depth-averaged velocity for accelerating flows (Figures 3.27a, 3.28a), the adaptation
time increases with stronger turbulence attenuation (Au and Leong, 2013; Yu et al., 2013). The
time-dependent process of breaking clay bonds elongates the adaptation time of the accelerating
flows. The plug flow with a pervasive network of clay bonds prevents the penetration of turbulence
making it increasingly difficult to break clay bonds within the flow (Wan, 1982; Ghezzehei and Or,
2001; Nguyen et al., 2018; Safak et al., 2013).

The decelerating flows indicate an adaptation time dependent on clay flow type (Figure 3.28b).
Compared to turbulent flows (TF), the adaptation time of LTPF is reduced and increased again for
stronger turbulence attenuated flows, UTPF and QLPF. Flocculation occurs when a collision brings
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two particles close enough together for attractive forces to overcome repulsive forces (Mehta and
McAnally, 2008; Hunter, 2013; Wypych, 2015; Shaikh et al., 2017) and consequently the aggrega-
tion rate of cohesive sediment varies over time and per clay flow type (Haralampides et al., 2003;
Adamis et al., 2005; Mietta et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2013). If a flow transforms from TETF to LTPF,
the enhanced turbulence in TETF allows sufficient inter-particle collision to form the pervasive,
volume filling network of particle bonds which is found near the top of the flow in LTPF. Within
UTPF flows, cohesive forces become increasingly dominant over turbulent forces, reducing the
inter-particle collision and consequently, the formation of clay bonds takes longer. This effect
is enhanced for QLPF where a thick rigid plug moves over a thin shear layer. Similar to aggrega-
tion theory, where aggregation rate tend to increase with turbulence intensity due to the increased
number of inter particle encounters (Lick et al., 1993; van Leussen, 1994; Cuthbertson et al., 2010),
TETF flows provides sufficient inter-particle collisions to form clay bonds. Normally, the turbulent
motions may generate shear stresses that can limit aggregation rates (Milligan and Hill, 1998; Dyer,
1988; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Son and Hsu, 2011; Safak et al., 2013; Lamb
et al., 2020). However, the reduced turbulence in the turbulence attenuated flows prevents this
counter effect and the rate of inter-particle collision dominates the adaptation (Tsai et al., 1987;
Lick and Lick, 1988; Jiang and Logan, 1991; Barany et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2016).

This variation in adaptation time between flow types does not occur in accelerating flows. The
breakage of clay bonds within accelerating flows is not dependent on this inter-particle collision
and occurs when the turbulence is strong enough to break the bonds between the clay particles.
The increase in turbulence, associated with flow acceleration, occurs throughout the flow, i.e. re-
gardless of the location of the bonded clay particles (Lick and Lick, 1988; Mietta et al., 2009; Safak
et al., 2013). Stronger turbulence attenuation, associated with an increase in viscosity, prevents
turbulence penetrating the plug flow (Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Baas et al., 2009;
Baker et al., 2017), which elongates the adaptation time.

3.4.4. WIDER IMPLICATIONS

This study demonstrates that for mud-rich flows flow adaptation time scales to changes in velocity
differ between decelerating and accelerating regimes, depending on the balance between turbu-
lent and cohesive forces within a flow. Highlighting both the effect of flow unsteadiness and delay
in flow adaptation or relaxation process (Tsujimoto et al., 1990; Tunnicliffe et al., 2018), this dif-
ference in adaptation likely impacts sedimentation patterns within muddy rivers. For example,
following a typical flood hydrograph with an initial increase in discharge followed by a drop in
discharge (Karimaee Tabarestani and Zarrati, 2015; Fielding et al., 2018; Mrokowska and Rowiński,
2019), the increase in discharge and associated turbulence results in breakage of clay bonds. After
which clay bonds re-establish as the turbulence reduces with the drop in discharge. Depending
on the duration of the flood, accelerating flow is directly followed by decelerating flow and the
accelerating flow might experience insufficient time to fully adapt to the change in velocity. Espe-
cially in rivers with high suspended sediment concentrations and associated strongly turbulence
attenuated flow types as the adaptation of accelerating flows increases with increased turbulence
attenuation due to the delay in breakage of clay bonds. Clay bonds might still be established as the
falling limb of the flood passes and the flow maintains the cohesive strength throughout the dura-
tion of the flood, which allows the flood to maintain the viscous strength to carry debris, imposing
potential large damages and changes to river morphology (Di et al., 2008; Brown and Pasternack,
2014; Thiene et al., 2017; Best et al., 2022).

Additionally, within estuaries, the morphology is influenced by tidal currents (Whitehouse
et al., 2000; Hoitink et al., 2017), which causes periodic acceleration and deceleration (Leeder,
2011; Uncles and Mitchell, 2017). Under decelerating flows, fluid mud can form (Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004; McAnally et al., 2007; Van Maren et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012), which is nor-
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mally re-entrained by accelerating currents after the intervening slack water (Kirby, 1986), fully
during spring tides and partially during neap tides (McAnally et al., 2007). Upon shearing, i.e. ac-
celerating flow, clay bonds between the clay particles break and time is required to restore these
clay bonds within the decelerating flow (Ross and Mehta, 1989; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren,
2004). This thixotropic decrease in strength is dependent on the clay flow type and adaptation
time available (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; McAnally et al., 2007). The bonds within the
clay particles are restored faster with lower turbulence attenuation than within strongly turbulent
attenuated flow types due to the influence of inter-particle collision on the adaptation time of sus-
pended clay flows. There is not an instantaneous response to variations in changes in velocity
and the adaptation time of the clay-laden flows influences the entrainment and erosion rate of
the sediment, i.e. a stronger developed network of clay bonds is harder to entrain than separate
clay particles or flocs (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Ren et al., 2021). In addition, fully de-
veloped turbulence-attenuated flow conditions have reduced turbulence near the bed (Baas et al.,
2009), reducing bed friction and consequently the erosion rate. Thus, the adaptation time and if
there is sufficient time for the flow to fully develop or not, likely has an influence on the sediment
transport and deposition rates within estuaries.

3.5. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the influence of suspended cohesive clay on changing flow dynamics
under unsteady flow conditions, using decelerating and accelerating open-channel flows in a re-
circulating flume. These flows may evolve through different clay flow types with different associ-
ated degrees of turbulence enhancement and attenuation depending on the clay concentration
and whether the flows decelerate or accelerate. The controlled velocity changes within the experi-
ments allowed the clay suspension flows to maintain the flow type or shift to an adjacent flow type,
which results in no apparent hysteresis in adaptation between accelerating and decelerating flows.
The accelerating flows indicate a continuous increase in adaptation time with stronger turbulence
attenuated flows, as the breaking up clay bonds within a stronger plug flow requires more time.
The adaptation time of decelerating flows depends on the clay flow type. Initial development of a
plug flow within LTPF requires less time than the development of a thick rigid plug found in QLPF,
as the inter-particle collisions are reduced with stronger turbulence attenuation. The adaptation
time of clay-laden flows to unsteady conditions has a direct influence on the erosion, deposition
and sediment transport rates.
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TURBULENCE MODULATION IN CLAY-LADEN

GRAVITY CURRENTS

Subaqueous sediment gravity currents are volumetrically one of the most important sediment trans-
port processes and frequently transport high volumes of cohesive sediment. They can be clas-
sified into different flow types, with turbidity currents (turbulent) and debris flows (turbulence-
suppressed) as the two end members; transitional flows bridge the gap between turbidity currents
and debris flows and exhibit transient turbulent behaviour. Depending on their boundary condi-
tions, gravity currents, can evolve either way along the turbidity current and debris flow spectrum.
However, despite commonly carrying high amounts of clay, relative to open-channel flows, the un-
derstanding of turbulent dynamics and evolution of cohesive clay-laden sediment gravity currents
remains limited. To address this shortcoming, new experiments using constant-flux flows in a sub-
merged flume were conducted. Based on velocity measurements three different flow types were iden-
tified with increasing turbulence attenuation: a) turbidity current, b) turbulent plug flow and c)
transitional plug flow. Two different types of the gravity current evolution were identified, deter-
mined by the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces related to the formation of clay bonds.
At low clay concentrations, entrainment of ambient water at the upper interface, plus the turbulence
generated at the upper and lower boundaries that penetrated into the gravity current, prevented the
formation of clay bonds. Consequently, such gravity currents evolved towards a more turbulent flow
condition, i.e. turbidity current. At high clay concentrations, ambient water entrainment and turbu-
lence generation were focused in the outer region allowing the formation of clay bonds in the inner
region and hence the development of a plug flow in the inner region. Consequently, such gravity
currents evolved towards a less turbulent flow condition, i.e. debris flow. Thus, in addition to the
shifting balance between turbulent and cohesive forces, the history and evolution of a flow influence
the formation of the type of gravity current.

Data Availability Statement: The data collected during the physical experiments in preparation for this chapter is available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7472904 (de Vet et al., 2022).
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Subaqueous sediment gravity currents are volumetrically one of the most important sediment
transport processes on our planet (Heezen and Ewing, 1955; Bouma, 1985; Piper et al., 1999; Talling
et al., 2012). They can be differentiated into a head, body and tail region (Middleton, 1966a; Picker-
ing and Hiscott, 2015). Experimentally, gravity currents can be divided into the mode of transporta-
tion with constant-flux or sustained flows (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Hallworth et al., 1996; Kneller
and Buckee, 2000; Gerber et al., 2011) and constant-volume or surge flows (Middleton, 1966a;
Hacker et al., 1996; Simpson, 1997; Hallworth and Huppert, 1998; Marino et al., 2005; Nogueira
et al., 2014) frequently used methods. Constant-volume type flows, such as lock-exchange exper-
iments, have a more pronounced head region than constant-flux type flows and may not be an
accurate representation of constant-flux flows (Peakall et al., 2001; Talling et al., 2015). The struc-
ture of the head has been studied extensively (Middleton, 1966a; Kneller et al., 1999; Nogueira
et al., 2014; Negretti et al., 2017), whereas the body of the flow often forms the bulk of the flow (Par-
sons et al., 2007; Peakall and Sumner, 2015; Hage et al., 2019) of which the structure of turbulence
remains poorly understood (Wells and Dorrell, 2021).

Sediment-laden gravity currents can be classified into different flow types (Figure 4.1,
Haughton et al., 2009; Pickering and Hiscott, 2015). On one side of the spectrum, turbidity cur-
rents are relatively dilute flows, in which the particles are supported by the upward component of
fluid turbulence (Figure 4.2a,Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999; Mulder and Alexander, 2001;
Leeder, 2011). On the other side of the spectrum, debris or mud flows have limited internal turbu-
lence and cohesive sediment provides the grain support through yield strength (Figure 4.2b, Mid-
dleton and Hampton, 1973; Coussot, 1997; Mulder and Alexander, 2001). The cohesive strength
resists the admixture of water into the flow, maintaining the coherence of the body (Iverson, 1997;
Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Baker et al., 2017). Tran-
sitional flows bridge the gap between turbidity currents and debris flows, containing transient
turbulent behaviour (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas et al., 2009; Sumner et al., 2009, Section 1.3).

Figure 4.1: Classification scheme for subaqueous sediment gravity currents with T = turbulent flow and L = laminar flow
(Haughton et al., 2009).
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Depending on the boundary conditions, subaqueous gravity currents can go through a wide
range of transformations both in space and in time (Morgenstern, 1967; Hampton, 1972; Kneller,
1995; Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Felix and Peakall, 2006; Talling et al., 2007; Meiburg and Kneller,
2010; Kane and Pontén, 2012). Gravity currents can accelerate or decelerate, erode sediment from
the bed or deposit, entrain water and increase in thickness or dewater and collapse, and contract
by the tail approaching the head or stretch. The flow becomes denser, moving towards debris flow,
if the combined effects of sediment incorporation, due to erosion, dewatering, and contraction,
are higher than dilution, due to deposition, entrainment, and stretching. If clay-bearing, the in-
creasing clay concentration can induce the formation of a plug flow, through clay flocculation and
framework development, as found within clay-laden open-channel flows (Baas and Best, 2002;
Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). On the contrary, the flow becomes more dilute, moving towards
turbidity current, if the combined effects of dilution are higher than sediment incorporation (Mor-
genstern, 1967; Hampton, 1972; Kneller, 1995; Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Felix and Peakall, 2006;
Talling et al., 2007; Kane and Pontén, 2012).

Turbidity currents are driven by the action of gravity on the density difference between the
particle-fluid mixture and the ambient fluid (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Meiburg and Kneller, 2010).
In typical laboratory experiments with a finite-volume (surge flows), the body of the gravity cur-
rent is rather poorly developed (Middleton, 1993; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; McCaffrey et al., 2003;
Cartigny et al., 2013; Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017). These turbidity currents have a relatively consis-
tent structure in which the flow maximum occurred almost immediately behind the flow front,
followed by a continuous decline in velocity, which is also identified in measured oceanic tur-
bidity current (Xu et al., 2004; Xu, 2010; Khripounoff et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Hughes Clarke,
2016). Turbidity currents measured in the Congo Canyon contains an elongate body that trails be-
hind the frontal-cell (Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017), which is more comparable with sustained flows
(constant-flux) in physical experiments (Kneller and Buckee, 2000). Within the trailing body, sed-
iment might settle out depending on the sediment properties. Sediment within mud-rich flows
settles out slower and consequently, mud-rich flows may have more developed bodies, which be-
come self-sustaining and stretch (Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017). In these sustained or constant flux
flows, the vertical velocity profile within the body of the gravity current is generally assumed to
be quasi-steady and can be divided into an inner and outer region by the height of the velocity
maximum (Figure 4.2a, Ellison and Turner, 1959; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Meiburg and Kneller,
2010; Xu, 2010, Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017). The inner region is often a thin dense layer near the
base, with a positive velocity gradient, whereas the outer region is often a thicker layer, with a
negative velocity gradient (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Meiburg and Kneller, 2010). The height of
the velocity maximum is controlled by the ratio of drag forces at the upper and lower boundaries
(Middleton, 1966b; Kneller et al., 2016). The reduced turbulence intensity around the velocity max-
imum hinders the exchange of sediment between the inner and outer region (Garcia and Parker,
1993; Talling et al., 2007).

The velocity structure below the velocity maximum, i.e. inner region, resembles that of open-
channel flow as they are both influenced by bed shear (Kneller et al., 1999; Pope, 2000; Chaudhry,
2008). However, the velocity maximum is often closer to the bed in turbidity currents than in open-
channel flows, which enhances shear and near-bed turbulent mixing (Kneller and Buckee, 2000;
Buckee et al., 2001; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). Compared with open-channel flow, the outer region
of a gravity current can allow additional mixing with the overlying ambient fluid (Altinakar et al.,
1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Eggenhuisen et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic structure of gravity current body velocity and density profiles for a) turbidity currents and b) debris flows
(Garcia and Parker, 1993; Hermidas et al., 2018; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Manica, 2012; Wells and Dorrell, 2021).

Gravity currents may be density stratified, due to vertical gradients in suspended-sediment
concentration. Based on experimental results there are three broad groups (Figure 4.3, Kneller and
Buckee, 2000; Peakall et al., 2000): a) two-layer model, characterised by a constant density lower
region overlaid with a low-concentration plume detrained from the head (Blanchet and Villatte,
1954; Middleton, 1993; Mulder et al., 1997); b) continuous stratification model, commonly seen in
low-concentration, weakly depositional currents (Altinakar et al., 1996); c) stepped stratification
model, characterised by a distinct inflexion in the concentration profile (García, 1993), which is
commonly observed in erosional currents or where the entrainment rate of ambient fluid is high,
i.e. gravity currents flowing down steep slopes (García, 1993; Garcia and Parker, 1993; Peakall et al.,
2000). Baas et al. (2005) showed that suspended sediment distribution is in fact highly unsteady
and considered controlled by the ratio of particle settling velocity to the upward-directed compo-
nents of local turbulent velocity associated with coherent flow structures, both near-bed ejections
and shear instability at the upper part of the flow.

Bed Velocity/     Density 

a)                                           b)                                           c)

Bed Velocity/     Density Bed Velocity/     Density 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of density profiles in gravity currents; a) two-layer model; b) continuous stratification model; c) stepped
stratification model. Modified after (Kneller and Buckee, 2000).
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Turbulent mixing at the upper interface of the gravity currents results in entrainment of ambi-
ent water, which dilutes the gravity currents and consequently results in an increase in flow thick-
ness (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Parker et al., 1987).

dU h0

d x
= E |U | (4.1)

where U is the depth-averaged velocity and h0 the height of the body of the gravity current, and E
the entrainment coefficient, which based on empirical relations can be related to the bulk Richard-
son number (Rib , Equation 4.16) or densimetric Froude number (F rd , Ellison and Turner, 1959;
Turner, 1986; Parker et al., 1987; Cenedese and Adduce, 2010, Equation 4.14). Flow stability is
quantified through the ratio of buoyancy gradient to shear, the gradient Richarson number, Rig :

Rig =− g

ρ

δρ/δz

(δu/δz)2
(4.2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρ density, z height above the bed and u streamwise ve-
locity. Time-averaging the numerator and denominator results in the bulk Richardson number
(Rib ), which is the ratio between the inertial force (ρu2/h0), i.e. the tendency of the flow to mix
or destabilize the stratified fluid, and the buoyancy force (−∆ρg ), which acts to stabilize the flow
(Leeder and Perez-Arlucea, 2006). A smaller value indicates that the flow is more likely to undergo
mixing and homogenization. The bulk Richardson number scales inversely with the densimetric
Froude number as Ri = F r−2

d . The turbulence within a gravity current is dominated by the bot-
tom drag for subcritical (F r < 1) and dominated by entrainment for supercritical (F r > 1) gravity
currents (Parker et al., 1987; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). Instability at the upper interface can result
in development of large-amplitude, wave-like, coherent flow structures such as Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Venditti et al., 2013).

The transitional flow types of Baas et al. (2009), based on open-channel flow experiments, have
been used for interpretation of gravity currents and associated deposits (Sumner et al., 2009; Baker
and Baas, 2020; Peakall et al., 2020). However, the dynamic properties of open-channel flow and
gravity currents differ significantly, with the main difference being the additional shear effects in
the upper surface of the flow for gravity currents (Manica, 2012). The velocity profile of gravity
currents tends to go to zero near the upper surface and increase towards the middle (Figure 4.2),
whereas open-channel flows have the velocity maximum near the surface (Section 1.1.3, Schlicht-
ing and Gersten, 2016). Plug flow development in open-channel flow starts at the free surface,
where the shear is the lowest (Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009), but gravity currents contain
turbulent mixing at the flow-ambient fluid interface. Moreover, open-channel flows are limited
by the water surface, whereas gravity currents are not constrained and may expand their depth.
Therefore, stability regimes of clay flow types are expected to vary from those of open-channel
flows. This may directly influence the sediment transport distances and depositional geometries.
Hermidas et al. (2018) aimed to classify transitional flow properties for gravity currents based upon
a free shear layer at the top of the flow, a laminar plug layer and a basal boundary layer (Figure 4.4).
Based on experiments with sand, silt and clay (maximum volumetric concentration of 7% kaolin-
ite) and viscosity values measured ex-situ by a rheometer, four different flow types were identified,
from high concentration to low: a) plug flow, which contained laminar flow in both the boundary
and free shear layer; b) top transitional plug flow, where Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities were iden-
tified in the top free shear layer on top of a plug flow and laminar boundary layer; c) transitional
turbidity current, a turbulent top layer on top of a laminar boundary layer; and d) turbidity current
with fully turbulent flow. Turbulence data showed a considerable residual turbulence in the basal
boundary layer, higher than in the plug flow itself. However, insufficient turbulence data were pro-
vided to ascribe the flows of Hermidas et al. (2018) to a specific transitional flow category of Baas
et al. (2009).
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a)                 b)                 c)                 d)

Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing of classification of transitional flow types based upon velocity profiles (Hermidas et al., 2018),
with decreasing clay conctration from a) to d). a) plug flow, b) top transitional plug flow, c) transitional turbidity current, d)
turbidity current.

Research has focussed frequently on the two end members of the spectrum, turbidity current
and debris flow, but it is evident from the work of Baas et al. (2009) that the dynamic structure of
transitional clay flows is more complex than the existing conceptual models portray. The tran-
sitional flow types that bridge the gap between turbidity current and debris flow are currently
poorly understood. The present knowledge of transitional behaviour is based upon the shifting
balance between turbulent and cohesive forces of open-channel flows, which are fundamentally
different from gravity currents (Kneller et al., 1999; Pope, 2000; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). Hermi-
das et al. (2018) based transitional flow properties of gravity currents on velocity profiles and vis-
cosity values, whereas Baas et al. (2009) showed that turbulence data is essential for determining
transitional flow conditions. Knowing the dynamics of these transitional flow types within gravity
currents is pivotal, as erosion, transport and deposition of sediment depend on the magnitude
and distribution of flow turbulence (Dorrell et al., 2018). Additionally, gravity currents continu-
ously evolve as they travel downstream and depending on the boundary conditions can shift from
turbidity current to debris flow or the opposite. The influence of the shifting balance between
turbulent and cohesive forces in combination with the turbulent dynamics of gravity currents on
this evolvement downstream is currently poorly understood. An increased understanding of the
influence of cohesive sediment on gravity currents is needed. The following research questions are
addressed: (1) Which transitional flow types are identifiable in clay-laden gravity currents? (2) How
do clay-laden gravity currents evolve between these transitional flow types? Where non-uniformity
is defined as the change in velocity along the flume of the quasi-steady body of the gravity current.

4.2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology section is divided into four sections. The experimental setup, involving the de-
scription of the flume, equipment location and preparation of the runs is described in Section 4.2.1.
The experimental conditions are described in Section 4.2.2. The measurement techniques and in-
struments used are described in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4 describes the methods used for the
data processing and analysis.

4.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were conducted at the Total Environment Simulator (TES) at the University of
Hull. Fully submerged within the 14 m long and 6 m wide tank, an 8 m long, 0.1 m wide and
0.6 m high channel was placed under a slope of 2.9 degrees, to generate supercritical bypassing,
non-depositional gravity currents (Figure 4.5a). The size of the TES allowed the installation of a 8
m long flume, which made it possible to extend the distance between upstream and downstream
measurements to 3.75 m. A longer distance between the measurement locations allows further
evolvement of the gravity current. During the experiments a pump continuously supplied the
channel with mixtures of pure kaolinite (Imerys Polwhite-E, d50 = 9 µm,ρs = 2600 kg /m3, Sec-
tion 2.2.1) and fresh water. For comparison reasons, within these experiments kaolinite is used,
similar to flume experiments of Chapters 2 and 3. The use of a mixing tank and pump, allows the
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generation of sustained flows (constant-flux), which provides longer detailed measurements of the
body of the gravity current. The body forms the bulk of the flow (Parsons et al., 2007) and sustained
flows are likely more representable of mud-rich flows with more developed bodies (Azpiroz-Zabala
et al., 2017). The flow entered the flume through a diffuser facing upstream and the flow is forced
under a 0.96 m long and 0.1 m high gate to control the initial flow height of the gravity current. To
ensure uniformly mixed sediment and water samples, a mixer was placed inside a 1.36 m3 tank
with baffles. In addition, a recirculation pump extracted the sediment water mixture from the bot-
tom of the tank to be supplied again at the top. Ahead of the experiments, the sediment and water
mixtures were mixed for at least an hour to ensure uniformly mixed input into the flume.
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Figure 4.5: a) Side view of experimental setup, b) detailed schematic diagram of installation of equipment. All dimensions in
meters.
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DISCHARGE

The discharge into the flume was regulated with a valve on the inlet pipe. Closing the valve reduced
the discharge into the flume. The correlation between discharge into the flume and settings of the
valve had been determined based on clear water tests (Figure 4.6). Based on these clear water tests,
two discharges and correlated valve settings were selected for the experiments (Table 4.1). These
clear water tests provided information on the limitations of the pump and allowed selection of two
valve settings with sufficient difference in discharge. Due to the mechanism of gravity currents, the
velocity within the experiments is also influenced by the clay concentration and further analysis
therefore focuses on the measured velocity instead of discharge settings For consistency, the valve
setting were not changed throughout the experiments of the same flow rate.

Figure 4.6: Correlation between discharge (Q) into the flume and valve settings correlated to the percentage of the pipe diam-
eter that is not blocked.

4.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To assess the influence of flow velocity and clay concentration on non-uniform clay-laden gravity
currents, experiments were conducted with two input discharges and varying clay concentration,
resulting in a total of twelve experimental runs (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Overview of experimental runs performed in this study. The numbering of experimental runs is defined by the
discharge (Q) and the clay concentration in the mixing tank (C); C = volumetric concentration within the mixing tank; Cm =
mass concentration within the mixing tank; Tambi ent = ambient fluid temperature; T f l ow = fluid temperature flow, measured
within the mixing;

Experimental Q C Cm Tambi ent T f l ow
run [l /s] [vol %] [g /L] [◦C ] [◦C ]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 3.5 2.4 61 16.4 16.7
Q3.5-C3.9 3.5 3.9 98 16.2 16.7
Q3.5-C6.3 3.5 6.3 150 15.4 16.7
Q3.5-C8.0 3.5 8.0 186 15.1 17.7
Q3.5-C9.6 3.5 9.6 219 16.4 17.6

Q3.5-C12.2 3.5 12.2 269 15.9 17.6
Q3.5-C14.9 3.5 14.9 317 16.6 19.6

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 5.0 1.6 42 16.0 16.3
Q5.0-C2.5 5.0 2.5 62 17.0 18.3
Q5.0-C3.1 5.0 3.1 78 16.9 16.5
Q5.0-C7.9 5.0 7.9 185 16.4 18.7

Q5.0-C14.8 5.0 14.8 314 16.9 19.3
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4.2.3. DATA ACQUISITION

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

To assess the evolution of the gravity currents downstream, at two locations, upstream (1.25 m
downstream of gate) and downstream (5 m downstream of gate), the suspended sediment concen-
tration in the flow was measured by extracting fluid samples from the sidewall of the flume at var-
ious heights throughout the flow (Table 4.2, Figure 4.5a,b). The sediment samples were collected
twice from the body of the gravity current, at t=80 s (Measurement moment 1=M1) and t=190 s
(Measurement moment 2=M2) (Figure 4.7). The samples were collected by flexible plastic tubing
of 6 mm diameter in 60 mL sample pots and were weighed after collection, dried at a temperature
of 40◦C until all water had evaporated, and then weighed again to determine their volumetric clay
concentration.

Table 4.2: Measurement height (centrepoint) above the bed (z) of siphon samples to measure the clay concentration

Measurement z [m]

A 0.010
B 0.030
C 0.050
D 0.075
E 0.100
F 0.150
G 0.200
H 0.250
I 0.325
J 0.400

FLOW VELOCITY

To obtain velocity profile measurements two 1 MHz UVPs (Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler, Section 1.4)
were placed upstream (1.25 m downstream of the gate) and downstream (5 m downstream of the
gate), facing upstream under an angle of 30◦ relative to the vertical (Figure 4.5b) with a distance of
0.26 m between the centres of the probes; at 0.13 m and 0.39 m height above the bed, respectively.
The UVPs were directed against the flow direction to measure the streamwise velocity and to re-
duce the impact of flow obstruction on the measurements. The settings of the UVPs were adjusted
to the experimental conditions to increase the data quality (Table 4.3). The measurements were
collected for the four UVPs using the multiplexing setting. This multiplexing setting allows mea-
surements to be collected for multiple probes, but it reduces the frequency of the measurements
significantly. Instead of switching between probes for each measurement, the measurements were
collected for 18.4 to 20.4 s at one probe before switching to the next probe. This increased the tem-
poral resolution of the measurements, providing more detailed turbulence data even if measure-
ments were collected for 25% of the total measurement time (Figure 4.8), i.e. this resulted in high
frequency measurements (up to 58.8 Hz) for parts of the body of the gravity current instead of low
frequency (∼2Hz) for the full body. Only the UVP at z=0.39 m was used to measure in experimen-
tal runs Q3.5-C8.0, Q3.5-C9.6 and downstream Q3.5-C12.2, which was switched in 38.4 to 38.5 s
per probe upstream and downstream. Additionally, one 2 MHz probe was located at both the up-
stream and downstream measurement location facing vertically towards the bed to measure the
vertical velocity (Figure 4.5, Table 4.4). The included measurement time points, N = 650− 1750,
between the different probes were selected such that the vertical and angled UVP measurements
were in line at the upstream and downstream locations.
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Table 4.3: Settings for angled UVP measurements. TR = Temporal resolution; ∆D = distance resolution; Vr ang e = velocity
range; ∆V = velocity resolution; Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream; N = amount of
measurement time points before switching probes; ∆T = time length before switching probes.

UVP at z=0.39 m UVP at z=0.13 m
Condition TR ∆D Vr ang e ∆V Location N ∆T N ∆T

[H z] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [−] [s] [−] [s]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 33.3 0.003 0.446 0.0017 U 650 19.5 650 19.5

D 650 19.5 650 19.5
Q3.5-C3.9 33.3 0.003 0.470 0.0018 U 650 19.5 650 19.5

D 650 19.5 650 19.5
Q3.5-C6.3 38.5 0.003 0.555 0.0022 U 750 19.5 750 19.5

D 750 19.5 750 19.5
Q3.5-C8.0 41.7 0.003 0.594 0.0023 U 1600 38.4 - -

D 1600 38.4 - -
Q3.5-C9.6 45.5 0.003 0.644 0.0025 U 1750 38.5 - -

D 1750 38.5 - -
Q3.5-C12.2 47.6 0.003 0.717 0.0028 U 875 18.8 875 18.8

D 1750 37.6 - -
Q3.5-C14.9 52.6 0.003 0.792 0.0031 U 975 18.5 975 18.5

D 975 18.5 975 18.5

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 47.6 0.003 0.693 0.0027 U 925 19.4 925 19.4

D 925 19.4 925 19.4
Q5.0-C2.5 45.5 0.003 0.644 0.0025 U 925 20.4 925 20.4

D 925 20.4 925 20.4
Q5.0-C3.1 55.6 0.003 0.843 0.0033 U 1100 19.8 1100 19.8

D 1100 19.8 1100 19.8
Q5.0-C7.9 47.6 0.003 0.693 0.0027 U 925 19.4 925 19.4

D 925 19.4 925 19.4
Q5.0-C14.8 58.8 0.003 0.942 0.0037 U 1150 19.6 1150 19.6

D 1150 19.6 1150 19.6

Table 4.4: Settings for vertical UVP measurements. TR = Temporal resolution; ∆D = distance resolution; Vr ang e = velocity
range; ∆V = velocity resolution; Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream; N = amount of
measurement time points before switching probes; ∆T = time length before switching probes.

Condition TR ∆D Vr ang e ∆V Location N ∆T
[H z] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [−] [s]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 650 18.9

D 650 18.9
Q3.5-C3.9 34.5 0.002 0.243 0.0010 U 1300 37.7

D 1300 37.7
Q3.5-C6.3 31.3 0.002 0.223 0.0009 U 1400 44.8

D 1400 44.8
Q3.5-C8.0 34.5 0.002 0.243 0.0009 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6
Q3.5-C9.6 34.5 0.002 0.243 0.0009 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6
Q3.5-C12.2 34.5 0.002 0.243 0.0009 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6
Q3.5-C14.9 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6
Q5.0-C2.5 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6

D 1400 40.6
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Condition TR ∆D Vr ang e ∆V Location N ∆T
[H z] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [−] [s]

Q5.0-C3.1 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6
D 1400 40.6

Q5.0-C7.9 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6
D 1400 40.6

Q5.0-C14.8 34.5 0.002 0.248 0.0010 U 1400 40.6
D 1400 40.6

4.2.4. DATA PROCESSING

The time series of the velocity was used to determine the arrival of the head, body and tail in the tur-
bidity currents. The velocity within the body is approximately steady and consequently the body
is defined as the area of consistent streamwise velocity (Figure 4.7). The area of the body is con-
firmed by the comparable suspended sediment concentrations at both measurement moments
(M1, M2) within the flow (Figure 4.8).

DATA CLEANING

Velocity data collected by UVPs can contain spurious amplitude spikes that are not part of the
genuine signal (Met-Flow, 2002; Goring and Nikora, 2002; Wright and Baas, 2013; Dilling and
MacVicar, 2017). To clean the UVP data the following steps were followed:

• Removal of outliers - Outliers were removed from the velocity signal by eliminating values
2.5 standard deviations away from the temporal moving mean over 31 data-points

• Deleted measurement bin with 30% or more bad data points - To enhance the accuracy on
determination of the mean flow velocity and turbulence intensity, only measurement bins
with enough valid data points are included in further data analysis. The full time series at
a measurement bin is excluded from the data analysis if more than 30% of the data points
within the time series were excluded by previous steps of cleaning the data.

M1

HEAD                            BODY                                TAIL 

M2

Figure 4.7: Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes (u1) and streamwise velocity pro-
files (u1) upstream in time for flow Q3.5-C6.3. Sediment concentration samples were
collected at measurement moments M1 t=80 s and M2 t=190 s.
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Figure 4.8: Vertical profiles of vol-
umetric sediment concentration of
flow Q3.5-C6.3 for upstream and
downstream at measurement mo-
ments M1 t=80 s and M2 t=190 s.
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DETERMINATION OF FLOW PARAMETERS

To convert the measurements to a streamwise velocity profile (u) and bed-normal velocity profile
(v), the streamwise velocity profile was reconstructed from measurements from both the angled
UVPs (u1) and vertical UVP (u2).

u = (u1 −u2cosα)/si nα

v = u2
(4.3)

The measurement location was the same at the height where the signals of the angled UVP and the
vertical UVP cross each other (Figure 4.5b). At the other measurement heights, there was a small
shift in the measurements with a maximum shift of 0.25 s depending on the height above the bed
and the experimental run. The body of the gravity current was approximately steady (Figure 4.7)
and consequently the error imposed by this shift is negligible for the time-averaged results.

Time series of depth-averaged velocity were calculated by integrating the instantaneous veloc-
ity data over the depth.

u1 = 1

h0

∫ h0

0
u1d z (4.4)

where h0 is flow height and z height above the bed. No deposition was observed within the exper-
iments and the flume bed is defined as z=0. The flow height was defined as the distance from the
bed to the height of the flow where the time-averaged velocity is zero (Figure 4.9a).

Outer region

Inner region

Flow height h0 

Plug hp 

Figure 4.9: a) Flow height, h0, defined as the distance from the bed to the height of the flow where the time-averaged velocity
is zero; b) Maximum velocity separating the inner and outer region of the flow; c) Height of a plug within the gravity current
defined by the distance between 0.99U max . Example of experimental run Q3.5-C6.3, with the definitions of flow height, inner
and outer region and plug depicted on the upstream measurement location.

The temporal mean flow velocity, U , V , and its standard deviation, RMS(u′), RMS(v ′), were cal-
culated from the time series of instantaneous velocity data at each measurement height for the
body.

U = 1

n

n∑
i

ui (4.5)

V = 1

n

n∑
i

vi (4.6)

RMS(u′) =
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i

(ui −U )2 (4.7)
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RMS(v ′) =
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i

(vi −V )2 (4.8)

where n is the number of velocity measurements. A dimensionless measure for turbulence inten-
sity proposed by Baas and Best (2002) is used herein:

RMS(u′)0 = RMS(u′)
U

·100 (4.9)

The vertical concentration, velocity and turbulence intensity profiles were plotted with nor-
malised heights adjusted to the height of the velocity maximum (zmax ) to separate the inner re-
gion from the outer region.

zi nner = z/zmax (4.10)

such that zi nner = 1 at the height of the velocity maximum, zmax .

zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax ) (4.11)

such that zouter = 1 at the depth of the flow, h0.
Depth-averaged flow parameters were calculated for both the full flow height, h0, and for the

inner region, zi nner . The results of the inner region were used for comparison with open-channel
flow results of Baas et al. (2009) and Chapters 2, 3.

Depth-averaged velocity for the full flow depth was calculated by integrating the time-averaged
velocities over the depth (Figure 4.9a). Depth-averaged velocity of the inner region was calculated
by integrating the time-averaged velocities from the bed (z = 0) to the height of the velocity maxi-
mum (zmax , Figure 4.9b).

U = 1

h0

∫ h0

0
U d z U i nner = 1

zmax

∫ zmax

0
U d z (4.12)

The depth-averaged clay concentration was calculated by integrating the suspended sediment
samples (c) over the depth, from the lowest measurement at zA = 0.010 m to the flow height (h0).
The vertical profiles of volumetric sediment concentration were constant over the body of the flow
(Figure 4.8) and throughout the analysis the measurements at M2 (t=190 s) were used. The clay
concentration within the inner region was calculated by integrating the suspended sediment sam-
ples (c) over the depth, from the lowest measurement at zA = 0.010 m to the height of the velocity
maximum (zmax ).

C f = 1

h0 − zA

∫ h0

zA

cd z Ci nner = 1

zmax − zA

∫ zmax

zA

cd z (4.13)

The densimetric Froude number was calculated as:

F rd = U√
g ′h0

F rd ,i nner = U i nner√
g ′

i nner zmax

(4.14)

where the reduced gravity is:

g ′ = g
ρs −ρw

ρw
C f g ′

i nner = g
ρs −ρw

ρw
C f ,i nner (4.15)

where
ρs−ρw
ρw

is the submerged specific density of sediment particles, C f the depth-averaged vol-

umetric clay concentration within the flow and C f ,i nner the depth-averaged volumetric clay con-
centration of the inner region .
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The Richardson number was calculated as:

Ri = g ′h0

U
Rii nner =

g ′
i nner zmax

U i nner
(4.16)

Reynolds number was calculated as:

Re = U h0

νe
Rei nner = U i nner zmax

νe,i nner
(4.17)

where νe and νe,i nner is the effective viscosity with the influence of clay suspension approximated
based upon Wan (1982) (Equation 2.8).

As the data were approximately steady (d t = 0), the entrainment ratio was calculated as:

dU h0

d x
= E |U | (4.18)

A plug flow was characterised by a zone of low velocity gradient. The height of a plug, hp , within

the streamwise velocity profile was defined as the height between 0.99U max (Figure 4.9c). To
classify as a plug, the height of plug needed to be minimal 10% of the flow height (hp /h0 ∗100% >
10%).

SELECTION OF PROFILES

Distant particles gave weaker echoes than particles close to the transducer and depending on the
concentration within the flow, the signal could be attenuated, reducing the measurement window.
To measure the full velocity profile, two 1 MHz probes were installed in a staggered array (Fig-
ure 4.5b). The UVPs were directed against the flow direction to measure the streamwise velocity
and to reduce the impact of flow obstruction on the measurements. For further data analysis, one
profile was selected from the two staggered UVP probes; the highest UVP capturing the top half of
the flow and the lower UVP capturing the bottom half of the flow (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Selection of vertical velocity profiles included within data analysis from the two staggered angled 1 MHz UVP
probes at measurement locations a) upstream and b) downstream. Example of experimental run Q3.5-C6.3.
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4.3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

4.3.1. SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

Figure 4.11a,c shows the vertical profiles of suspended sediment concentration normalised for the
inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for up-
stream and downstream locations, respectively and Figure 4.11b,d shows the vertical profiles of
suspended sediment concentration normalised for the inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the ex-
perimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respectively.
Figure 4.12a,c shows the vertical profiles of suspended sediment concentration normalised for the
outer region (zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax )) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5
l/s for upstream and downstream, respectively and Figure 4.12b,d shows the vertical profiles of sus-
pended sediment concentration normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax ))
for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream, respectively.
The suspended sediment concentration measurements of the experimental runs are shown in Fig-
ure 4.11 normalised for the inner region and Figure 4.12 normalised for the outer region.

As expected the clay concentration in the body of the gravity current increases with a higher in-
put of clay concentration within the mixing tank. The suspended sediment concentrations shows a
consistent increase in concentration apart from experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 (Figure 4.13), where
the concentration might have been too high for the measurement method used within these ex-
periments. A comparison of the depth-averaged clay concentration in flows with the initial con-
centration in the mixing tank shows the same reduction in clay concentration for run Q3.5-C14.9
(Figure 4.13). For all experimental runs, the clay concentration in the inner region is maintained
between the upstream and downstream location, but the outer region shows a reduction in clay
concentration at the downstream location.
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Figure 4.11: Vertical profiles zi nner = z/zmax of volumetric sediment concentration (c [%]) for discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a)
upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.

Figure 4.12: Vertical profiles zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax ) of volumetric sediment concentration (c [%]) for discharge rate
Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.
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y=0.3x+0.5

Cf=C

y=0.5x+0.3

Figure 4.13: Correlation between depth-averaged clay concentration within the body of the gravity current (C f ) and volumetric
concentration within the mixing tank (C ). Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream.

4.3.2. VERTICAL VELOCITY

INNER REGION

Figure 4.14a,c shows the time-averaged vertical velocity profiles (V ) normalised for the inner re-
gion (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream and
downstream locations, respectively and Figure 4.14b,d shows the time-averaged streamwise ver-
tical velocity profiles (V ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream
and downstream locations, respectively. Upstream, most experimental runs with a discharge
of Q=3.5 l/s indicates a stronger downwards velocity around the streamwise velocity maximum
(z/zmax = 1), which varies depending on the clay concentration. Experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4,
Q3.5-C12.2 and Q3.5-C14.9 contains positive velocities upwards at the height of the streamwise
velocity maximum. The vertical velocity is positive upwards near the bed for all experimental runs
at the upstream location. Downstream, the vertical velocity is more uniform than upstream with
a fairly consistent positive velocity upwards over the full flow height. The vertical velocity of ex-
perimental run Q3.5-C14.9 is close to zero in the inner region. Upstream, for the experimental
runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s (Figure 4.15b), experimental runs Q5.0-C7.9 and Q5.0-C14.8
show a similar pattern as the lower discharge runs; downwards vertical velocity around the veloc-
ity maximum and upwards near the bed. Experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6 and Q5.0-C2.5 indicate an
opposite pattern with a stronger downwards velocity around the streamwise velocity maximum
(z/zmax = 1). Downstream, the inner region shows a consistent low vertical velocity for all runs
with a higher discharge (Figure 4.15d).

OUTER REGION

Figure 4.15a,c shows the time-averaged vertical velocity profiles (V ) normalised for the outer re-
gion (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax )) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s
for upstream and downstream locations, respectively and Figure 4.15b,d shows the time-averaged
streamwise vertical velocity profiles (V ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for
upstream and downstream locations, respectively. Upstream, experimental runs with a discharge
of Q=3.5 l/s contain a positive upwards velocity at the upper interface. A similar pattern is identi-
fied for experimental runs Q5.0-C7.9 and Q5.0-C14.8. Downstream, for experimental runs with a
discharge of Q=3.5 l/s and Q5.0-C7.9 and Q5.0-C14.8, the vertical velocity is more uniform than up-
stream with a fairly consistent positive velocity upwards. Experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6, Q5.0-C2.5
and Q5.0-C3.1 show a larger positive upwards velocity in the outer region (Figure 4.15d).
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Figure 4.14: Vertical profiles zi nner = z/zmax of vertical temporal mean velocity (V ) for discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream
and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream, where a positive value represents up-
wards velocity and a negative value represents downwards velocity.

Figure 4.15: Vertical profiles zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax ) of vertical temporal mean velocity (V ) for discharge rate Q=3.5
l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream, where a positive value
represents upwards velocity and a negative value represents downwards velocity.
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4.3.3. STREAMWISE VELOCITY

INNER REGION

Figure 4.16a,c shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) normalised for the inner
region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream
and downstream, respectively and Figure 4.16b,d shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity
profiles (U ) normalised for the inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with
a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream, respectively. For all experimental runs,
the streamwise maximum velocity (z/zmax = 1) of the gravity current increases with increasing
clay concentration. Except for experimental run Q3.5-C14.9, which shows a reduced maximum
velocity compared with experimental run Q3.5-C12.2 at both the upstream and downstream mea-
surement locations (Figure 4.16a,c). Experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 shows a more constant velocity
around the velocity maximum (Section 4.3.3 - Plug flow). Experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 contained
invalid data at the bottom of the flow and therefore near bed data is excluded for this experimental
run. Compared to the upstream measurement location, the velocity maximum increases down-
stream, except for the experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6, Q5.0-C2.5, Q5.0-C3.1, which show a decrease
in maximum velocity downstream (Figure 4.16b,d). The higher discharge runs (Q=5.0 l/s) tend to
have a higher maximum velocity than the lower discharge runs (Q=3.5 l/s) for comparable clay
concentrations.

Figure 4.17a,c shows the vertical profiles of the standard deviation of the streamwise temporal
mean velocity (RMS(u′)) normalised for the inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental
runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respectively. Upstream,
RMS(u′) shows a reduction around the height of the velocity maximum and RMS(u′) increases
in the inner region towards the bed. At the height of the velocity maximum, RMS(u′) shows an
increase with increasing clay concentration, and consequently an increase with increasing veloc-
ity (Figure 4.16a). Downstream, RMS(u′) shows a similar pattern as upstream with a reduced
RMS(u′) around the velocity maximum and increasing values towards the bed. Experimental run
Q3.5-C14.9 shows an increase in RMS(u′) at the velocity maximum, which decreases towards the
bed after which it increases again closer to the bed. Figure 4.17b,d shows the vertical profiles of the
standard deviation of the streamwise temporal mean velocity (RMS(u′)) normalised for the inner
region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and
downstream locations, respectively. Upstream, RMS(u′) decreases at the height of the velocity
maximum (z/zmax = 1) with increasing clay concentration for the experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6,
Q5.0-C2.5, Q5.0-C3.1, Q5.0-C7.9. Relative to Q5.0-C7.9, experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 shows an
increase in RMS(u′). Upstream, experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6 and Q5.0-C2.5 show a decrease in
RMS(u′) towards the bed and experimental run Q5.0-C3.1 shows an increase in RMS(u′) towards
the bed. Experimental runs Q5.0-C7.9 and Q5.0-C14.8 show a decrease below the velocity maxi-
mum, but an increase in RMS(u′) closer to the bed. RMS(u′) values at the downstream location
are constant over the inner region with an increase towards the bed for experimental runs Q5.0-
C1.6, Q5.0-C2.5, Q5.0-C3.1, Q5.0-C7.9. RMS(u′) values of experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 reduce
below the velocity maximum and increase again towards the bed.

Figure 4.18a,c shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged streamwise turbulence inten-
sity profiles (RMS(u′)0) normalised for the inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental
runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respectively and Fig-
ure 4.18b,d shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity pro-
files (RMS(u′)0) normalised for the inner region (zi nner = z/zmax ) for the experimental runs with
a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respectively. Due to normali-
sation with the time-averaged streamwise velocity, the turbulence intensity values are high near
the bed where the streamwise velocity tends to go to zero. At the height of the velocity maximum
(z/zmax = 1), the turbulence intensity values are comparable for the experimental runs with a
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Figure 4.16: Vertical profiles zi nner = z/zmax of streamwise temporal mean velocity (U ) for discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a) up-
stream and c) downstream and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.

Figure 4.17: Vertical profiles zi nner = z/zmax of standard deviation of the streamwise temporal mean velocity (RMS(u′)) for
discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.

Figure 4.18: Vertical profiles zi nner = z/zmax of time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity (RMS(u′)0) for discharge rate
Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.
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Figure 4.19: Vertical profiles zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax ) of streamwise temporal mean velocity (U ) for discharge rate Q=3.5
l/s a) upstream and c) downstream and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.

Figure 4.20: Vertical profiles zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax ) of standard deviation of the streamwise temporal mean velocity
(RMS(u′)) for discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d)
downstream.

Figure 4.21: Vertical profiles zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax ) of time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity (RMS(u′)0) for
discharge rate Q=3.5 l/s a) upstream and c) downstream, and for discharge rate Q=5.0 l/s b) upstream and d) downstream.
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discharge of Q=3.5 l/s. Upstream, there is a small deviation between the runs Q3.5-C3.9, Q3.5-
C6.3, Q3.5-C12.2, which have slightly lower turbulence intensity than the runs Q3.5-C2.4, Q3.5-
C8.0, Q3.5-C9.6 and Q3.5-C14.9. Downstream a small increase with increasing clay concentration
can be identified (Figure 4.18c). For the experimental runs with a high discharge of Q=5.0 l/s, a
decrease in turbulence intensity with increasing clay concentration up until run Q5.0-C7.9 can be
identified, after which there is an increase in turbulence intensity for Q5.0-C14.8, both upstream
and downstream (Figure 4.18b,d). The higher discharge runs (Q=5.0 l/s) tend to have higher tur-
bulence intensity values than the lower discharge runs (Q=3.5 l/s).

OUTER REGION

Figure 4.19a,c shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (U ) normalised for the outer
region (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax )) for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s
for upstream and downstream, respectively and Figure 4.19b,d shows the time-averaged stream-
wise velocity profiles (U ) normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax )) for the
experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream, respectively. The
velocity gradually decreases towards zero in the outer region of the flow. At the downstream loca-
tion, experimental runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8 contain a strong gradient of reduction in flow
velocity directly above the plug flow (Section 4.3.3 - Plug flow).

Figure 4.20a,c shows the vertical profiles of the standard deviation of the streamwise temporal
mean velocity (RMS(u′)) normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z−zmax )/(h0−zmax )) for the
experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respec-
tively. Figure 4.20b,d shows the vertical profiles of the standard deviation of the streamwise tem-
poral mean velocity (RMS(u′)) normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax ))
for the experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream locations,
respectively. In the outer region, RMS(u′) shows an increase above the velocity maximum but de-
creases again towards the top of the gravity current at the upstream location. Experimental runs
with a low discharge of Q=3.5 l/s show lower RMS(u′) values at the upstream location than exper-
imental runs with a high discharge of Q=5.0 l/s. RMS(u′) decreases with increasing clay concen-
tration for the experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6, Q5.0-C2.5, Q5.0-C3.1, Q5.0-C7.9 and relative to Q5.0-
C7.9, experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 shows an increase in RMS(u′) in the outer region. Downstream,
RMS(u′) shows a similar pattern as upstream, increasing RMS(u′) above the velocity maximum
and reducing again near the top of the flow, apart from an additional local decrease in RMS(u′)
at zouter = 0.5. Experimental runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8 initially maintain higher RMS(u′)
values above the velocity maximum before it follows the trend of the other conditions.

Figure 4.21a,c shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity
profiles (RMS(u′)0) normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax )) for the ex-
perimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respectively
and Figure 4.21b,d shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged streamwise turbulence inten-
sity profiles (RMS(u′)0) normalised for the outer region (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax )) for the
experimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s for upstream and downstream locations, respec-
tively. Due to normalisation with the time-averaged streamwise velocity, the turbulence intensity
values are high near the upper interface of the gravity currents where the streamwise velocity tends
to go to zero. Above the velocity maximum, the turbulence intensity gradually increases at the up-
stream location. The turbulence intensity values of experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 vary around 12
up to zouter = 0.4 after which they gradually increase. Experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5
l/s contain comparable turbulence intensity values, whereas the turbulence intensity values of ex-
perimental runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s decrease with increasing clay concentration up until
run Q5.0-C7.9 after which there is a relative increase in turbulence intensity for experimental run
Q5.0-C14.8. Turbulence intensity values of experimental runs with a discharge of Q=3.5 l/s at the
downstream location increase upwards in the outer region, with fairly constant values between
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zouter = 0.25− 0.5. Turbulence intensity of experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 increases in the outer
region as well but contains larger variations directly above the velocity maximum. Experimental
runs with a discharge of Q=5.0 l/s contain constant turbulence intensity values above the velocity
maximum, which increase from zouter = 0.3 upwards.

PLUG FLOW

Figure 4.22 shows the correlation between clay concentration in the inner region and plug height
of the velocity profile. The experimental runs Q5.0-C1.6 and Q5.0-C2.5 show no plug flow at either
the upstream or downstream location. The low concentration experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4 and
Q5.0-C3.1 and the high concentration experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 show a plug flow at the down-
stream location. The experimental runs Q3.5-C3.9, Q3.5-C6.3, Q3.5-C8.0, Q3.5-C9.6 and Q5.0-C7.9
show a plug flow at the upstream location. The two high concentration, low discharge runs Q3.5-
C12.2 and Q3.5-C14.9 show a plug flow at both the upstream and downstream location, where the
plug flow is decreasing in height for run Q3.5-C12.2 and increasing in height for run Q3.5-C14.9 as
the flow moves downstream.

U   D

Figure 4.22: Correlation between depth-averaged concentration of the inner region and plug height (hp ) normalised by flow
height (h0). Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream.

Table 4.5: Plug height identified within the experimental runs

Experimental Upstream Downstream
run hp /h0 [-] hp /h0 [-]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 - 0.12
Q3.5-C3.9 0.19 -
Q3.5-C6.3 0.20 -
Q3.5-C8.0 0.14 -
Q3.5-C9.6 0.12 -

Q3.5-C12.2 0.15 0.10
Q3.5-C14.9 0.23 0.26

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 - -
Q5.0-C2.5 - -
Q5.0-C3.1 - 0.11
Q5.0-C7.9 0.13 -

Q5.0-C14.8 - 0.15
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4.3.4. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show an overview of velocity and clay concentration measurements and the
dimensionless parameters of the experimental runs, which have been calculated for the full flow
depth as well as the inner region.

Table 4.6: Overview of variables of experimental runs within this study. E = entrainment; Location in the flume is indicated

with U=Upstream and D=Downstream; h0 = flow height; U = depth-averaged velocity; U max = maximum velocity; U i nner =
depth-averaged velocity of the inner region; zmax /h0 = relative height of velocity maximum.

Experimental E Location h0 U U max U i nner zmax /h0
run [-] [m] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [-]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 0.0027 U 0.169 0.24 0.37 0.34 0.24

D 0.174 0.25 0.42 0.37 0.26
Q3.5-C3.9 0.0038 U 0.138 0.29 0.43 0.41 0.20

D 0.146 0.31 0.52 0.47 0.25
Q3.5-C6.3 0.0049 U 0.113 0.35 0.52 0.50 0.25

D 0.131 0.36 0.63 0.57 0.22
Q3.5-C8.0 0.0023 U 0.115 0.33 0.51 0.51 0.30

D 0.126 0.32 0.61 0.63 0.14
Q3.5-C9.6 0.0057 U 0.110 0.36 0.54 0.49 0.29

D 0.128 0.37 0.66 0.66 0.12
Q3.5-C12.2 0.0050 U 0.105 0.42 0.63 0.60 0.39

D 0.128 0.41 0.73 0.71 0.16
Q3.5-C14.9 0.0122 U 0.123 0.26 0.52 0.52 0.40

D 0.146 0.30 0.63 0.63 0.37

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 0.0074 U 0.249 0.46 0.48 0.44 0.23

D 0.377 0.51 0.36 0.32 0.17
Q5.0-C2.5 0.0000 U 0.233 0.32 0.51 0.45 0.22

D 0.262 0.29 0.45 0.40 0.19
Q5.0-C3.1 0.0058 U 0.233 0.31 0.51 0.44 0.20

D 0.279 0.28 0.47 0.41 0.26
Q5.0-C7.9 0.0035 U 0.159 0.41 0.62 0.58 0.31

D 0.154 0.47 0.77 0.68 0.22
Q5.0-C14.8 0.0085 U 0.141 0.46 0.71 0.59 0.45

D 0.156 0.51 0.81 0.78 0.41

Table 4.7: Overview of variables of experimental runs within this study. Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream
and D=Downstream; C f = depth-averaged volumetric concentration; C f ,m = depth-averaged mass concentration; νe = effec-
tive kinematic viscosity, based upon (Wan, 1982) (Equation 2.8); Re = Reynolds number; F rd = densimetric Froude number; Ri
= Richardson number.

Experimental Location C f C f ,m νe Re F rd Ri

run [vol %] [g /L] [m2/s ·10−6] [- ·104] [-] [-]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 U 1.5 39 1.15 3.5 1.17 0.73

D 1.3 33 1.12 3.8 1.29 0.60
Q3.5-C3.9 U 2.4 62 1.35 3.0 1.24 0.65

D 1.8 45 1.20 3.7 1.50 0.44
Q3.5-C6.3 U 3.8 97 1.75 2.8 1.34 0.56

D 2.6 66 1.39 3.3 1.51 0.44
Q3.5-C8.0 U 4.1 112 1.99 2.0 1.18 0.72

D 3.0 76 1.50 3.2 1.30 0.59
Q3.5-C9.6 U 5.1 126 2.23 1.7 1.27 0.62

D 3.3 83 1.58 3.0 1.48 0.46
Q3.5-C12.2 U 6.5 156 2.79 1.6 1.28 0.61

D 4.1 103 1.86 2.8 1.40 0.51
Q3.5-C14.9 U 4.3 106 1.90 1.7 0.88 1.29

D 4.3 107 1.90 2.3 0.96 1.10
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Experimental Location C f C f ,m νe Re F rd Ri

run [vol %] [g /L] [m2/s ·10−6] [- ·104] [-] [-]

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 U 1.0 28 1.08 6.5 1.51 0.44

D 0.8 20 1.05 6.8 1.03 0.95
Q5.0-C2.5 U 1.6 40 1.16 3.4 1.33 0.56

D 1.3 34 1.12 4.1 1.23 0.66
Q5.0-C3.1 U 1.8 46 1.20 7.1 1.21 0.68

D 1.4 37 1.14 8.1 1.12 0.80
Q5.0-C7.9 U 4.3 106 1.91 2.6 1.25 0.64

D 3.9 96 1.77 4.2 1.50 0.45
Q5.0-C14.8 U 5.8 139 2.48 6.7 1.26 0.63

D 4.4 107 1.93 7.0 1.54 0.42

Table 4.8: Overview of variables of the inner region of experimental runs within this study. Location in the flume is indi-
cated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream; Ci nner = depth-averaged volumetric concentration of the inner region; Ci nner,m
depth-averaged mass concentration of the inner region; νe,i nner = effective kinematic viscosity of the inner region, based upon
(Wan, 1982) (Equation 2.8); Rei nner = Reynolds number of the inner region; F rd ,i nner = densimetric Froude number of the
inner region; Rii nner = Richardson number of the inner region.

Experimental Location Ci nner Ci nner,m νe,i nner Rei nner F rd ,i nner Rii nner
run [vol %] [g /L] [m2/s ·10−6] [- ·104] [-] [-]

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 U 2.5 68 1.37 1.0 2.63 0.14

D 2.4 65 1.34 1.2 2.63 0.14
Q3.5-C3.9 U 3.9 108 1.78 0.7 3.08 0.11

D 3.8 105 1.74 1.0 3.18 0.10
Q3.5-C6.3 U 6.2 174 2.64 0.5 2.97 0.11

D 6.0 170 2.59 0.6 3.46 0.08
Q3.5-C8.0 U 7.7 221 3.36 0.5 2.50 0.16

D 7.5 216 3.27 0.3 4.28 0.05
Q3.5-C9.6 U 9.1 267 4.09 0.4 2.29 0.19

D 9.0 261 3.99 0.3 4.45 0.05
Q3.5-C12.2 U 11.5 345 5.43 0.5 2.19 0.21

D 11.3 339 5.33 0.3 3.65 0.08
Q3.5-C14.9 U 11.6 346 5.46 0.2 0.73 1.89

D 10.0 296 4.58 0.5 1.51 0.44

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 U 1.5 41 1.15 2.1 3.72 0.07

D 1.4 37 1.13 1.8 2.69 0.14
Q5.0-C2.5 U 2.2 61 1.30 1.8 3.33 0.09

D 2.2 60 1.30 1.5 2.99 0.11
Q5.0-C3.1 U 2.9 78 1.46 1.4 3.05 0.11

D 2.8 75 1.43 2.0 2.27 0.19
Q5.0-C7.9 U 7.7 220 3.34 0.9 2.37 0.18

D 7.7 222 3.36 0.7 3.32 0.09
Q5.0-C14.8 U 9.3 273 4.20 0.9 1.89 0.28

D 8.5 246 3.75 1.3 2.63 0.14
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The entrainment of ambient fluid into the body of the gravity body within the experimental results,
following Equation 4.18, corresponds with correlations found in literature (Parker et al., 1987, Fig-
ure 4.23).

E = 0.075/(1+718Ri 2.4)0.5 (4.19)

Experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 deviates from the correlation between entrainment and densimetric
Froude number due to the lower clay concentration measurements (Section 4.3.1). Experimental
run Q5.0-C2.5 contains a lower entrainment rate compared to the other experimental runs as the
product of depth-averaged flow velocity and flow height is very similar between the upstream and
downstream measurements.
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Figure 4.23: Entrainment ratio (E) as a function of densimetric Froude number (F rd ).

4.3.5. TIME SERIES

Characteristics of the time series of the streamwise velocity measurements can support the iden-
tification of turbulence enhancement and attenuation within a clay suspension flow (Baas et al.,
2009). To further assess the turbulence, a fast Fourier transform is conducted on the time series.
The results are shown for selective heights, near the bed within the inner region (zi nner = 0.35), in
the outer region (zouter = 0.5) and at the height of the velocity maximum (zmax ). The results are
shown for four different experimental runs, including a low (Q3.5-C2.4), medium (Q3.5-C6.3) and
high (Q3.5-C14.9) clay concentration run for the low discharge and the high clay concentration,
high discharge run (Q5.0-C14.8) for both upstream and downstream locations. The time series are
not influenced by the frequency of the mixer or any of the pumps, which have frequencies of 50Hz,
greater than the range of frequencies from the fast Fourier transforms (Figure 4.5).

INNER REGION

Figure 4.25 shows the velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at zi nner = 0.35
(Figure 4.24) for experimental run Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.25a,e), Q3.5-C6.3 (Figure 4.25b,f), Q3.5-
C14.9 (Figure 4.25c,g) and Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.25d,h) for both upstream and downstream loca-
tions, respectively. Figure 4.26 shows the outcome of the fast Fourier transform for experimental
run Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.26a,e), Q3.5-C6.3 (Figure 4.26b,f), Q3.5-C14.9 (Figure 4.26c,g) and Q5.0-
C14.8 (Figure 4.26d,h) for both upstream and downstream locations, respectively. The time series
and Fourier transform of experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 are excluded at zi nner = 0.35 as there is no
valid velocity data available.
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The velocity fluctuations are constant around the mean and are characterized by quasi-
random velocity fluctuations due to the turbulent fluid motion. Experimental run Q3.5-C2.4
shows larger velocity fluctuations than experimental run Q3.5-C6.3. Experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4
and Q3.5-C6.3 show a similar range of velocity fluctuations at the upstream and downstream loca-
tions, whereas experimental run Q5.0-C14.9 shows larger velocity fluctuations upstream than at
the downstream location.

The fast Fourier transform indicates relatively consistent importance of frequency ranges for
experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4 and Q3.5-C6.3 both at the upstream and downstream locations. A
few higher spikes and a small averaged increase from 0 to around 1 Hz can be identified. At the
downstream location, experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 shows increased energy for frequencies up to 2
Hz. The frequencies between 2 and 4 Hz show a gradually decreasing importance and a consistent
but reduced energy for frequencies upwards from 4 Hz. A similar pattern of difference in impor-
tance between lower and higher frequencies can be identified in experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 at
both upstream and downstream locations. Upstream, the energy within the spectrum is consis-
tent up to 1 Hz, after which it reduces between 1 and 2 Hz and it is reduced but fairly consistent
from 2 Hz upwards. Downstream, the energy is consistent up to 1 Hz, after which it reduces more
gradually between 1 and 4 Hz to end up consistently lower from 4 Hz upwards.

OUTER REGION

Figure 4.28 shows the velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at zouter = 0.5 (Fig-
ure 4.27) for experimental run Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.28a,e), Q3.5-C6.3 (Figure 4.28b,f), Q3.5-C14.9
(Figure 4.28c,g) and Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.28d,h) for both upstream and downstream locations,
respectively. Figure 4.29 shows the outcome of the fast Fourier transform for experimental run
Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.29a,e), Q3.5-C6.3 (Figure 4.29b,f), Q3.5-C14.9 (Figure 4.29c,g) and Q5.0-C14.8
(Figure 4.29d,h) for both upstream and downstream locations, respectively.

The velocity fluctuations are constant around the mean and are characterized by quasi-
random velocity fluctuations due to the turbulent fluid motion. The velocity fluctuations are larger
than found within the inner region (Figure 4.25). The high clay concentration runs, Q3.5-C14.9 and
Q5.0-C14.8, show larger velocity fluctuations at zouter = 0.5 than the experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4
and Q3.5-C6.3 at both upstream and downstream locations.

The fast Fourier transform shows increased energy for frequencies up to 0.4 Hz and reduced
energy for frequencies higher than 0.4 Hz for experimental run Q3.5-C2.4. At the upstream loca-
tion, there is more variation in the height of the spikes and at the downstream location, the energy
of frequencies gradually reduces from 0 to 0.4 Hz. Higher spikes can be identified between 0.4 to
1.5 Hz at the upstream location for experimental run Q3.5-C6.3. The importance of the rest of the
frequencies is more equally distributed within experimental run Q3.5-C6.3 at the upstream and
downstream locations. The high concentration runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q3.5-C14.8 contain higher
spikes at lower frequencies, which gradually decrease towards the higher frequencies. The reduc-
tion in importance is more gradual than identified in the inner region (Figure 4.26).
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VELOCITY MAXIMUM

Figure 4.31 shows the velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at the height of
the velocity maximum (Figure 4.30) for experimental run Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.31a,e), Q3.5-C6.3
(Figure 4.31b,f), Q3.5-C14.9 (Figure 4.31c,g) and Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.31d,h) for both upstream
and downstream locations, respectively. Figure 4.32 shows the outcome of the fast Fourier trans-
form for experimental run Q3.5-C2.4 (Figure 4.32a,e), Q3.5-C6.3 (Figure 4.32b,f), Q3.5-C14.9 (Fig-
ure 4.32c,g) and Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.32d,h) for both upstream and downstream locations, respec-
tively.

The velocity fluctuations are constant around the mean and are characterized by quasi-
random velocity fluctuations due to the turbulent fluid motion. The velocity fluctuations at the
velocity maximum are similar in range or on average smaller than in the inner region (Figure 4.25)
and are significantly smaller than the velocity fluctuations in the outer region (Figure 4.28). The
velocity fluctuations at the velocity maximum show no clear difference between the upstream and
downstream measurement locations.

The fast Fourier transform indicates higher spikes at the lower frequencies, which gradually de-
crease up to around 1 Hz and from 1 Hz upwards there is a fairly consistent distribution in height
of spikes at the upstream location for experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4 and Q3.5-C6.3. At the down-
stream location for these experimental runs, the time series contains the full range of frequencies
with relatively equal distribution. The high clay concentration runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q3.5-C14.8
show increased energy in frequencies up to around 2 Hz at the upstream location. The energy in
frequencies reduces from 2 to 4 Hz and it is reduced, but fairly consistent from 4 Hz upwards. A
similar pattern of difference in importance between lower and higher frequencies can be identi-
fied at the downstream location for experimental runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8. This difference
in importance between lower and higher frequencies is more distinct at the downstream location
than at the upstream location. The energy within the spectrum is consistently high up to 1 Hz,
after which it gradually reduces between 1 and 2 Hz and it is reduced but fairly consistent from 2
Hz upwards.
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Figure 4.24: Upstream and downstream vertical profiles (zi nner = z/zmax ) of temporal mean velocity (U ) with indicated
zi nner = 0.35 for experimental run a) Q3.5-C2.4; b) Q3.5-C6.3; c) Q3.5-C14.9; d) Q5.0-C14.8.

Figure 4.25: Velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at zi nner = 0.35 (Figure 4.24) normalised with time-
averaged velocity ((u−U )/U ), for experimental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,d) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h) Q5.0-C14.8, upstream
and downstream, respectively.

Figure 4.26: Single sided fast Fourier transform on time series of streamwise velocity at zi nner = 0.35 (Figure 4.24), for experi-
mental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,f) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h) Q5.0-C14.8, upstream and downstream, respectively.
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Figure 4.27: Upstream and downstream vertical profiles (zouter = (z − zmax )/(h0 − zmax )) of temporal mean velocity (U ) with
indicated zouter = 0.5 for experimental run a) Q3.5-C2.4; b) Q3.5-C6.3; c) Q3.5-C14.9; d) Q5.0-C14.8.

Figure 4.28: Velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at zouter = 0.5 (Figure 4.27) normalised with time-
averaged velocity ((u−U )/U ), for experimental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,d) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h) Q5.0-C14.8, upstream
and downstream, respectively.

Figure 4.29: Single sided fast Fourier transform on time series of streamwise velocity at zouter = 0.5 (Figure 4.27), for experi-
mental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,f) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h) Q5.0-C14.8, upstream and downstream, respectively.
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Figure 4.30: Upstream and downstream vertical profiles of temporal mean velocity (U ) with indicated velocity maximum for
experimental run a) Q3.5-C2.4; b) Q3.5-C6.3; c) Q3.5-C14.9; d) Q5.0-C14.8.

Figure 4.31: Velocity fluctuations of time series of streamwise velocity at the height of the velocity maximum (zmax , Figure 4.30)
normalised with time-averaged velocity ((u−U )/U ), for experimental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,d) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h)
Q5.0-C14.8, upstream and downstream, respectively.

Figure 4.32: Single sided fast Fourier transform on time series of streamwise velocity at the height of the velocity maximum
(zmax , Figure 4.30), for experimental runs a,e) Q3.5-C2.4; b,f) Q3.5-C6.3; c,g) Q3.5-C14.9; d,h) Q5.0-C14.8, upstream and down-
stream, respectively.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
On one side of the spectrum, turbidity currents are relatively dilute flows (Mulder and Alexander,
2001; Leeder, 2011); correlated to TF flows based on the classification of Baas et al. (2009). On
the other side of the spectrum, debris or mud flows have limited internal turbulence and cohesive
sediment provides the grain support through yield strength (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Mul-
der and Alexander, 2001); correlated to QLPF flows based on the classification of Baas et al. (2009).
Transitional flows bridge the gap between turbidity currents, i.e. turbulent flows, and debris flows,
i.e. quasi-laminar plug flow, containing transient turbulent behaviour (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas
et al., 2009; Sumner et al., 2009). Transitional flow properties of gravity currents are expected to
differ from those of open-channel flows. To understand these differences, a comparison between
the different experimental runs is made for the velocity and turbulence intensity at different re-
gions within the flow, including the inner region, outer region and plug flow (Section 4.4.1). Once
the different flow properties are identified at both the upstream and downstream location, the
evolvement of the gravity current is assessed by comparing the velocity and turbulence intensity
between the upstream and downstream location (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1. CLAY FLOW TYPES

INNER REGION

Near the base of the flow an increase in turbulence intensity can be identified as being generated
due to the friction with the bed of the flow (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993; Altinakar et al., 1996; Pope,
2000; Schlichting and Gersten, 2016). Near the bed the velocity fluctuations might be influenced
by the passage of intermittent turbulent flow structures produced by shear at the bed of the flume
(Best and Leeder, 1993; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Buckee et al., 2001; Baas et al., 2005), which po-
tentially could explain the intensified frequencies between 0.1 and 0.4 Hz at the upstream location.
The velocity profile of experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4 and Q3.5-C6.3 is characteristic of a turbidity
current, i.e consisting of jet region on top of a wall region (Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999;
Wells and Dorrell, 2021, Figure 4.2). The time series show a similar randomised pattern around the
mean at both the upstream and downstream locations and the fast Fourier transform indicates
an equal distribution of frequencies within the time series. Overall, this suggests turbulent flows
within the inner region for experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4 and Q3.5-C6.3. The plug flow identified
in the velocity profiles of experimental runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8 extends far into the inner
region at the downstream location (Section 4.3.3). The fast Fourier transform of these runs indi-
cates a differentiation between low and high frequencies, which might suggest the initial stages of
turbulence attenuation (Section 4.4.1 Plug flow).

OUTER REGION

In the outer region, velocity fluctuations are stronger than at the height of the velocity maximum.
The boundary shear with the ambient fluid at the top of the turbidity current results in an in-
crease in turbulence intensity (Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Gray et al., 2006;
Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). The lower frequency variations or coherent flow structures identified
in the time series (Figure 4.28) in the outer region might be related to turbulent mixing or Kelvin-
Helmholtz vortices at the top of the turbidity current (Goldfarb et al., 2002; Hacker et al., 1996;
Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Venditti et al., 2013). The degree of turbulence in the outer region of
experimental runs Q3.5-C2.4, Q3.5-C3.9, Q3.5-C6.3, Q3.5-C8.0 and Q5.0-C7.9 has similar values as
the turbulence in the inner region. Turbulence near the bed is higher for experimental runs Q3.5-
C9.6, Q3.5-C12.2, Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8, which is consistent with the supercritical nature of
the flow (Parker et al., 1987; García, 1993; Garcia, 1994; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). In experimen-
tal runs Q5.0-C1.6, Q5.0-C2.5 and Q5.0-C3.1 the degree of turbulence in the outer region is larger
than in the inner region (Figures 4.17, 4.20). Experiments have shown that as the flow viscosity
increases, the amount of mixing in the outer region reduces (Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig and Marr,
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2003; Baker et al., 2017). This reduction in turbulence intensity is not identified in the outer region
for the clay concentrations included within the experimental runs of this study. In combination
with viscosity measurements, Hermidas et al. (2018) suggest turbulence attenuated free shear layer
for velocity profiles with the inflexion point above the velocity maximum close to the plug flow,
like in experimental runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8. However, the turbulence intensity data and
time series (Figures 4.21, 4.28) show no indication of turbulence attenuation in the outer region
for these high concentration runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8.

VELOCITY MAXIMUM

The turbulence intensity profiles show typical reduced turbulence intensity at the height of the
velocity maximum (zmax ) with enhanced turbulence intensity maxima above (outer region) and
below (inner region) the velocity maximum, where the velocity gradients are largest (Kneller et al.,
1999; Best et al., 2001; Buckee et al., 2001; Choux et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2006; Cartigny et al., 2013;
Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). Locally, a reduction in turbulence intensity is found possibly due to the
reduced shear production of turbulence around the velocity maximum (Kneller et al., 1999; Buc-
kee et al., 2001). The gradually increasing turbulence intensity with increasing clay concentration
(Section 4.3.3), suggests turbulent flow conditions. Based on visualisation, the time series indi-
cates turbulent flow conditions at the velocity maximum for all experimental runs (Figure 4.31).
However, a more detailed analysis of the plug flow region suggests a more complex pattern of tur-
bulence dynamics (Section 4.4.1 Plug flow).

PLUG FLOW

Within the velocity profiles, a plug flow can be identified for some experimental runs, based only
upon a zone of low velocity gradient (Section 4.3.3). In open-channel flows, a plug flow region is
characterised by a low velocity gradient and a reduction in turbulence intensity (Wang and Plate,
1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009). However, this reduction in turbulence intensity is
not identified within the flows of these experiments (Figures 4.18, 4.21). For example, the high
clay concentration run Q3.5-C14.9, which shows a clear plug flow region within the velocity pro-
file, has comparable turbulence intensity values at the upstream location and higher turbulence
intensity values at the downstream location than the other experimental runs with a discharge of
Q=3.5 l/s. The frequently used measure of turbulence intensity, standard deviation around the
mean velocity (Best et al., 2001; Baas et al., 2009; Eggenhuisen and McCaffrey, 2012), might not be
the most suitable criteria to determine turbulence attenuation within a flow. Turbulence is char-
acterised by random motion around the mean with a range of frequencies (Pope, 2000; Kaneda
et al., 2003; Iyer et al., 2020, Section 1.1.1). If turbulence attenuation occurs due to the presence of
clay, high-frequency velocity fluctuations may be gradually suppressed with increasing clay con-
centration as the viscous flow quickly attenuates the (high-frequency) fluctuations (Harker and
Temple, 1988; Pope, 2000; Baas et al., 2009). The fast Fourier transform indicates this turbulence
attenuation of high-frequency velocity fluctuations downstream in experimental run Q3.5-C14.9
(Figure 4.32g) and Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.32h). The low, Q3.5-C2.4, and medium, Q3.5-C6.3, clay
concentration runs show consistent importance of the full range of frequencies within the time
series (Figure 4.32e,f), whereas the high clay concentration runs Q3.5-C14.8 and Q5.0-C14.9 show
that the higher frequencies above 4 Hz are suppressed relative to the lower frequencies below 2
Hz (Figure 4.32g,h). This reduction in the importance of higher frequencies within the time series
suggests early stages of turbulence attenuation within the flow. The standard deviation, RMS(u′),
captures an average of velocity fluctuations around the mean (Glüer et al., 1995; Pope, 2000) and is,
therefore, unable to pick up this differentiation in the distribution of frequencies within the time
series. Open-channel flow experiments indicated that increase in clay concentration or reduction
in velocity can result in full turbulence attenuation, detectable by reduced RMS(u′) values (Baas
and Best, 2002; Baas and Best, 2008; Baas et al., 2009, Chapters 2, 3). Additional gravity current
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experiments with increased clay concentration should be conducted to assess if this turbulence
attenuation can occur within gravity currents. The stronger cohesive forces with increased clay
concentration might result in turbulence attenuation, but the additional turbulence generated in
the outer region due to the ambient flow, which does not occur in open-channel flows (Chaudhry,
2008; Leeder, 2011; Dorrell et al., 2019), might prevent the turbulence attenuation.

This differentiation in the importance of lower and higher frequencies has been identified
within the plug flow of the high clay concentration runs Q3.5-C14.9 and Q5.0-C14.8. However,
the differentiation is not observed within all plug flows identified within the velocity profile (Sec-
tion 4.3.3). For example, at the upstream location, in experimental run Q3.5-C6.3 a plug flow was
identified in the velocity profile (Table 4.5), but the fast Fourier transform indicates a relatively
equal distribution of frequencies (Figure 4.32b). The differentiation in the importance of lower
and higher frequencies is particularly clear in the high clay concentration runs Q3.5-C14.9 and
Q5.0-C14.8 (Figure 4.32). This suggests that a plug flow within the velocity profile develops already
at lower clay concentrations and the attenuation of higher frequencies occurs at higher clay con-
centrations due to the increased viscosity within the flow.

CLAY FLOW TYPES

Three clay flow types for gravity currents are proposed for the experimental runs (Figure 4.33, Ta-
ble 4.9), based on the velocity and turbulence profiles in combination with the analysis of the time
series of the inner region, outer region and plug flow development. For all experimental runs, en-
hanced turbulence intensity is found below the velocity maximum, in the inner region due to bed
shear stress (Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999; Choux et al., 2005; Cartigny et al., 2013).
In the outer region, additional turbulence is present due to shear with the ambient fluid, which
causes turbulent mixing or Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices (Goldfarb et al., 2002; Hacker et al., 1996;
Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Venditti et al., 2013; Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). The gravity currents can
be divided into velocity profiles with and without a plug flow (Section 4.3.3). Additional analysis of
the velocity time series suggests that gravity currents with a plug flow in the velocity profile can be
further subdivided into velocity signals with or without differentiation in the importance of lower
and higher frequencies.

Table 4.9: Overview of identified flow types (Figure 4.33)

Experimental Upstream Downstream
run

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 turbidity current turbidity current
Q3.5-C3.9 turbulent plug flow turbidity current
Q3.5-C6.3 turbulent plug flow turbidity current
Q3.5-C8.0 turbulent plug flow turbidity current
Q3.5-C9.6 turbulent plug flow turbidity current

Q3.5-C12.2 turbulent plug flow turbidity current
Q3.5-C14.9 turbulent plug flow transitional plug flow

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 turbidity current turbidity current
Q5.0-C2.5 turbidity current turbidity current
Q5.0-C3.1 turbidity current turbidity current
Q5.0-C7.9 turbulent plug flow turbidity current

Q5.0-C14.8 turbulent plug flow transitional plug flow
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Bed Velocity  Bed Velocity  Bed Velocity 

a)    Turbidity current                  b)    Turbulent plug flow               c)   Transitional plug flow 

Figure 4.33: Schematics of velocity profile and flow structure for the three flow types identified in this paper: a) turbidity
current, b) turbulent plug flow, c) transitional plug flow.

The gravity currents without a plug flow are fully turbulent and are classified as ‘turbidity cur-
rent’ (Figure 4.33a). These turbidity currents contain reduced turbulence around the velocity max-
imum with two peaks of maximum shear on either side of the velocity maximum, i.e. the typi-
cal turbulence intensity profile for turbidity currents. Fast Fourier analysis on the time series of
velocity measurements shows equal distribution among the full frequency range at the velocity
maximum, in the inner region and the outer region.

The gravity currents with a plug flow within the velocity profile, but without any differentiation
in the energy of lower or higher frequencies are classified as ‘turbulent plug flow’ (Figure 4.33b).
These turbulent plug flows contain a region of low velocity gradient, defined as plug flow (Fig-
ure 4.9) around the velocity maximum. The turbulence intensity profiles or analysis of time series
of velocity measurements show no signs of turbulence attenuation.

The gravity currents with a plug flow in the velocity profile together with differentiation in the
energy of lower and higher frequencies in the fast Fourier analysis on the velocity time series are
classified as ‘transitional plug flow’ (Figure 4.33c). These transitional plug flows contain a plug
flow within the velocity profile, i.e. a region in the velocity profile with low velocity gradient. The
turbulence intensity profiles show the typical shape with reduced turbulence intensity around
the velocity maximum and two peaks of maximum shear on either side of the velocity maximum.
Initial signs of turbulence attenuation are identified in the velocity time series at the velocity
maximum and within the plug flow. The higher frequencies are attenuated relative to the lower
frequencies, possibly due to the increasing viscous forces within the flow. These transitional plug
flows contain a differentiation in lower and higher frequencies within the turbulence.

Hermidas et al. (2018) based his classification of transitional flow properties for gravity currents on
the velocity profile and viscosity values measured ex-situ by a rheometer. Hermidas et al. (2018)
identified four flow types, from low to high clay concentration: turbidity current, transitional tur-
bidity current, top transitional plug flow and plug flow (Figure 4.4). Viscosity measurements are
not available within this study and turbulence intensity measurements are not available within the
study of Hermidas et al. (2018), but similarities can be identified if a comparison is made based
solely on the vertical profiles of the streamwise temporal mean velocity. Turbidity current identi-
fied within this study is separated into two flow types by Hermidas et al. (2018): turbidity current
and transitional turbidity current. The laminar boundary layer of transitional turbidity current is
not identified within the experimental results of this study as bed shear resulted in enhanced tur-
bulence intensity in the inner region. In open-channel flow, transitional clay flow types initially
show an increase in near-bed turbulence in TETF and LTPF flows (Baas et al., 2009). However,
the combination of decreased near-bed velocity and increased near-bed turbulence with turbu-
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lence decrease in the upper part of the flow as identified in LTPF flows in open-channel flow is
not identified within the experimental results of the gravity currents. The top transitional plug
flow of Hermidas et al. (2018) can be associated with turbulent plug flow and the plug flow of Her-
midas et al. (2018) can be associated with transitional plug flow. However, the laminar flow, i.e.
turbulence attenuation within these flow types of Hermidas et al. (2018) is not identified within
the experimental results of this study.

With increasing clay concentration, the gravity current moves from a fully turbulent turbidity
current to a turbulent plug flow, where the development of a plug flow within the velocity profile
starts. With further increasing clay concentration, the gravity current develops towards a transi-
tional plug flow, where the higher frequencies within the plug flow start to get attenuated by the
increasingly viscous forces in the flow. The transitional flows within these experiments range from
turbidity current up to transitional plug flow, excluding the development of a debris flow. Addi-
tional research should be conducted to explore if stronger turbulence attenuation is able to de-
velop or if the additional turbulence generated in the outer region due to mixing with the ambient
flow prevents the turbulence attenuation (Leeder, 2011; Dorrell et al., 2019). It might be expected
that additional flow types can be identified with stronger turbulence attenuation with higher clay
concentrations (Marr et al., 2001; Baker et al., 2017). Figure 4.34 shows the identified flow types in
correlation with depth-averaged clay concentration and depth-averaged flow velocity in the inner
region. Clay concentration, i.e. cohesive forces and velocity, i.e. turbulent forces control the dy-
namics of clay flows (Baas et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2017; Craig et al., 2020; Sobocinska and Baas,
2022). The boundaries between turbidity current and turbulent plug flow move to higher clay
concentrations as the depth-averaged velocity increases. The turbulence generated is greater at a
higher velocity and consequently, the turbulence is able to prevent flocculation at higher concen-
trations (McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Partheniades, 2009; Cuthbertson et al., 2010). Transitional
plug flows are expected to occur at higher clay concentrations than turbidity current or turbulent
plug flow, but Figure 4.34 indicates a different pattern. Transitional plug flow is identified at rela-
tively high concentrations, but lower than in certain turbidity currents or turbulent plug flows. For
the transitional plug flow identified in experimental run Q3.5-C14.9, the clay concentration could
be higher than measured (Section 4.3.1). However, it is expected that the thixotropic processes of
the formation of clay bonds also influence the clay flow type (Skempton and Northey, 1952; Yu
et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2021, Section 4.4.2).
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Figure 4.34: Phase space of transitional flow types identified for gravity currents as a function of depth-averaged velocity in the
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OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW COMPARISON

The velocity structure below the velocity maximum mostly resembles that of open-channel flow
(Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999; Kneller, 2003; Dorrell et al., 2019). Hence, for the
comparison of clay flow types between open-channel flows and gravity currents, the results of the
inner region are used for the gravity currents. Figure 4.35 shows the depth-averaged results of the
inner region from the experimental runs overlaid on the identified flow types for open-channel
flows by Baas et al. (2009). A direct comparison would suggest that most experimental runs fit
within the TETF regime and higher clay concentration runs fit in either LTPF, UTPF or QLPF. The
plug flow regions of clay flow types in open-channel flows are defined by a low velocity gradient
and low turbulence intensity (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009). The
gravity currents in this experimental study do show a low velocity gradient, but the associated
reduction in turbulence intensity is not identified (Section 4.4.1). However, differences between
open-channel flows and gravity currents need to be taken into account in the comparison.

The shifting balance between turbulent and cohesive forces regulates the dynamic structure of
cohesive flows. Maintaining the turbulence forces, turbulence attenuation occurs with increasing
clay concentration (Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009). Hence, a higher clay concentration
in open-channel flow results in either turbulence enhancement or turbulence attenuation.
However, the main driving mechanism for turbidity currents is the density contrast between
sediment-laden and ambient fluid (Simpson, 1997; Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Leeder, 2011).
Consequently, increasing the clay concentration within gravity currents results in enhancement
of flow speed and associated turbulence. Therefore, a further increase in sediment concentrations
is required to counterbalance the turbulent forces. As flow velocity increases, the shear between
the gravity current and ambient fluid increases. The intensified mixing at the upper interface
leads to more homogenous suspension of sediment and reduced concentrations due to enhanced
entrainment of ambient water (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller and Buckee,
2000; Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). These additional processes in gravity currents mean that ‘simply’
an increase in clay concentration does not have to result in turbulence attenuation as like in
open-channel flows.

Figure 4.35 compares the inner region of gravity currents with open-channel flows, which are
both influenced by bottom shear (Altinakar et al., 1996; Chaudhry, 2008; Wells and Dorrell, 2021).
In open-channel flow, the development of a plug layer starts at the free surface where the shear is
lowest (Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009). Subaqueous gravity currents experience additional
shear at the upper interface due to the ambient fluid and consequently, the shear at the upper
boundary of gravity currents is higher than that of open-channel flows (Chaudhry, 2008; Leeder,
2011). The minimum shear at the velocity maximum can result in a reduction of mixing between
the inner and outer region, allowing sediment to be trapped within the inner region near the bed
(Buckee et al., 2001; Talling et al., 2007; Kane and Pontén, 2012). If the clay concentration is high
enough, the viscous forces might prevent penetration of the additional turbulence and the turbu-
lent mixing at the upper interface could be reduced with increasing viscosity (Marr et al., 2001;
Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Baker et al., 2017). However, it is also a possibility that the additional
turbulence generated at the upper interface penetrates into the flow, towards the bed (Islam and
Imran, 2010; Eggenhuisen and McCaffrey, 2012; Krug et al., 2015). The flow thickness in the ex-
perimental runs is between 0.1 and 0.4 m (Table 4.6). The additional turbulence generated at the
upper interface in these experiments has relatively more influence on the flow turbulence than
within naturally thicker flows. In natural flows, potentially, turbulence attenuation might occur
easier within the flow as turbulence might not penetrate from the upper interface over the full
flow height. Although, full-scale turbidity currents are often more turbulent than experimental
ones (Meiburg and Kneller, 2010; Talling et al., 2013), which might prevent turbulence attenua-
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tion up to higher clay concentrations. The additional source of turbulence at the upper interface
of gravity currents might shift the balance of transitional clay flows towards higher clay concen-
trations, i.e. higher clay concentrations are required to attenuate the turbulence within a gravity
current compared with open-channel flows, for comparable flow thickness and flow depth.

U   D

Figure 4.35: Depth-averaged results of the inner region of streamwise velocity (U ) and volumetric clay concentration (C f ,i nner )
overlaid on results form Baas et al. (2009). Location in the flume is indicated with U=Upstream and D=Downstream.

4.4.2. FLOW EVOLUTION

A gravity current is naturally non-uniform and consistently evolves while moving downstream.
The transformation in space depends on the boundary conditions, which determines the balance
between sediment incorporation and dilution (Felix and Peakall, 2006; Talling et al., 2007; Kane
and Pontén, 2012). No deposition of sediment occurred during the experiments and there was no
initial sediment on the bed of the flume, hence the gravity current was unable to erode sediment.
Therefore, the balance of sediment incorporation and dilution within the experiments depends
on the velocity change between upstream and downstream and the entrainment of ambient water
at the upper interface of the gravity current. Additionally, the formation of bonds between cohe-
sive sediment particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich, 1935;
Mitchell, 1960; Ren et al., 2021). The evolvement of a cohesive gravity current is influenced by the
balance of entrainment and the existence or formation of clay bonds as the gravity current evolves.
Based on the experimental results, three different trends can be identified (Table 4.10; Figure 4.36).
For low clay concentrated gravity currents (C ≤ 3.1), the gravity current remains within the turbid-
ity current regime, both upstream and downstream (Flow evolution type III). A turbulent plug flow
can be identified at the upstream location for higher clay concentration within the experimental
runs (C ≥ 3.9). Depending on the clay concentration, these gravity currents evolve towards a tur-
bidity current downstream (Flow evolution type I, 3.9 ≤C ≤ 12.2) or a transitional plug flow (Flow
evolution type II, C ≥ 14.8).
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Table 4.10: Identified flow evolution types of the experimental runs

Experimental run Flow evolution type Flow evolution

Low discharge
Q3.5-C2.4 III remain Turbidity current
Q3.5-C3.9 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current
Q3.5-C6.3 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current
Q3.5-C8.0 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current
Q3.5-C9.6 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current

Q3.5-C12.2 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current
Q3.5-C14.9 II Turbulent plug flow to Transitional plug flow

High discharge
Q5.0-C1.6 III remain Turbidity current
Q5.0-C2.5 III remain Turbidity current
Q5.0-C3.1 III remain Turbidity current
Q5.0-C7.9 I Turbulent plug flow to Turbidity current

Q5.0-C14.8 II Turbulent plug flow to Transitional plug flow
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Figure 4.36: Schematics of flow evolution between the upstream and downstream measurement locations, where the evolution
depends on the initial clay concentration.
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FLOW EVOLUTION TYPE I: TURBULENT PLUG FLOW TO TURBIDITY CURRENT

The supercritical gravity currents are dominated by entrainment (Parker et al., 1987; Wells and
Dorrell, 2021, Table 4.7). Entrainment of ambient water dilutes the gravity current as it evolves
downstream, resulting in lower clay concentrations in the outer region at the downstream location
(Ellison and Turner, 1959; Morgenstern, 1967; Allen, 1971; Hallworth et al., 1996; Marr et al., 2001,
Figure 4.12), but the inner region at the downstream location maintained the clay concentration
(Figure 4.11, Table 4.8). Interface instability can be related to the Richardson number, which
expresses the size of velocity gradient across the boundary relative to the density gradient across
the boundary (Kneller et al., 1999; Leeder and Perez-Arlucea, 2006). A critical Richardson number
(Ri<0.25) suggests that density stratification in these flows (Table 4.7) is insufficiently stable to
suppress vertical mixing (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Buckee et al., 2001; Waltham, 2004). The
dilution of the gravity current at the upper interface results in flow thickening (Ellison and Turner,
1959; Waltham, 2004, Wells and Dorrell, 2021; Table 4.6). The combination of an increase in flow
height and a reduction of clay concentration in the outer region of the flow results downstream
in a decreased depth-averaged clay concentration (Table 4.7). The bed slope allows the gravity
currents to accelerate downstream (Figure 4.16) and the relative height of the velocity maximum
(zmax /h0) decreases downstream for the higher concentration runs (>=C6.3). The reduction in
height of the velocity maximum correlates with increasingly higher shear at the ambient interface
than at the bed (Middleton, 1966b; Talling et al., 2007; Islam and Imran, 2010; Wells and Dorrell,
2021). A plug flow was identified at the upstream location for the majority of experimental runs
of flow evolution type I. This plug flow is not identified at the downstream location (Figure 4.22).
The plug flow within the velocity profile at the upstream location indicates initial signs of turbu-
lence attenuation, but the RMS(u′) values and fast Fourier transform suggest mostly turbulent
flows. Consequently, the flows at the upstream location have been identified as turbulent plug
flow (Figure 4.34, Table 4.9). In the inner region, RMS(u′) values are comparable between the
upstream and downstream locations or slightly higher at the downstream location (Figure 4.17).
The increase in RMS(u′) values in combination with no plug flow in the velocity profile at the
downstream location suggest fully turbulent flows, classified as turbidity current (Figure 4.34,
Table 4.9). The evolvement of the gravity current is dominated by entrainment at the upper
interface and acceleration downslope. Combining all effects of entrainment of ambient water,
acceleration, plug flow development, flow evolution type I flows move towards a more turbulent
turbidity current downstream, i.e. the flow develops from turbulent plug flow to turbidity current
(Figure 4.36).

FLOW EVOLUTION TYPE II: TURBULENT PLUG FLOW TO TRANSITIONAL PLUG FLOW

Flow evolution type II flows also experience entrainment of ambient water, which dilutes the flow
and results in flow thickening. This results mostly in a reduction in clay concentration in the outer
region (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Wells and Dorrell, 2021, Figures 4.11, 4.12). The bed slope within
the experiments allows the gravity currents to accelerate downstream (Figure 4.16) and the relative
height of the velocity maximum (zmax /h0) decreases downstream, as the supercritical flows are
dominated by entrainment and shear with the ambient fluid in the outer region (Parker et al., 1987;
Islam and Imran, 2010; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). Experimental run Q3.5-C14.9 contains a plug flow
at both the upstream and downstream locations, where the plug grows in height mostly towards
the bed at the downstream location (Figure 4.16a,c). Experimental run Q5.0-C14.8 only contains a
plug flow at the downstream and not at the upstream location (Figure 4.22). Similar to experimen-
tal run Q3.5-C14.9, the constant streamwise velocity profile over the flow depth of experimental
run Q5.0-C14.8, i.e. the plug flow develops from the velocity maximum towards the bed as the flow
moves from upstream to downstream (Figure 4.16b,d). In the inner region, turbulence intensity
values (RMS(u′)0) of flow evolution type II are lower at the downstream location than at the
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upstream location (Figure 4.18), especially over the development height of the plug flow. This is
also noticeable in the fast Fourier transform where the turbulence attenuation of high-frequency
velocity fluctuations downstream is more distinct than at the upstream location (Figure 4.32). In
addition to the balance of velocity change and entrainment between the upstream and down-
stream locations, which affects the evolvement of the gravity current downstream, the evolvement
is also influenced by the formation and breakage of clay bonds. The formation of bonds between
cohesive sediment particles is a time-dependent (thixotropic) process (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich,
1935; Mitchell, 1960; Ren et al., 2021, Section 1.2.3) and, therefore, at the downstream location, the
clay particles had more time to form cohesive bonds than at the upstream location. Consequently,
the viscous forces within the clay suspensions are able to start suppressing the turbulence at the
downstream location (Harker and Temple, 1988; Pope, 2000; Baas et al., 2009). Combining the
effects of evolvement downstream and the development of clay bonds, flow evolution type II flows
move towards a less turbulent debris flow downstream, i.e. the flow develops from turbulent plug
flow to transitional plug flow (Figure 4.36). Within these higher concentration gravity currents, it
seems that the development of clay bonds within the flow is stronger than the entrainment and
mixing of ambient water, which results in initial signs of turbulence attenuation. In both flow
evolution types I and II, the same clay type is used and consequently this is an effect of increased
clay concentrations, which enhances the inter-particle collision between clay particles allowing
formation of clay bonds (Lick et al., 1993; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; McCave and Hall, 2006;
Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Goh et al., 2011; Son and Hsu, 2011). Opposite to flow evolution type I
where the entrainment and mixing of ambient water prevent the formation of clay bonds, resulting
in the development of a more turbulent turbidity current at the downstream location (Figure 4.36).

FLOW EVOLUTION TYPE III: TURBIDITY CURRENT

Entrainment of ambient water dilutes the gravity current as it evolves downstream, resulting in
flow thickening (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Wells and Dorrell, 2021, Table 4.6). The clay concentra-
tion of these gravity currents gradually increases towards the bed and does not contain a lutocline
or large increase in clay concentration in the bottom half of the gravity current. Clay is spread over
a larger height as the flow thickens downstream with a small reduction in clay concentration over
the full flow depth compared with upstream (Figures 4.11, 4.12). Entrainment and mixing at the
upper interface are reduced by increased density stratification (Parker et al., 1987; Marr et al., 2001;
Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Cenedese and Adduce, 2010; Krug et al., 2015). The density
stratification within flow evolution type III flows is small and as a result, the entrainment rates are
high, which is also noticeable by the increased vertical velocity in the outer region (Section 4.15).
In contrast with flow evolution types I and II, which both accelerate downstream, flow evolution
type III flows decelerate (Figure 4.16). The relative height of the velocity maximum (zmax /h0)
decreases downstream, as the supercritical flows are dominated by entrainment and shear with
the ambient fluid in the outer region (Parker et al., 1987; Islam and Imran, 2010; Wells and Dorrell,
2021). Turbulence intensity values (RMS(u′)0) decrease downstream for flow evolution type III,
except close to the bed where the turbulence intensity increases. The turbulence intensity values
of the flow evolution type III flows are higher at the upstream location than other flow evolution
types, which could suggest turbulence-enhanced flows at the upstream location. The flow type is
classified as turbidity current upstream (Figure 4.34, Table 4.9), because it fits the characteristics
of this flow type. Ideally, for the identification of turbulence-enhanced transitional flow (TETF), a
reference levels, such as clear water or a lower clay concentration, is used. However, since a gravity
current moves due to the density difference between the suspended sediment and ambient water
there is a minimum required concentration. The time series of these flows show no obvious
changes in frequency distribution and the sub-second-scale velocity fluctuations superimposed
on rising and falling limbs of second-scale fluctuations identified by Baas et al. (2009) in TETF
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flows are not identified here. At the downstream location, the gravity current contains similar
velocity profiles and turbulence intensity values as flow evolution type I, which suggests turbulent
flow at the downstream location. Combining all the effects of flow evolvement, flow evolution
type III flows maintains a turbulent turbidity current downstream, i.e. the flow remains within the
turbidity current regime.

The flow evolution types indicate that the flow evolvement downstream is a complex interplay of
cohesive and turbulent forces. Although, both the low and high clay concentration runs accel-
erate downstream, the low concentration runs move towards a more turbulent turbidity current
(flow evolution type I) and the high concentration runs move towards a less turbulent debris flow
(flow evolution type II). At the downstream location, clay particles had more time to form cohesive
bonds than at the upstream location. If the formation of clay bonds occurs at the downstream
location is determined by the relative influence of cohesive and turbulent forces. Below a thresh-
old concentration, entrainment and mixing at the upper interface dominate the evolvement. The
dilution and flow thickening results in stronger turbulent forces, which prevent the formation of
clay bonds (Dyer, 1988; McAnally and Mehta, 2000; Winterwerp, 2002; Partheniades, 2009; Cuth-
bertson et al., 2010). In this scenario, the turbulent forces are dominant over the cohesive forces
and flows remain in or evolve to the regime of a turbidity current. Shear with the ambient fluid
increases as the flow accelerates, leading to further intensified mixing at the upper interface and a
more homogenous suspension of sediment and reduced concentration due to enhanced entrain-
ment of ambient water (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000;
Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). The reduction in density stratification then further enhances the en-
trainment rate (Parker et al., 1987; Marr et al., 2001; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Cenedese
and Adduce, 2010; Krug et al., 2015). As the flow would develop further downstream, the turbulent
forces remain dominant and the gravity current remains within the turbidity current regime.

Above a threshold concentration, the formation of clay bonds in the inner region can domi-
nate the flow evolution. The higher clay concentration intensifies the inter-collision between clay
particles allowing the formation of clay bonds and enhancing the viscosity in the flow (Wan, 1982;
Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Laxton and Berg, 2006; Au and Leong, 2013). The stronger cohesive
forces consequently outbalance the turbulent forces and turbulence attenuation can start to
develop in the plug flow. As the flow would develop further downstream, it can develop in two di-
rections. Either the acceleration with an associated increase in turbulent mixing and entrainment
of ambient water can start to penetrate into the inner region, allowing the turbulence to increase
and breakage of clay bonds over time. In this scenario, the gravity current would develop towards
a turbulent plug flow or turbidity current. A different option is that the formation of clay bonds en-
hances the viscosity significantly, which can reduce the mixing at the upper interface (Parker et al.,
1987; Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Cenedese
and Adduce, 2010; Krug et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2017). The reduction in turbulent mixing would
prevent entrainment of ambient water and allow the cohesive forces to be maintained and the
gravity current either remains in the transitional plug flow regime or could potentially develop
further towards a debris flow (Waltham, 2004; Felix and Peakall, 2006). Interface instability is
expected with a low Richardson number (Ri<0.25) and above a critical value, density stratification
is sufficiently stable to dissipate energy generated through shear and to suppress vertical mixing
(Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Buckee et al., 2001; Waltham, 2004; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). A higher
initial sediment concentration, might results in stronger density stratification that could reduce
the mixing in the flow, allowing for stronger turbulence attenuation due to the viscous forces and
further development towards a debris flow. These scenarios assess flow acceleration as occurred
within the experimental results, whereas deceleration could lead to a reduction in turbulence
intensity due to a reduced velocity and reduced mixing at the upper interface. Consequently, flow
deceleration and / or detrainment of water could allow the development of a transitional plug flow
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or further progressed turbulence attenuation (Meiburg and Kneller, 2010). However, if the flow
develops towards a debris flow or if sediment starts to settle depends on the boundary conditions
(Lowe, 1982; Sumner et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2011). However, settling of sediment out of a gravity
current might dilute the flow, but it might also result in a denser inner layer where sediment is
trapped (Felix and Peakall, 2006; Postma et al., 1988 Sylvester and Lowe, 2004; Talling et al., 2007;
Kane and Pontén, 2012). Additional work is needed to research this interplay of velocity and
sediment concentration variations on the turbulence dynamics of gravity currents.

OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW COMPARISON

The shifting balance between turbulent and cohesive forces regulates the dynamic structure of co-
hesive flows (Baas et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2017; Craig et al., 2020). In open-channel flows, this
correlates to the clay concentration in the flow and the depth-averaged velocity (Section 1.3). De-
celeration of open-channel flows results in a decrease in turbulent forces and consequently, the
flow shifts towards the left in the phase diagram (Figure 4.35). Depending on the relative decrease
in velocity, the flow either maintains the clay flow type or moves towards a less turbulent one
(Chapter 3). On the other hand, acceleration of open-channel flows results in an increase in turbu-
lent forces and consequently the flow shifts towards the right in the phase diagram (Figure 4.35).
Depending on the relative increase in velocity, the flow either maintains the clay flow type or moves
towards a more turbulent one (Chapter 3). The continuous evolvement of gravity currents, influ-
enced by the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces in the flow, regulates the turbulence
dynamics of gravity currents. Depending on the balance between the generation of additional
turbulence at the upper interface and the formation of clay bonds within the flow, an accelerating
gravity current can either shift towards a more turbulent turbidity current or a less turbulent transi-
tional plug flow. This means that the flow type within a gravity current is influenced by the history
of the flow and consequently it is not possible to generate a phase diagram with fixed boundaries
like for open-channel flows. The sediment concentration and the slope determined the accelera-
tion of the gravity currents within these experiments. Additional experiments with different slopes
would give more insight into the rate of acceleration or deceleration on the evolvement of the grav-
ity current. If the slope is steeper, the flow accelerates faster and the entrainment of ambient water
increases according to Equation 4.18 (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Parker et al., 1987; Altinakar et al.,
1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000), which enhances the increase in turbulence within the flow. A
flatter slope, might reduce the friction at the upper interface with the ambient fluid and allow for
more dominant cohesive forces and the formation of clay bonds (Dyer, 1988; Mietta et al., 2009;
Baas et al., 2009; Safak et al., 2013). A longer flume would give more insight into the further de-
velopment of these gravity currents (Section 4.4.1) and if further development allows for a phase
diagram with more defined boundaries. Potentially, a phase diagram can be identified for the two
end members of the spectrum, turbidity current and debris flow, but not for the transitional flow
conditions as the gravity current continues to evolve.

4.4.3. WIDER IMPLICATIONS

This study demonstrates that turbulent-laminar transitions in gravity currents are more complex
than in open-channel flows. In addition to the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces that
determine clay flow types in open-channel flows (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Baas
et al., 2009), evolvement of gravity currents is also influenced by the balance between generation
of additional turbulence at the upper interface (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig
and Marr, 2003; Eggenhuisen et al., 2020; Wells and Dorrell, 2021) and the thixotropic process of
the formation of clay bonds (Peterfi, 1927; Mitchell, 1960; Ren et al., 2021). This study demon-
strates that for mud-rich flows the history of the flow (e.g. decelerating or accelerating) influences
the flow dynamics, due to the time required to form and break down cohesive bonds between
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particles, whose presence affects the flow dynamics. The supercritical flows in these experiments
are dominated by entrainment at the upper interface and consequently, the maintained clay con-
centration and turbulence in the inner region allowed the formation of clay bonds, depending on
the height of the clay concentration, correlated to the inter-particle collision rate (Lick et al., 1993;
McAnally and Mehta, 2000; McCave and Hall, 2006; Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Goh et al., 2011; Son
and Hsu, 2011).

Previous research has shown that transitional flow properties influence bedform type (Baas
et al., 2011; Baas et al., 2016b; Schindler et al., 2015), depositional structures (Sumner et al., 2009;
Haughton et al., 2009; Hermidas et al., 2018) and sole marks commonly observed in sedimentary
structures (Peakall et al., 2020; Baas et al., 2021). Depositional features under transitional open-
channel flow or transitional gravity currents might differ due to the different turbulence dynamics.
Depositional features are strongly influenced by near-bed turbulence, which can result in stronger
development in height or migration of bedforms in clay flow types with enhanced near-bed turbu-
lence and no bedform development in strongly turbulence attenuated flows (Baas and Best, 2008;
Baas et al., 2011; Baas et al., 2016b). The increase in near-bed turbulence found in TF to TETF
and LTPF flows is not identified in the transitional flow conditions in this research on gravity cur-
rents, which might be reflected in the deposits under gravity currents by a reduction in variation
in heights of bedforms. The depositional features under gravity currents are expected to vary grad-
ually over a distance due to the continuous evolvement and adaptation to cohesive forces.

Moreover, due to the additional friction at the upper interface of gravity currents, higher clay
concentrations are needed in gravity currents to attenuate the turbulence than in open-channel
flows, for comparable flow thickness and flow depth. Consequently, the separation in deposits of
mud, sand or mixed mud-sand under gravity currents might occur at higher concentrations than
experimental research of open-channel flows suggest (Sumner et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2011; Baas
et al., 2016b).

4.5. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the influence of suspended cohesive clay on changing flow dynamics
within non-uniform gravity currents, using constant-flux flows in a submerged flume. Within the
experimental flows, three different flow types were identified: a) turbidity current, fully turbulent
flow; b) turbulent plug flow, where the velocity profile contains a plug flow, but turbulence inten-
sity remains high; c) transitional plug flow, where the velocity profile contains a plug flow and fast
Fourier transform shows attenuation of higher frequencies within the time series. Similar to the
clay flow type in open-channel flows, the balance between turbulent and cohesive forces influ-
ences the flow type, but due to the additional source of turbulence at the upper interface, higher
clay concentrations are needed to result in turbulence enhancement or attenuation than in open-
channel flows. In addition to this balance between turbulent and cohesive forces, the evolution of
a gravity current influences the clay flow type. The balance between entrainment plus additional
mixing at the upper interface and the existence or formation of clay bonds determines the evolu-
tion. If the entrainment of ambient water is faster than the formation of clay bonds, the gravity
current evolves towards a more turbulent flow condition. If the formation of clay bonds is faster
than the entrainment, the gravity current evolves towards a less turbulent flow condition. Main-
taining other boundary conditions, the deviation in development is influenced by a threshold clay
concentration. Therefore, in addition to shifting balance between turbulent and cohesive forces,
the history and evolvement of a flow influences the formation of a clay flow type within a gravity
current.
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CONCLUSION

The main objective of this thesis has been to better understand turbulence modulation in non-
uniform and unsteady clay suspension flows. Cohesive sediment particles are subjected to a set
of attractive and repulsive forces as a result of the mineralogical properties of the sediment and
the adsorption of ions on the particle surfaces (Coussot, 1997; Partheniades, 2009; Shaikh et al.,
2017). Agglomerations, known as flocs, form when the attractive forces exceed the repulsive forces,
which continues as the flocs grow in size until the number of particles is reduced up to a negligible
probability of particles collision (van Olphen, 1977; Hogg, 2000; Mehta, 2013). As clay concentra-
tion increases, flocs grow in size up to the "gelling" point, which is characterised by a pervasive,
volume-filling network of particle bonds (van Olphen, 1977; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004;
Genovese, 2012). Turbulent energy within the gel is dissipated by the high effective viscosity, and
the flow becomes laminar. Conversely, de-flocculation, i.e. breakage of bonds between clay par-
ticles in flocs and gels, can occur if the turbulence within the flow is sufficiently strong. Thus, an
increase in turbulence generation in the flows by, for example, an increasing flow velocity has the
potential to break up bonds between the clay particles and reduce the flow viscosity Partheniades,
2009. The cohesive forces within a flow are influenced by the suspended clay concentration and
rheology. This interplay between turbulent and cohesive forces regulates the flow dynamics of clay
suspension flows (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009).

Previous research has been conducted on this interplay of forces within uniform open-channel
flows developing a phase diagram based on flow velocity and clay concentration (Baas and Best,
2002; Baas et al., 2009, Section 1.3). The transitional flow properties of open-channel flows, have
been linked to bedform types (Baas et al., 2011; Baas et al., 2016a), sedimentary sequences (Sum-
ner et al., 2009; Baker and Baas, 2020) and sedimentary sole structures (Peakall et al., 2020; Baas
et al., 2021). Experimental research on decelerating flows has identified different deposit types,
either separated deposits of mud and sand or mixed mud-sand, which can be correlated to dif-
ferent transitional flow properties (Sumner et al., 2009; Hermidas et al., 2018). The mixed mud-
sand deposits can be graded into different regimes depending on relative clay content or laminae
within the deposit (Amy et al., 2006; Haughton et al., 2009). In addition to clay flow types, the yield
strength is used within previous research to examine flow properties of high clay concentration
flows, such as debris flows (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Lowe, 1979; Talling et al., 2012; Manica,
2012; Talling et al., 2013). Clay concentration or yield strength is sometimes used within the classi-
fication of gravity currents (Middleton, 1993; Pickering and Hiscott, 2015), whereas the exact com-
position and size of the sediment in combination with the flow shear velocity determine the flow
properties (Baas et al., 2009). Lock-exchange experiments provided insight into hydrodynamic, de-
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positional and rheological processes, including run-out distance, of subaqueous clay-laden gravity
currents (Felix and Peakall, 2006; Manica, 2012; Baker et al., 2017). However, constant-volume ex-
periments, such as lock-exchange, provide limited insight into the body of a gravity current, the
bulk of the flow (Peakall et al., 2001; Parsons et al., 2007; Talling et al., 2015; Hage et al., 2019). Fur-
thermore, visual observations are frequently used (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Mohrig and Marr,
2003; Nogueira et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2017), whereas turbulence measurements would provide
more insight into the flow dynamics of transitional flow properties. Consequently, the flow struc-
ture of subaqueous clay-laden gravity currents remains poorly understood.

The phase diagram based on flow velocity and clay concentration (Figure 1.11), which pro-
vides insight into transitional flow properties of clay-laden flow is based on steady, uniform open-
channel flow, i.e flows that do not change in time nor in space. The phase diagram suggests that
there are regions within the clay concentrations versus velocity space where transitions within
flow types occur. Non-uniform and unsteady flows would cross those regions and the turbulent-
laminar transitions within these clay flow types remain unknown. Despite flows naturally being
non-uniform and/or unsteady, there is limited understanding of how clay suspension flows adapt
to these changes in velocity, whereas it has significant influence on the sediment transport pat-
terns within a flow and the sedimentary deposits (Baas et al., 2011; Dorrell and Hogg, 2012; Moody
et al., 2013). Especially due to the thixotropic process of clay flows and the potential hysteresis in
the formation and breakage of clay bonds (Peterfi, 1927; Freundlich, 1935; Mitchell, 1960; Ren et al.,
2021). This research investigates the influence of suspended cohesive sediment on non-uniform
(Chapter 2) and unsteady (Chapter 3) open-channel flows. Moreover, to date, the phase diagram
for uniform clay suspension open-channel flows is used to understand turbulent-laminar transi-
tions in gravity currents (Talling et al., 2012; Hermidas et al., 2018; Baker and Baas, 2020). However,
clear differences between open-channel flows and gravity currents can be identified, which are
expected to influence the interplay between cohesive and turbulent forces within the flow. The
research in this thesis is extended to experimental constant-flux gravity currents to investigate the
difference in the influence of suspended clay on open-channel flows and gravity currents (Chap-
ter 4).

This concluding chapter discusses the difference between non-uniform and unsteady clay sus-
pension flows, after which a comparison is made between open-channel flows and gravity cur-
rents. The limitations of the research and experimental setups are discussed, with suggestions for
future research. The discussion introduces a broader perspective of different aspects influencing
turbulence modulation in non-uniform and unsteady clay suspension flows.

5.1. NON-UNIFORM VERSUS UNSTEADY OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW

Experiments presented in Chapter 2 looked at the transitions between clay flow types induced by a
change in channel geometry, i.e. spatial varying flow. Experiments presented in Chapter 3 looked
at the adaptation of clay flow types to changes in flow velocity, i.e. temporal varying flow. In both
experimental sets, the flows were accelerated and decelerated by imposing a change in conditions.
Figure 5.1 combines the identified adaptation times of both sets of experiments after the velocity
change.

The inset in the flume in Chapter 2 forced the flow through a narrow to wide transition (decel-
erating flows) or through a wide to narrow transition (accelerating flows) depending on the flow
direction (Figure 2.3b). The depth-averaged velocity follows the changes in width of the flume and
will vary with a factor of 2.5 between the narrow section (0.2 m) and wide section (0.5 m), with
minor adjustments for variations in flow depth. The results showed a difference in adaptation be-
tween decelerating and accelerating flows due to the fact that establishing cohesive clay bonds
between clay particles, as in decelerating flows, requires more time than breaking up these bonds,
as in the accelerating flows.
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The controlled velocity changes of 0.1 m/s in Chapter 3 results in relatively minor variations
between clay flow type within an experimental run; i.e. the clay flow type either stays the same be-
fore and after the imposed velocity change or the flow passes through one additional adjacent clay
flow type. The accelerating flows indicate a continuous increase in adaptation time with stronger
turbulence attenuated flows, as the breaking up clay bonds within a stronger plug flow requires
more time. The adaptation time of decelerating flows depends on the clay flow type. Initial devel-
opment of a plug flow within LTPF requires less time than the development of a thick rigid plug
found in QLPF, as the inter-particle collisions are reduced with stronger turbulence attenuation.

The velocity changes within the tapering experiments with non-uniform flow (Chapter 2) are
larger (Table 2.1, Figure 2.5) and consequently, the flow passes through a larger variety of clay flow
types than the unsteady flows in Chapter 3 (Tables 3.9, 3.10, Figure 3.10). When a flow passes
through several flow types, especially if it includes both turbulent and attenuated flow types, the
development of turbulence attenuated flow types requires more time. This could be associated
with the formation of clay bonds that influences the adaptation time for decelerating flows. Non-
uniform flow conditions showed that accelerating flows are able to adapt faster than decelerating
flows, which is potentially correlated to the breakage of clay bonds requiring less time than the for-
mation. On the contrary, the adaptation time of the depth-averaged velocity in the unsteady flows
(Chapter 3) is comparable for accelerating and decelerating flow, suggesting no hysteresis effect
between the breakage and formation of clay bonds. The controlled velocity changes in Chapter 3
result in the clay flow type either staying the same before and after the imposed velocity change or
the flow passing through one additional adjacent clay flow type, whereas the flow passes through
several clay flow types in Chapter 2. When there are minor variations between flow types (Chap-
ter 3), the flow is able to adjust faster as a reduced amount of clay bonds need to establish them-
selves or break and the adaptation of decelerating and accelerating flows is more comparable with-
out hysteresis.

Within the spatial resolution of the experiments, the adaptation length of the non-uniform
accelerating flows was close to zero within the narrow section, i.e. after the narrowing section
where the flow continuously adapted associated with the gradual velocity change. The formation
of clay flow type adapted without significant delay (Chapter 2). On the contrary, the unsteady
accelerating flows (Chapter 3) indicate an increase in adaptation with stronger turbulence attenu-
ated flows. The experiments with unsteady flows contain a larger range of clay concentrations and
velocities than the experiments with non-uniform flows and consequently a larger range of clay
flow types and stronger turbulence attenuation. In order to break clay bonds within a plug flow,
turbulence needs to penetrate the pervasive, volume-filling network of particle bonds, which is
increasingly difficult with stronger turbulence attenuated flows. Due to lower clay concentrations
in the non-uniform flow experiments, the turbulence attenuation was weaker and it was easier to
break up the clay bonds within the flow resulting in adaptation without significant delay. How-
ever, the higher clay concentration in the unsteady flow experiments showed stronger turbulence
attenuation, making it harder to break the clay bonds and consequently extending the adaptation
time.

For a better comparison between the experiments and an increased understanding of the in-
fluence of varying velocity on flow adaptation, additional experiments are proposed. Experiments
with temporal varying flow conditions passing through a larger variety of clay flow types should
provide a more detailed understanding of the formation of different clay flow types. If the flow
passes through several clay flow types, does the flow still adapt instantly after a temporal velocity
change or is it possible to identify the different flow types the flow passes through and would this
enhance the adaptation time? Would passing through several clay flow types, indicate a hystere-
sis in adaptation of decelerating and accelerating flows? The non-instantaneous response of clay-
laden flows has significant influence on sediment transport rates within an environment. However,
the range of non-uniformity and unsteadiness in clay-laden flows is countless and consequently
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expanding knowledge on turbulent-laminar transitions would allow a stronger link between exper-
imental results and scenario’s in natural environments.

The experimental research allows comparison between adaptation of non-uniform and un-
steady clay suspension flows. In the non-uniform flow experiments (Chapter 2), the adaptation
time is determined based on the difference between clay flows and clear water flows. This relative
adaptation time captures the influence of clay concentration on non-uniform flows, excluding the
adaptation to the change in velocity. In the unsteady flow experiments (Chapter 3), the adapta-
tion time is determined by reaching a quasi-steady turbulence intensity within the clay flow after
the imposed velocity change, which correlates with a constant depth-averaged velocity. The poor
quality turbulence measurements in the clear water flows of the unsteady flow experiments do
not allow for determining a relative adaptation time. Hence, a comparison is done with the ab-
solute adaptation time, with some assumptions for the tapering experiments. Assuming the start
of adaptation at the start of the velocity change, i.e. at the start of the tapering section, the abso-
lute adaptation time for the accelerating flows is throughout the tapering section (P7 to P3; 2.4 m;
Table 5.1). The decelerating flows developed throughout the wide section and therefore, here the
absolute adaptation time for the decelerating flows is throughout the tapering and wide section
(P3 to P9; 3.9 m; Table 5.1). For decelerating flows, the turbulence intensities at the end of the wide
section, at P9 (Figure 2.3b), remained non-uniform in Chapter 2, suggesting that the length of the
flume was insufficient to establish equilibrium after the widening section. Consequently, the full
adaptation time of these flows might be longer than suggested in Figure 5.1. Overall, comparison
of the absolute adaptation time, suggests that a flow adapts faster to spatial varying flow than tem-
poral varying flow (Figure 5.1). The inset in the flume forced the flow velocity to change gradually,
whereas a sudden velocity change is imposed in Chapter 3. The gradual change in velocity allowed
the flow to adjust continuously reducing the overall adaptation time. Clay bonds can already be
broken or formed while the velocity is gradually changing within the tapering section. These ex-
periments encountered for one ratio of change in width and additional experiments conducted
with a variety of ratios provides more insight in the influence of the rate of change in velocity on
the formation of clay flow types. Ideally conducted in a longer flume, where the full adaptation
time can be measured after the tapering section.

Table 5.1: Absolute adaptation time, T, and length, L, scales

Experimental run Points Flow regimes L T
[m] [s]

Decelerating flow

D3-C0.9 P3 to P9 TF to LTPF ≥3.9 ≥12.2
D5-C2.7 P3 to P9 TETF to UTPF ≥3.9 ≥11.3

Accelerating flow

A2-C1.4 P7 to P3 LTPF to TETF 2.4 9.2
A4-C2.8 P7 to P3 UTPF to TETF 2.4 7.7
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Figure 5.1: Correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C
and the adaptation time of depth-averaged turbulence intensity, ∆T

RMS(u′)0
, for the experimental runs of Chapter 2 and

Chapter 3 for a) accelerating flow conditions and b) decelerating flow conditions. The results of Chapter 2 are indicated with
different symbols correlating to the clay flow types the flow evolves through within the flume. For the results of Chapter 3, the
colour indicates the clay flow type. A circle denotes the same clay flow type before and after the imposed velocity change and
a triangle denotes a transition between clay flow types as the flow accelerates or decelerates.

5.2. OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW VERSUS GRAVITY CURRENTS
The experiments conducted at the Total Environment Simulator at the University of Hull included
gravity currents, using constant-flux flows in a submerged flume (Chapter 4). Various experimen-
tal runs were conducted with varying initial clay concentration and inlet discharge. The gravity
current evolved as it moved downstream and at two locations, upstream and downstream, velocity
measurements and sediment samples were collected to assess the flow dynamics. Three different
clay flow types have been identified based on the velocity and turbulence dynamics.

5.2.1. CLAY FLOW TYPES

Open-channel flows are influenced by bottom shear (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972; Chaudhry, 2008;
Massey and Ward-Smith, 2012) and gravity currents are influenced by both bottom shear and fric-
tion at the upper interface as the flow moves under an ambient fluid (Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller
and Buckee, 2000; Leeder, 2011). In order to make a more proportionate comparison, Figure 5.2
compares the minimum turbulence intensity of open-channel flow results of Chapter 3 and grav-
ity currents of Chapter 4 for the different identified flow types in open-channel flows and grav-
ity currents. The results of the open-channel flows (Chapter 3) include the depth-averaged clay
concentration against the minimum turbulence intensity found over the flow depth. The results
of the gravity currents (Chapter 4) include the depth-averaged clay concentration of the inner re-
gion, which is most comparable with open-channel flows (Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999;
Kneller, 2003; Dorrell et al., 2019) against the turbulence intensity at the velocity maximum, which
is typically the height at which the minimum turbulence intensity is found (Kneller et al., 1999;
Best et al., 2001; Buckee et al., 2001; Choux et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2006; Cartigny et al., 2013;
Eggenhuisen et al., 2020). The open-channel flows indicate stronger turbulence attenuated flow
conditions with increasing clay concentration and the stronger turbulence attenuated clay flow
types coincide with lower turbulence intensity values. The increasing clay concentration allows
the formation of networks of flocs in the flow, i.e. clay gels, which enhances the viscosity and yield
stress (Wan, 1982; Adamis et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2013). Enhancing the viscosity results in progres-
sively attenuation of turbulence in the flow (Au and Leong, 2013; Lin et al., 2016; Baker et al., 2017).
In the region where cohesive forces outbalance the turbulent forces, a plug flow develops, which is
characterised by a low velocity gradient and low turbulence intensity (Wang and Plate, 1996; Baas
and Best, 2002; Baas et al., 2009).
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The results of the gravity currents show a larger variation in turbulence intensity with increas-
ing clay concentration. Out of the three flow types identified, transitional plug flow is defined as
the transitional clay flow type in gravity currents with the strongest signs of turbulence attenuation
(Section 4.4.1). Figure 5.2 shows that the transitional plug flows contain relatively high turbulence
intensity values. At the lower clay concentrations (Ci nner < 3.5%) only turbidity currents are iden-
tified. Otherwise, the turbulence intensities of turbidity currents and turbulent plug flows show
no obvious trend based on the correlation of clay concentration in the inner region and minimum
turbulence intensity within the flow. This confirms the finding that RMS(u′)0 might not be the
most suitable parameter to assess the turbulence dynamics within the gravity currents. The body
of gravity currents is approximately steady, but gravity currents are naturally non-uniform. There-
fore, the flow is constantly evolving and consequently there is continuous clay particle aggregation
and aggregate breakup due to the interplay of varying fluid shear and suspended sediment concen-
tration (Lick et al., 1993; Manning and Dyer, 1999; Mietta et al., 2009; Safak et al., 2013). A network
of clay bonds, associated with an enhanced viscosity is required to result in full turbulence attenu-
ation (Baas et al., 2009; Au and Leong, 2013; Yu et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2016; Baker et al., 2017) and
the continuous evolvement of gravity currents might prevent this. At least within the boundary
conditions of these experiments, such as the length of the flume, bed slope, initial discharge and
clay concentration, the clay bonds don’t have the required time to fully develop to establish further
turbulence attenuation.

With the same boundary conditions, i.e. clay type, concentration and flow depth, then gener-
ally, the turbulence intensity of the gravity currents is higher than that of open-channel flows. At
clay concentrations where in open-channel flows turbulence attenuation occurs, the turbulence
intensity in gravity currents remains high and no full development of a turbulence attenuated plug
flow is identified. The additional source of turbulence at the upper interface of gravity currents
might shift the balance of transitional clay flows towards higher clay concentrations, i.e. higher
clay concentrations are required to attenuate the turbulence within a gravity current compared
with open-channel flows. The clay concentrations within these gravity currents allowed initial
stages of turbulence attenuation (Chapter 4), but further experiments should be conducted with
higher clay concentrations to assess if additional transitional flow types can be identified or if the
entrainment of ambient water prevents the development towards a debris flow.

Research into open-channel clay suspension flows (Chapters 2, 3) and gravity currents
(Chapter 4), have highlighted differences in the turbulent dynamics of clay suspension flows.
The standard deviation of the velocity fluctuations, RMS(u′) and a dimensionless turbulence
intensity measure, RMS(u′)0, are proven to be efficient measures to use to identify different
levels of turbulence attenuation, i.e. clay flow types, in open-channel flows (Baas and Best,
2002; Baas et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2016a). However, research into transitional flow properties in
clay-laden gravity currents indicates that the use of standard deviation, RMS(u′), might not be
a suitable measure to assess turbulence attenuation within a flow as it represents one averaged
value of velocity fluctuations dominated by lower frequencies, whereas fast Fourier transform
provides a distribution of the full range of frequencies within the velocity time series (Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972; Glüer et al., 1995; Anderson, 2011; Takeda, 2012). Initial signs of turbulence
attenuation are identified in the plug flow in the velocity profile where the higher frequencies are
less important as they are attenuated by the viscous forces in the flow (Harker and Temple, 1988;
Pope, 2000; Baas et al., 2009). To further understand the turbulence dynamics of clay suspension
flows, it would be interesting to conduct fast Fourier transforms on velocity time series from
clay-laden open-channel flows. This has been excluded in this research as the open-channel flow
measurements are collected in multiplexing mode (Section 2.2.3; Section 3.2.3). This multiplexing
setting allows measurements to be collected for multiple probes, but it reduces the frequency of
the measurements significantly. Therefore, the frequency range in the measurements of open-
channel flows in Chapters 2 and 3 is reduced compared with the frequency range included in the
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measurements of the gravity currents (Chapter 4). Fast Fourier transforms on the velocity time
series of Chapters 2 and 3 are therefore not able to capture the differentiation in the importance
of lower and higher frequencies in the same amount of detail as in Chapter 4. This additional
analysis is recommended for future research as it might provide more detailed insight into the
turbulence dynamics of clay suspension flows.

4

Figure 5.2: Turbulence intensity values of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 against clay concentration. The results of Chapter 3 include
the depth-averaged clay concentration, C , and the minimial turbulence intensity found over the depth mi n(RMS(u′)0), which
correlates to the height of the velocity maximum. The different red colour scale denotes the different flow types identified in
the flow. The result of Chapter 4 include the depth-averaged clay concentration in the inner region, Ci nner and the turbu-
lence intensity at the height of the velocity maximum, zmax . The different blue colour scale denotes the different flow types
identified in the flow.

5.2.2. FLOW EVOLUTION AND ADAPTATION

For both sets of open-channel flow experiments, the adaptation time of the development of the
clay flow type is determined, which is defined as the time when uniform conditions are reached
in Chapter 2 and steady conditions in Chapter 3. Due to the nature of gravity currents, they con-
tinuously evolve as they flow downstream. Gravity currents may alter its velocity, deposit or erode
sediment, incorporate water and increase in flow height or dewater and reduce in flow height, de-
pending on the boundary conditions (Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Felix and Peakall, 2006; Talling
et al., 2007; Meiburg and Kneller, 2010; Kane and Pontén, 2012; Sequeiros et al., 2018). Therefore,
the steady flow is non-uniform at the upstream and downstream measurement locations in Chap-
ter 4 and the gravity current continues to evolve further downstream. To assess the adaptation
time of gravity currents as they evolve between the upstream and downstream location and in or-
der to compare with the open-channel flow results of Chapters 2 and 3, the adaptation times for
the experimental runs in Chapter 4 are defined by the travel time of the gravity current between
the upstream and downstream measurement location.

∆TGC = D

(U i nner,upstr eam +U i nner,downstr eam )/2
(5.1)

where ∆TGC is the adaptation time, or travel time between the upstream and downstream loca-
tion of the gravity current, D is the distance between the upstream and downstream measure-
ments, D = 3.75m (Figure 4.5a) and U i nner is depth-averaged velocity within the inner region
(Equation 4.12).
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The adaptation times, ∆TGC , are overlaid on the open-channel flow results in Figure 5.3. The
gravity currents are more comparable with the non-uniform flow results of Chapter 2 than the
unsteady flow results of Chapter 3. The gravity currents are non-uniform as well and the gradual
change in velocity allowed them to adjust continuously, reducing the adaptation time (Section 5.1).
The adaptation time is influenced by the travel time between the measurement locations and the
gravity current will evolve further downstream.

3

4

Figure 5.3: Correlation between velocity normalised by the velocity change and clay concentration, Uhi g h /(Uhi g h −Ulow )/C
and the adaptation time of depth-averaged turbulence intensity, ∆T

RMS(u′)0
, for the experimental runs of Chapter 2, Chap-

ter 3 and adaptation time, or travel time between the upstream and downstream location of the gravity current, ∆TGC of
Chapter 4 for a) accelerating flow conditions and b) decelerating flow conditions. The results of Chapter 2 are indicated with
different symbols correlating to the clay flow types the flow evolves through within the flume. For the results of Chapter 3,
the colour indicates the clay flow type. A circle denotes the same clay flow type before and after the imposed velocity change
and a triangle denotes a transition between clay flow types as the flow accelerates or decelerates. The results of Chapter 4 are
indicated with different symbols correlating to the identified flow evolution types.

The further evolvement of the gravity currents will be influenced by the shifting balance be-
tween turbulent and cohesive forces, where the cohesive forces are influenced by the time clay
bonds require to establish themselves. Flow evolution type I flows developed from turbulent plug
flow to turbidity current. Entrainment of ambient water and mixing at the upper interface, in
combination with flow acceleration, results in a shift towards more turbulent flow conditions. As
the flow would develop further downstream, the continuous dilution and flow thickening results
in consistently dominant turbulent forces over cohesive forces. Flow evolution type III flows re-
mained within the turbulent current regime and are expected to remain in this regime as the flow
develops further downstream. Due to the limited density stratification in these flows, the entrain-
ment rates remain high and further mixing with ambient fluid will occur (Ellison and Turner, 1959;
Parker et al., 1987; Cenedese and Adduce, 2010; Krug et al., 2015).

Flow evolution type II flows developed from turbulent plug flow to transitional plug flow. The
further evolvement of these flows downstream can move in two directions. Either the continuous
entrainment of ambient fluid and flow thickening results in the enhancement of turbulent mixing
in the flow, which eventually penetrates into the inner region to break the established clay bonds.
Or additional clay bonds in the inner region establish, enhancing the viscosity in the flow, which
might prevent turbulent mixing to penetrate into the inner region. The reduced turbulence in-
tensity around the velocity maximum might hinder the exchange of sediment between the inner
and outer region (Garcia and Parker, 1993; Buckee et al., 2001; Talling et al., 2007), allowing the
concentration and associated viscosity to remain high in the inner region. The second scenario is
more likely with a higher initial clay concentration or a flatter slope, where the flow acceleration
is reduced and the associated mixing at the upper interface (Ellison and Turner, 1959; Altinakar
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et al., 1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Marr et al., 2001; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Eggenhuisen et al.,
2020). Decelerating gravity currents on the other hand and detrainment of water can result in
denser flows at the downstream location if sediment remains in suspension and does not settle
out. Instead of settling out, sediment can also be trapped in the inner region due to the turbulence
profile of gravity currents (Sylvester and Lowe, 2004; Talling et al., 2007; Kane and Pontén, 2012) To
further assess the evolvement of clay-laden gravity currents, additional research is required with a
larger variety of clay concentrations, discharges and bed slopes.

5.3. WIDER IMPLICATIONS

Transitional flow conditions can be expected in a wide range of flows (Whitehouse et al., 2000;
Baas et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012; Hermidas et al., 2018), but the precise conditions at which
each flow type is reached depends on the balance between cohesive and turbulent forces and the
adaptation to non-uniform or unsteady conditions. The experiments conducted within this thesis
are based on laboratory experiments conducted with fresh water flows transporting pure kaolin-
ite clay, moving over a fixed, smooth bed. Although the experiments provide new insights into
the adaptation of non-uniform and unsteady clay suspension flows, there are several limitations
within the experimental setup and differences compared with natural flows.

5.3.1. RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF CLAY

Kaolinite has weaker cohesive strength than most other clay minerals, such as montmorillonite,
illite or chlorite (Section 1.2.4), and is thus likely to show transitional flow behaviour at higher
concentrations (van Olphen, 1977; Baas et al., 2016a). It is increasingly difficult to break bonds
between clay particles of clay types with stronger cohesive properties than kaolinite and conse-
quently, stronger turbulence is required for disaggregation (van Olphen, 1977; Adamis et al., 2005;
Yu et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2021). The boundaries between the transitional clay flow types within the
phase diagram (Baas et al., 2009) are therefore shifted to lower volumetric suspended clay concen-
trations compared with kaolinite suspension flows (Baas et al., 2016a; Baker et al., 2017); i.e. for
stronger clay types, transitional flow properties can already be observed at lower clay concentra-
tions than for kaolinite suspensions. This affects the adaptation times for turbulent-laminar tran-
sitions. The differentiation in adaptation time due to breakage and formation of clay bonds is then
already noticeable at lower clay concentrations for stronger clay types. Moreover, higher shear or
stronger turbulent forces are required to break the clay bonds in clay-laden flows with intensified
cohesive strength. Therefore, the adaptation time of accelerating flows might be elongated for
comparable clay concentrations, since the cohesive forces are stronger in the stronger clay type
preventing the turbulent forces to penetrate into the plug flow to break the clay bonds. However,
the adaptation time of decelerating flows might be reduced as clay bonds are established easier
with stronger attractive forces between the clay particles. This might also affect the evolvement
of gravity currents. If the gravity current experiments were conducted with bentonite instead of
kaolinite, the stronger attractive forces between clay particles might result in stronger turbulence
attenuation in the inner region of flow evolution type II flows. Entrainment and additional mix-
ing in the outer region could be unable to penetrate into the inner region due to the enhanced
viscosity in the inner region.

Furthermore, in addition to the variations in cohesion between clay types, the thixotropic pro-
cesses of formation and breakage of clay bonds vary between different clay types (Skempton and
Northey, 1952; Lunne and Andersen, 2007; Hogg, 2000; Shahriar et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2021). After
an applied shear stress (i.e. accelerating flow), bonds between clay particles get broken and the
flow attempts to adjust itself to the new situation and local ions in the double layer (Section 1.2.2)
will redistribute (Hogg, 2000; Zhang et al., 2017). The flow also attempts to adjust itself with a
reduction in shear (i.e. decelerating flow). In both situations, after enough time a new equilib-
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rium is formed with a balance between attractive and repulsive forces and an established amount
of clay bonds (Skempton and Northey, 1952; Ren et al., 2021). The chemical structure varies be-
tween clay types and consequently, the adaptation time of the double layer varies, i.e. the rate of
thixotropy varies between clay types. For example, swelling clay types, such as bentonite, tend to
need longer to rearrange the ions of clay particles than kaolinite (Skempton and Northey, 1952;
Abdou and Ahmed, 2013; Shahriar et al., 2018). These elongated thixotropic processes can result
in higher adaptation times for flows with different clay types, depending on their chemistry. The
balance between cohesive strength and thixotropic processes determines the effect on adaptation
to non-uniform or unsteady flow conditions. For example, bentonite is a stronger clay type than
kaolinite but takes longer to adapt to changes in shear stress as it is a swelling clay. In accelerating
flows, clay bonds in bentonite suspensions flows might take longer to break due to the stronger
attractive forces between clay particles. In addition, the adaptation to accelerating flow might be
longer due to the increased thixotropic processes in bentonite suspension flows than kaolinite
suspension flows. However, in decelerating flows, bentonite suspension flows might establish clay
bonds faster due to the stronger attractive forces between clay particles. On the other hand, the
adaptation to decelerating flow might be longer due to increased thixotropic processes. Further
research is required to assess the relative influence of both aspects and if there is a stronger hys-
teresis in adaptation to accelerating and decelerating flows in suspension flows with stronger clay
types than kaolinite.

Other factors influencing the rheological properties, next to clay type or minerals are salinity
(Section 5.3.2), the solid fraction or water content, pH (Palomino and Santamarina, 2005; Keles-
sidis et al., 2007; Shoaib and Bobicki, 2021), temperature (Lin et al., 2016) and shear rate history
(Mietta et al., 2009; Jeong, 2010; Shakeel et al., 2019), on top of mixtures of different sediment types
and organic matter (Section 5.3.3). All these variations could result in different adaptation times
in natural flows than measured within the experiments conducted in this research and further
research is required to assess the exact influence.

5.3.2. SALINITY

Throughout the experiments within this thesis, fresh water is used, whereas salt water is common
in natural environments, such as estuaries and oceans (Dyer, 1988; Telesh and Khlebovich, 2010;
Leeder, 2011). Salinity of water in marine basins promotes cohesion by aiding flocculation (Li
and Gust, 2000; Laxton and Berg, 2006). Salinity may encourage the formation of larger flocs and
gels in a shorter time compared to fresh water flows as the salt concentration shrinks the double
layer thickness and increases the attraction forces of particles (Di Maio, 1996; Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004; Rinaldi and Clariá Jr, 2016, Section 1.2). The influence of salinity is also de-
pendent on the clay type and might be non-linear with changing salinity (Gorakhki and Bareither,
2015). In addition to the cohesive strength, it influences the thixotropic process as well (Ren et al.,
2021).

5.3.3. COMBINATION OF SEDIMENTS

Natural flows typically transport mixtures of cohesive, non-cohesive, and organic material. Dif-
ferent clay types have different material properties (Section 1.2.4), which also influences the
thixotropic behaviour (Abend and Lagaly, 2000; Goh et al., 2011). For example, kaolinite is a non-
swelling clay hence particles do not delaminate and their surface area remains low, leading to
limited particle-particle interactions (Teh et al., 2009). Bentonite on the other hand already shows
thixotropic behaviour at low volume concentrations due to the swelling nature of the clay (Laird,
2006, Section 1.2.4). Delamination due to the hydration of sodium ions results in increased particle
concentration, decreased clay platelet size and increased particles’ specific surface area with en-
hanced particle-particle interaction and high yield stress values (Leong et al., 1995; Laird, 2006).
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Therefore, small concentrations of bentonite in kaolinite suspensions can already significantly
change the rheological properties (Keren, 1989; Lagaly, 1989; Shakeel et al., 2021). In general, the
yield stress is an important control on the flow mobility of clay-laden flows (Au and Leong, 2013;
Lin et al., 2016), but accurate determination of the yield stress is required, which include the mix-
ture of natural sediments and not only the relative clay concentration (Wan, 1982; Van Kessel and
Blom, 1998; Au and Leong, 2013; Lin et al., 2016). The relative fraction of clay can significantly in-
fluence the flow behaviour (Takahashi, 2014). Rheological tests indicate shear-thickening or Bing-
ham behaviour for low amounts of clay relative to non-cohesive sediment, but shear-thinning be-
haviour for large amounts of clay (Nguyen et al., 2018). Moreover, the yield stress of natural muddy
sediments is influenced by the pre-shearing and time of recovery (Shakeel et al., 2020).

The combination of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment can either increase the concentra-
tion of the suspension allowing turbulence attenuation or the presence of non-cohesive can in-
crease the distance between clay particles, making aggregation increasingly difficult (Ancey and
Jorrot, 2001; Ilstad et al., 2004). Flocculation rate and the maximal floc size decrease with sand-to-
mud concentration ratios above 50% due to the reduction in collisions between clay particles as
sand particles result in an obstruction and indirect due to the additional shear generated by sand
particles (Elghobashi, 1994; Cuthbertson et al., 2010). However, the sand particles can also result
in an increase in concentration allowing to damp turbulence. Non-cohesive particles surrounded
by clay particles could interact with each other as colloidal particles, i.e. non-cohesive particles
get incorporated into the floc structure and enhance the yield stress (Sumner et al., 2000; Ancey
and Jorrot, 2001). The influence of non-cohesive sediment also depends on the flow properties
already in flow. For example, the addition of non-cohesive sediment in a turbidity current can
enhance the density difference within the flow, which is the main driving mechanism of turbidity
currents and consequently the increase in concentration might result in enhancing the turbulence
within the flow (Ilstad et al., 2004; Baas et al., 2011). On the other hand, addition of non-cohesive
sediment in a debris flow can further enhance the yield stress in the flow (Ilstad et al., 2004) if the
gel, i.e. space-filling network of particle bonds, is already strong enough to support larger grains
(Hampton, 1975; Torfs et al., 1996; Marr et al., 2001; Amy et al., 2006; Sumner et al., 2009; Baas
et al., 2011; Schindler et al., 2015). Due to the different physical properties of cohesive and non-
cohesive sediment, segregation of sediment type can occur due to the different settling behaviour,
depending on the relative concentration (Amy et al., 2006; Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Spearman
and Manning, 2017). The complex interaction between different sediment materials influences
the adaptation time within non-uniform and unsteady flows and the evolvement of gravity cur-
rents downstream. Additional research is required to assess the relative influence of different vol-
ume fractions. If the non-cohesive sediment prevents clay bonds to form, the adaptation time of
decelerating flows might reduce as the non-cohesive sediment can result in additional turbulence
breaking clay bonds (Elghobashi, 1994). If the non-cohesive sediment enhances the yield strength
in the flow, the adaptation time might reduce as well in decelerating flows as thixotropic processes
are reduced in sand-mud mixtures. Gravity currents might evolve to turbulence attenuated flow
type if the additional non-cohesive sediment increases the yield stress in the flow, but if it prevents
the formation of clay bonds, the gravity current might evolve to a turbidity current instead.

Moreover, biological cohesion occurs naturally in sedimentary environments and is caused
by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) which result from the life cycles of microorganisms.
EPS binds directly to sand grains rather than acting as discrete particles or particle clusters as
muds do in sand-mud mixtures (Jacobs et al., 2011; Schindler et al., 2015), which can enhance the
cohesive forces within a flow already with small amounts (Paterson et al., 1990; Malarkey et al.,
2015; Parsons et al., 2016; Shakeel et al., 2019; Craig et al., 2020; Sobocinska and Baas, 2022).
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5.3.4. TOPOGRAPHIC INTERACTION

Within the experiments conducted, a fixed, smooth bed is used, which can be regarded as an
analogue for erosion-resistant muddy surfaces for which the erosion resistance is strongly depen-
dent on the cohesion of the sediment, the history of erosional forces and the timescale of floc-
culation and consolidation (Mitchener and Torfs, 1996; Crooks and Pye, 2000; Winterwerp and
Van Kesteren, 2004; Zhang et al., 2022). However, surface roughness is a ubiquitous part of mor-
phology in natural environments. Surface roughness, e.g. gravel bed (Baas and Best, 2009; Roy
et al., 2004; Reidenbach et al., 2010; Stoesser et al., 2015, Section 1.1.3) or bedforms, e.g. ripples or
dunes (Leeder, 2011; Baas et al., 2011; Baas et al., 2013; Schindler et al., 2015) or topography on top
of deposits of gravity currents such as debrites (Talling et al., 2012; Fonnesu et al., 2015) or hybrid
event beds (Haughton et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2011; Kane and Pontén, 2012), can generate addi-
tional turbulence, which may cause a shift in the phase boundaries to higher concentrations (Baas
and Best, 2009), as the additional turbulence may break clay bonds within the flow (Lick and Lick,
1988; Mietta et al., 2009; Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Safak et al., 2013; Lamb et al., 2020). Addition-
ally, an erodible surface can enhance the sediment concentration in the flow (Partheniades, 1965;
Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Van Prooijen and Winterwerp, 2010; Stoesser et al., 2015), in
contrast to the non-erodible bed used in the experiments. On the other hand, settling or depo-
sition of sediment from the flows can reduce the sediment concentration in the flow (McAnally
et al., 2007; Mehta and McAnally, 2008; Spearman and Manning, 2017; Schieber et al., 2022). How-
ever, settling of sediment out of a gravity current might dilute the flow, but it might also result in a
denser inner layer where sediment is trapped (Felix and Peakall, 2006; Postma et al., 1988 Sylvester
and Lowe, 2004; Talling et al., 2007; Kane and Pontén, 2012). Additional work is needed to research
this interplay of velocity and sediment concentration variations on the turbulence dynamics of
open-channel flows and gravity currents.

5.3.5. RATE OF NON-UNIFORMITY OR UNSTEADINESS

Within the experiments, the rate of non-uniformity of the open-channel flows was confined by
the ratio in flume width (Figure 2.3) and the unsteadiness by the imposed velocity change of 0.1
m/s (Chapter 3). The non-uniformity of the gravity currents was constrained by the fixed bed
slope and the measurement distance between the upstream and downstream locations (Chap-
ter 4). However, a large range in non-uniformity or unsteadiness of natural flows exists (Yang et al.,
2006; Leeder, 2011; Karimaee Tabarestani and Zarrati, 2015; Talling et al., 2012). Within the ex-
periments, the range of non-uniformity or unsteadiness can be expanded by varying the ratio in
change of width, including a range of imposed velocity changes and a variety of bed slopes. This
would already give more insight into the adaptation of turbulence dynamics in clay-laden flows,
but not yet cover the full range of non-uniformity or unsteadiness found in natural environments.
There are for example various topographic variations that can alter the flow speed. For example,
Coriolis forces which can alter the flow direction of a gravity current (Persson, 2005; Cossu et al.,
2010), meandering rivers (Van Maren, 2007; Li et al., 2007) or sinuosity of submarine channels
(Clark and Pickering, 1996; Gee et al., 2007; Peakall et al., 2012), industrial settings including nar-
rowing waterways under bridges or within sewers (Ackers et al., 2001) and flood hydrographs with
varying discharge rates (Karimaee Tabarestani and Zarrati, 2015; Fielding et al., 2018; Mrokowska
and Rowiński, 2019). The adaptation of the clay-laden flows will depend on the boundary condi-
tions, among other things the (cohesive) sediment concentration in the flow and the rate of veloc-
ity changes. In general, larger changes in velocity results in increased adaptation length and time
scales, especially if the clay flow passes through several clay flow types.

In addition to the rate of non-uniformity or unsteadiness, the experiments were conducted in a
confined channel, whereas natural gravity currents experience additional 3D influences (La Rocca
and Bateman, 2010; Soutter et al., 2021). As a current leaves the confined channel, the sediment is
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able to spread in multiple directions. Consequently, gravity currents often rapidly spread resulting
in deposition after deceleration of the current as it loses its driving force. Topography has crucial
influences on gravity current pathways and deposit character (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Soutter
et al., 2021). Additional research on the influence on the rate of non-uniformity or unsteadiness
would give more insight into the adaptation time and length scales, which could provide more
detailed predictions for different scenarios. However, the exact adaptation and consequently the
transport of sediment is a complex system influenced by several aspects and boundary conditions.
Especially as Chapter 4 showed that depending on the clay concentration with the same bed slope,
i.e. rate of non-uniformity, the flow can either adapt to a more turbulent turbidity current or a
less turbulent debris flow, influenced by the thixotropic cohesive forces in the flow. Therefore,
additional research into specific scenarios is needed to research the local sediment transport rates
and adaptation of turbulent dynamics in clay-laden flows.

5.3.6. SCALING EFFECTS

Within physical experiments, Froude scaling is commonly used, where Froude number is main-
tained and Reynolds number is relaxed under the assumption that inertia dominates over vis-
cous effects (Struiksma et al., 1985; Peakall et al., 1996; Kneller and Buckee, 2000). Generally,
the Reynolds number requires to be above the laminar-turbulent threshold (Section 1.1), but the
Reynolds number and turbulence levels have a significant influence on the turbulence attenuation
due to the presence of clay. The scaling of sediment is another limitation of scaling flume exper-
iments. Solely, non-cohesive sediment can be scaled down up to the extent of silt sizes, but the
cohesive forces of clay are scale-independent (Paola et al., 2009; Scheeres et al., 2010; Thakur et al.,
2016). De Leeuw et al. (2016) emphasizes the importance of scalable turbulent-sediment inter-
actions for turbidity currents using the relationship between Shield’s number (Shields, 1936) and
particle Reynolds number (Van Rijn, 1984). Shields scaling includes scaling of sediment transport
relative to turbulence levels (Pohl et al., 2020a; Ferguson et al., 2020; Fernandes et al., 2020), how-
ever it still excludes the influence of cohesive sediment. Hermidas et al. (2018) suggest different
scaling regimes for the boundary shear layer, the free shear layer and the plug layer to overcome
the influence of apparent viscosity on scaling effects. The threshold concentration for turbulence
attenuation might be higher for natural flows since full-scale turbidity currents are often more
turbulent (Meiburg and Kneller, 2010; Talling et al., 2013), and therefore more likely to break the
bonds between clay particles than laboratory-scale turbidity currents. However, the turbulence
attenuation that is likely to occur in decelerating flow conditions, is frequently found within the
distal fringe of the system and possibly more comparable in size with physical experiments as tur-
bidity currents thin distally (Sturm and Matter, 1978; Lowe, 1982; Kane et al., 2017; Soutter et al.,
2021). The restriction of cohesion versus turbulence limits the extrapolation to natural environ-
ments. The most efficient way, although challenging, of correlating the experimental results to
natural flows is by direct monitoring of clay-laden flows and comparing them with physical ex-
perimental results (Xu et al., 2004; Talling et al., 2015; Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017; Hage et al., 2019;
Heijnen et al., 2020). However, the trends of turbulent-laminar transitions observed in the physical
experiments are expected to hold for flows in natural environments.

5.3.7. LIMITATIONS OF UVP MEASUREMENTS

Generally, research on the internal structure of clay-laden flows is limited due to the challenges
of data acquisition in opaque, high-concentration flows. Frequently used measurement equip-
ment in physical experiments, for example, acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV) or particle image
velocimetry (PIV) measurements, are unable to measure in clay-laden flows (Poelma et al., 2006;
Tropea et al., 2007; Linne et al., 2009; Aberle et al., 2017) and consequently, previous research has
focused on conceptual models based on visualisation with a lack of quantitative support (Kneller
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and Buckee, 2000; Mohrig and Marr, 2003; Nogueira et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2017). Velocity mea-
surements can be obtained by UVP measurements, which allows the determination of velocity pro-
file and turbulence structure of clay-laden flows (Takeda, 1991; Best et al., 1997; Best et al., 2001;
Baas et al., 2009), but are limited to one direction. Additionally, fast Fourier transforms on the grav-
ity current measurements (Chapter 4) suggest the turbulence attenuation within clay-laden flows
is more complex than suggested by Baas et al. (2009). Full three directional high-frequency mea-
surements would further advance the understanding of turbulence dynamics within clay-laden
flows. Advances are made using Ultrasound Imaging Velocimetry (UIV) or echo-particle image
velocimetry (echo-PIV) (Crapper et al., 2000; Poelma, 2017; Discetti and Coletti, 2018), which can
provide instantaneous two-component velocity fields on the order of several centimeters squared
(Poelma et al., 2011; Aberle et al., 2017), topography measurements in sediment-laden flows (Zou
et al., 2015) or concentration measurements (Toorman et al., 2002; Zou et al., 2016). The rate of
successive videos limits the allowed velocity speeds within the flow (Crapper et al., 2000; Fraser
et al., 2017; Aberle et al., 2017), measured up to 0.7 m/s (Zhang et al., 2011; Poelma et al., 2012).
Developments in hardware and processing algorithms, currently hindered by the demand outside
medical needs, might rapidly enhance allowing a paradigm shift in experimental fluid dynamics
(Discetti and Coletti, 2018).
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